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Remarkable

Bargains in New Spring Clothing
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Reigning Novelty the

Manager.

their return from their most successful Western Tout (and previous to opening at Daly’s Fifth
Avenue Theatre, New York, June 4th, 1877,) will
on
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Charming musical Cxlravaganza

EVANGELINE!
ItcMd-ved Heal Hale will commence Monday,
May 7kh, at 9 o’clock a. m„ at Box Office.
Sec Programmes. Popular Prices.
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The above POOR fellow
past year been
travelling in Europe for
has for the

his health, .and finally at
the URGENT REQUEST
of his most INTIMATE
FRIENDS was induced to
return to the bosom of his
(political) family. For a
number of years he has
worn to his disgust a $6,-

he
intends to dispose of
to the State Attorney in exchange for liberty.

Booksellers ami Stationers.
HOVTl- roufi, No.SU Middle Street.

Book Binders.
ItGINCt, Room II, Printer*’
ill Exchange Ht.
No.
Exchange,
SMALL &HMACKFOK1*, No. 35 Plum
WJI.
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Seventy-Five Cents.

A very large and handsome stock to select from.
Styles. Prices extremely low to suit the times.

_

Carpenters and Builders.
WfllTN El’ & MEANH, Pearl
powite the Park.

F-a-n-cy T-i-e-s
we open this

5

day

R

.

,

Twenty-Five

cents.

The QUALITY ot SILK FRINGES is UNSURPASSED, and PRICES LOWER TII1N THE LOW-

Street.

& CO.

DAVIS
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Safety Rein-Holder

Hfreet, op-

Furniture—Wholesale and

Retail.

PRICE ID POUTEATTEffllDfi TO ALL.

my8

WlilTNEV, No. 5« ExUpholstering of all hind*
change
done to order.

GKOKGK

New and Original

Clothing Co.,

Middle

103

Htreet*

8&i«8 Clmrue

EST.

BOYS’ AND CHILDREN S CLOTHING !

Boston & Portland

A.

—

in all the new shades, at the very
LOW PRICE ot

EIGHT DOLLARS—Will buy for you a whole Suit, COAT, PANTS
and VEST. Sot cheap trash, made to sell and disappoint the buyer
but GOOD HONEST goods, stylish looking and Fashionably cut.
TEN DOLLARS—Will buy you a suit of clothes made from nice heavy
Scotch Goods, in different figures, all new and very pretty. It is unnecessary to say that these goods give great satisfaction iu wear,
TWELVE DOLLARS—AVill buy you a suit of clothes fit for almost any
After looking at these
man to wear, and suitable for any occasion.
goods you will naturally ask the question “How is it Done.”

now

AT

ifefimalni' nmlrofi

EIGHT HOLLARS—Will buy you a very handsome Oxford Mixed Melton Overcoat, which certainly would be cheap at Twelve.
TEN DOLLARS—Will buy you a handsome and very stylish looking
Overcoat, flic goods arc strong and durable and arc thoroughly
well made. Don’t tail to look them over.

000,000 SUIT which

directory.

also a full line ol

Also large assortment ol all tlic

Boston & Portland Clothing Store.

Thursday evening, May 10,

Now

Continues !

TWO DUTTONS

those hard limes when business is dull, employment bard to
get, wages extremely low, and money very scarce, we arc certainly doing a public good by calling attention to the very

EXTRAORDINARY

E. E. RICE,

GLOVES !

ALL COLORS,

Iflatinec, commencing

of the

OF

SALE

Still

During

Fanny Marsh’s Theatre.
and

OUR

How to Dress Well for Little Money. Opera Kid Gloves,

1 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Night*
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Three

represents

Nobby Caps, New Oanes Trunks, Bags, &c., Gents' Seamless Kid Gloves.
237 Middle Street.

Special Notices, one third additional.
Uinlet head of “Amusements” and “Auctioi
per week; three insertioni
or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine Stati
Press” (which lias a large circulation in every pari
of he State) tor $1.00 per square lor first insertion
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St.

New

Plumbers.
JAMES M I L.T.ER, No. 91 Federal Street

JOHN V.
Htreet.

JOHN CLARK, Jr.

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.
J.

Desks.

CABINET,

A. KEITH.

MERRILL.

L O B A 1

’

Best Six-Cord

S

SOAP.

EUREKA

b

WOOTON

and

Labor Saving Articles of the Age.

woodwork.
It is au invaluable article for tlie toilet, and should
always be used ror the cure of chapped hands, &c.

“THOMAS
Obtained

I
tents

those

secured by

Tall, slim

men, like

the

Long, Slim Pantaloons

specialty;
inches long

a

size up to 37

opposite

in stock.

remote from

the Patent Otiice, we can make closer
searches, and secure Pat-

Washington.

GRANTED TO SI'OOl COTTON

at

10
20

End

ed themselves, and surprised us with still better
boots, and we are able to satisfy all our customers.
In addition to the above named stock, we have an
excellent line of medium priced boots, for common
service, which are also all warranted to give satis-

faction.

M. G. Palmer.

Shirts

S9.JOO!

&”PIII»NEY,
STKEET

___CTJCm

Maine Blackwood.
S1RIDbyproving

lowimr HciBoii. or the money will he refunded
stand:
.Maine Blackwood is 5 yeai s nl(l. dark bro’-n,
a16 hands, and weighs about 1075. He trolled as
lb
in 2 40*.
a
drew
and
wagon
old
in
year
2.36*.
a
5
yea
is half brother to Blackwood Jr. record as
old.2 22*.
For further particulars address
L. RI WERV.
No. 47 St. Juliu street, Portland.
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Congress Street

Metallic Boxe,
Ahfricak SOFT CAPStir.K Co*s
ready. Address Victor JS.
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daily,

per
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2,00

month,
44

this wonderful

surprised at his powers of
elocution
memory.
On

presenting these three
figures above we wish to
represent samples of the

The

fit and to

Big
—

Carbon

Photographs

Having purchased the

at

Sole Right for this City
for this beautiful style of Photograph, and iitted up
at great expense, he invites all his old patrons and
the public generally to call and examine specimens.
dtf
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Household

the

SHIRTS

description

of every

will find

in

verware
moves all

y

first-class

Y
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A H. ATWOOD,
Tlic

MADE

ft ©To
Y

jan2f>

ORDERJ

BAY
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MILLS

TALL SLIM MAN

Maujer^v

never

to obtain

Licensed by the City Government.
Money in sums from 25 cents to thousan ds of dollars to loan on Watches, Diamonds, Ladies* and
Gent’s Jewelry, Clothing, &c Pianos, Sewing Ma
chines. Furniture, Merchandise by the case or otherwise, Bonds, Notes, mortgages and goods ot every
description We have a private office and all transactions are strictly confidential. All property left
in our possession is insured against loss by fire or
robbery.
P. S. A large amount of above goods on hand and
or sale at half value to pay advances.

9 Market Sqnare,

been able
Cn»l from

good fitting

opposite U.

come

Superior toMarble orGrauilc

No.

Trice tind Style to suit
the Times.

where, with

Agents,
(For the

C. II. i IIS t CO.’S,
LOW

MARKET
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ME,

THE YOUNG KNOX STALLION

on

t

W. If.
Coffee, Spices,

Cr. Tartar,

Federal

BIORRISON & written,
ARTHUR B, MORRISON.
uol6

WILLIAM M. WHITTEN.

new

ot.,

tools, new slock,

PFJK£LL,

eodly

First Class Hoarding House For
Salefurniture, lease and good will of an old established boarding house, located on Congress St.,
near the City Hail.
Every thing new last summer.
The house is now full of good paying hoarders. This
is a rare opportunity for a lady to make $1,300 to
$2,000 a year. Apply*at once.
JOHN C. PROCTER,
93 Exchange street.
my7dtt

THE

Vaults Cloauod,

street,

nuil after flic first ilny of Mny.
A. A. TOMPSON.

mySdtw*

etc.

il50 FORE STREET, Porilnad, Maine

owned l>y John A. Tompson of Port land, Me., can be
found at

Rrowu’s Stable,

Union

ma3dtf

PORTLAND, ME.

VICTOR IIOLLIS,

HOUSE,

SQUARE

PORTLAND,

113 Middle Street,

on

Wardrobe,

UNDER PRFBLE

of Maine,)

Eff“Circu1ars giving full description and price sent
to.
application, All orders promptly attended
eod&wtf
mh2\

PRICE

Mammoth

State
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and my old workmen I shall continue to carry ou the business ot
Steam, Gas. and Water Piping in
all its branches. Pariicular attention paid to ventilation and sanitary draiuage. I snail be glad to
sec all my old customers and lots ol
new ones,

IMilMW,

to

S. Hotel.
dtjalteod

I have not retired from business
but have taken the new store

i

for Cemetery purposes.

READY
MADE
CLOTHING
would say

Pure Zinc.
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re-

DENNISON & CO., 19 Milk St., Boston.

493 CONGRESS STREET.

CORINTHIAN

quickly

Druggists, and by

Charles Custis & Co.,

SQ.
eodtf

It

tarnish, giving

to Silver an requisite
Polish rqunl lo new
lry one box and vou will,
never be without it.
Used by the principal
jewelers and silversmiths.
Sold by Jewelers and

Plater,

MARKET

27

WHITE
be the best article I hey
have ever used Tor cleaning and polishiug their Sil-

shape, Nteel Knives, Forks and Mpoous
replaced an smooth and good mi the bCHt,
ni a yrrat Having
Silver tVare repaired
and Jewelry recolored and polislicd.

Fat Man
AND

done

Silver.

LADIES

SILVER

wonderful

and

we can

THE PERMANENT

3.00

PLATING

sample of tlie size
fit. Few if any who
seen

Mr. L. takes pleasure in stating that he is now
tully prepared to execute the last new style ot Photo portrait,

2.50

GOLD AND SILVER

a

we

we

Blackwood, dam a Mambrino mate
in advance
will make the season at SCO. payable
iu foal may bo retunKd the fob
Mares not

Vaults

<«
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OCR RISING GENERATION !

who has

MIDDLE

ap20

44

Street,

decl6

These shirts are first class in every respect as to
in
quality and workmanship, and are made to order
over 50 different styles of bosoms embracing all the
novelties ot the season.

*

a

FINE

Fine Goods at Lowest Prices. Call
and Examine.

apt

Made lo Order lor

mao

8.00

«

Polish

Silver Ware of My Own Plate

size

ap!8_dtf

241

44

carelessness or any other cause, left at the office, will
receive prompt attention.
Yearlv customers solicited,
i
Arthur H. Soule,
Norris G. Curtis.
j
dtf
mylO

Child Orator hut have been

We thought last year our boots were perfect, but
this year our excelent manufacturers have surpass-

HILL

•«

Any customer leaving town, by giving notice

have

TO IMPROVEMENTS.

fine

44

the office, will he entitled to proper reduction,
SSp’Complaints against the drivers for neglect,

entering intoanv

no

u

Middle

FINE PHOTOGRAPHY A SPECIALTY
$6,00

«

Ice will be delivered earlier than Juno 1st, and
later than Oct. 1st, at the same rates.
If not taken the full season, or four months, the
scale of prices will be

Store, owposite olie Horse Car Depot, where she can
be consulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madame M. has had large experience in telling fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasures, &c., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the great-

There is

lbs, daily, from June 1st to Oft. 1st,

15

can

OF

on re-

DOLLAR. Address
REIN-IIOFDER
CO,
Portland, Me.
dtf
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rear
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by mail, post paid,

SAFETY

and State.

20

testimonials given il desired.
Terms, Gents $1.00; Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
ron» 9 A.. M. to 9 P. Moo9dt.t

sent

Retail by all tbc leading Dealers

15

Good

ST.,

PHOTOGRAPHER,

10 lbs.

A SPECIMEN

MIDDLE

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our

journal.

^nuiCSS
^
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F. KICKER,
JLil»fc)’ii Corner, Decline.
Utt
S.

^_________

Constitutional Defects.
Two very curious commentaries on the
Constitution of the United States have recently appeared, the one in shape of an article contributed to the North American Eevie10 by “Sionara, a Japanese Traveller,” the
other in shape of a lecture delivered before
the New York Historical Society by Charles
O’Connor.
The “Japanese Traveller” is a thorough
radical. He finds the Americans too slow.
For nearly a hundred years the American
people have had, he complains, the same constitution. Within that time other nations,
even the most barbarous, have changed.
But in this country there has been no change.
Since we formed our government there have
been many wonderful inventions, steamboats,
railroads, telegraphs; opinions and customs
are quite different, but the rights of the people have not been increased during all the
time. This pagan gentleman sees that wo
have not popular government. A century
ago we were the most free of all peoples.
Since then'other governments have become
liberalized, and we alone, owing to our conservatism, have not changed. We are like
the Chinese, says this observer from the Sunlaud, afraid to move from old customs. Our
President can govern with the whole country against him. He can appoint whom he

likes for ministers, and he can bribe many
people with offices. To get rid of him impeachment mustjbe resorted to. The remedy
is to do away with the old Constitution and
to establish parliamentary government, compel the President to take his Cabinet Irom
the majority in the House of Representatives,
and oblige him and his advisers to resign
whenever a vote of want of confidence may
be passed.
Mr. O’Conor is no less radical than SionHe holds that we have too many laws,
ara.
that special laws should only be adopted in
convention, like constitutional amendments,
that the constitution itself is essentially defective, that our presidential elections should
be abolished, and the President chosen annually by lot from among the legislators, thus
inducing people to carefully select their members of Congress. The arguments of these
radicals are only of value as pointing out
and emphasizing the patent defects ot our
system of government. To follow their
recommendations would be suicide. There
is doubtless need of change in the American
political system, but no need of laying the
very foundations anew. What may easily
be accomplished in the way of improvement
is illustrated by Senator Morton’s article on
the abolition of the electoral college, which
appears in the same periodical that contains
the complaint of the Japanese Traveller.
A correspondent ot

Press, writing

the Philadelphia

from

Constantinople,
great fortresses, Shumil, Widin and Rustchuk, which cover the line of approach to the
Balkans, that they are separated by wide in-

says of

tervals of space, are not within easy distance
of each otner, and may be isolated from in-

tercommunication by small detaclimeuts of
troops. The Russians will take advantage of
this, and by threatening simultaneously all
these points will confine the garrisons within
the fortified precincts, and bring their masses
to bear against any particular place.
The
weakest part of Turkey is Armenia, on the
extreme Asiatic border, and ot which Kars,
Erzeroum and Bayazid are the chief defences.
The fall of the last will entail that of the two
nt.liprc.

Tt nil

1 liA

crnrri«nn<*

AfinifnlatA

thousand prisoners will fall into the hands of
As the whole force in Asiatic
the Russians.
Turkey does not amount to much more than
a hundred thousand men, the loss of so considerable a portion of its numbers will be
equivalent to a surrender of the whole of Asia
Minor to the Russians.
They will, he says,
in such an event organize a government in
Armenia, and stretch their Black Sea coast
line to

SILVERWARE!

old.

216

BY

N. 8, MADDOX,the celebrated

seven vears
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We do not read anonymous letters and communi
cations. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

the

CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION.

MADAME
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress.
of the Dollar
located at Market Square,

ns

AVI
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AT

CLAIRVOYANT.

Per
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1877.

1877.
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ceipt of ONE

Portland.

Scale of Prices for the Season:

I»
NO CIIA RUE UNL.E8S PATENT
SECURED.
We refer to officials in the Patent Office, and to
inventors in every State in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, J). C.

new business or profession, the con ucting ot which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the dest iny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
Sue has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her iu her constant travels .since she was

WV

HIGHEST AWARD

tbe City
throughout
iviltOu

1 li 1 I If II 1 iualions/reeo/’cAarpe
! JJll 1 V At KJ and advise as to patentability. All correspondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND
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FOR SAFE AT

or

GENERAL AGENT,
Free street

3

WHICH IS THE

and

All

now

4- A

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL,

THURSTON,

Dcerlnp, Miliifaen & Co.. Locke, Twitcliell & Co., A. Little & Co , Woodman,
True & Co.,
J. F. Rand,
Sweetser & Merrill’s,

IN V fililTfilK
I

SAMUEL

DIPLOMA for

FOB SALE AT WHOLESALE

be

promptly and with broader claims than

mora
who are

a

Excellence in Color,
Quality and Finish.”

constantly

are

Being

us.

alogue.

“

CO., above cut, can always obtain a good fit out of the
Proprietors and Manufacturers,
ME
GO
BAN
large assortment we keep,
Tt,
(12m
mal3

in most cases,

RUSSELL,”

SOLE AGENT.

149 COMMERCIAL ST.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

still,

unrivalled, enconomize time and space, allure
to systematic habits, and are an ornament to any
place. Call and see them, or enclose stamp for catare

Shaw & Haskell, Agents,

for mechanical devices, medical, or other
ornamental
compounds,
| designs, trade-marks, and
labels, Caveats, Assigng
ments, lnterlerences, etc.
nventions that have been
by the Patent Office may

AW>

0V/V11

It is simple and dm aide.
Is not io ilie way.
Is an ornament to any carriage.
Does its work perfectly, and recommends itself.

washboard, no washing machine, no
Requires
rubbing except heavy stains, and makes tne clothes
white
anu clean.
beautifully
It is an invaluable article -for removing grease,

^obtained

A A

ROTARY. predated and adopted.

no

J. A. COBaM &

A

llU

One of the Greatest

To whom all orders may be addressed and shall have
prompt attention.

Hall & Richardson’s Patent, April 3, 1877.

The above cut represents
a neat invention which is
confidently offered to the
public, in the belief that
it will meet a want long
felt. It fits any dasher.
The invention needs only

&co«

A. MEKIill.U A- CO., 139 Middlr S

J. A.
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The

Real Estate Agrenls.
PROCTER, No. 9.1 Exchange
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Will be Strictly Enforced.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
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Summer
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City Clerk’s Office, March 15,1877.
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SOFT AND STIFF

Sales,” $2.00 per square

ANNOUNCEMENT

Large Invoice

NEW COLORS IN SPRING

less, $1.00; continuinj

or

CITY Or PORTLAND.

MERRY, THE HATTER.
Just Opened!
$3,.50
SILK HATS,
A

Kates of Advertising : One inch of space, thi
10 iizth ot column, constitutes a “square.”
$ 1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per weel

every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertions, or less, 75
week. $1.00; 50 eents per week after.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

_MISCELLANEOUS._

Trebizond,

and

probably

to

Sinope.

It is baldly probable they will consent to any
terms of peace that do not include some such
cession of territory.
Trebizond, as the seaport of the transit trade to Persia via Erzeroum, and beyond to the frontiers of India, is
Its possession will
a most important point.
give the Russians control of the most ancient
and best route to trans-Mediterranean Asia.
It was there that the famous retreat of the
ten thousand Greeks debouched on the sea.
In the latter days of the Greek domination
Trebizond was the capital of an independent
Empire. Since it was taken by the Turks,
notwithstanding the advantages of its situation, its growth has been arrested, aud it has
sunk from the dignity of a political capital to
a third-rate town.
Whatever commerce it
has is carried on by Greeks and Armenians
and a few foreign traders. Under a power
like that of Russia it would become a place of
great importance iu every respect, and would
soon rival the splendid era of the two hundred-year rule of the house of Comnenus.
As long as it belongs to Turkey it will be the
miserable, tumble-down place that it now is
without a sheltered port, and with an open
roadstead only for anchorage, where vessels
lie a league from shore exposed to the full
power of the laud and sea gales. The Turks
have great power for destruction aud none
for construction. Put them down in any
given place, and let it be as rich and nrnsnercuts as it may, and in a short time they will
let it fall into decay. If it is a seaport its harbor will be choked up with sand, its piers will
crumble to pieces, its trade will dwindle away
and its population will thin off as if It had
been swept by a pestilence. The famous
haibors of Asia Minor, once thronged by the
galleys of the Phcenicians, Egyptians, Greeks,
Romans, aud all the trading nations of antiquity, are blocked up with mad and inaccessible. In many places the deposits have
stopped the mouths of rivers, causing them
to overspread the surrounding plains, aud
converting them into breeding places of miasma and pestiferous fevers.
The followers of Cummings see in the European war the fulfillment of prophecies and
the approach of the millennium. That Russia, the King of the North, will conquer Turkey, the King of the South, and take possession of Palestine, they hold to be certain, and
that all nations will finally be involved in war
which will only he ended by the appearance
of Christ upon earth.
Other indications
they see in the teachings of science, “falsely
so called,” and the spread of
spiritualism,
predicted, they say, iu Revelation and by St.
Paul, as the spirits of devils working miracles. The religious preaching which calls together such crowds to consider the gospel
message they hold as answering to the invitation in the parable of the wedding feast, to
those in the highways to attend the marriage
of the king’s sons, after those first bidden had
excused themselves, and That it is the last
call to a sinful world.
!£Governor Fairbanks of Vermont visited John
P. Phair at the state prison last Monday, pass,
ed some time with him in conversation, and
was very favorably impressed with the bearing
of the condemned man.
Phair constantly receives presents from people in different places,
many of whom never lizard of him before the
events connected with his reprieve took place.
4

It may not be known to the world in general that the moon’s speed is increasing. As-

phenomenon secular acceleration, and the fact has been considered an

tronomers call the

established

since astronomy took
rank as a ecience. Ancient observers, like
Ptolemy, fixed the acceleration at ten seconds
in a century, and the estimate was considered
accurate by succeeding observers. Modern
astronomers have found reasons for doubting
the accepted estimate, and Prof. Newcomb
has made elaborate researches into the matter. He communicated the result of his labors at the recent meeting of the Academy
of Sciences, and proves by his data that the
rate of increase is only six seconds a century. As this is but one six hundredths of a
second in a year, we need not borrow uneasiness through fear of any disastrous results
during the lifetime of the present inhabitants of the globe.
one

ever

The cotton gin created a revolution in the
production of this important fleece.
Recently another invention has been perfected which may produce almost as marked
an effect as the cotton gin. It is the picker.
It Is a wagon-like machine, which is driven
through the ripened fields and picks clean
every scrap of cotton lint, and nothing except cotton, and saves the labor of 100 hands.
Where the price of the staple may go to with
this invention in general use it is impossible
to fathom. The machine is a North Carolina
affair, and is said to do good work.
cost and

The advancement of the work on the new

Trinity College buildings at Hartford leaves
only the elevation of the central structure
between the two buildings already erected, to
complete the main western line of the large
quadrangle. These buildings, of dark brown
stone, with their opulence of ornate creamcolored free-stone trimmings, are beautiful
samples of the English style of architecture,
and the effect will he very fine.
Current Comment.
“Mr. Hayes has,like a good journalist,fallen
in with the true spirit and need of the times,”
is Watterson’s way of commending the
President’s action.
The Vicksburg UeraLil says that the South
wants a Speaker who is in favor of the development of its material interests, including
the Southern Pacific Railway.
The Boston Journal says: "Thesurest way
to influence the result in 1880 is to see that
the present Republican administration redeems the pledges of the campaign.”
A prominent Northern Democratic member of Congress, who has just returned from
an extended tour in the South, pronounces
the idea that President Hayes’ policy will
draw any strength from the Democratic ranks
a

false one.

Of the hungry Louisiana office-seekers
who are teasing the President with their de.
mands for positions, the Washington Star
says: "Not a night passes that the President
is not bored with some ‘distinguished’ Louisiana politician who wants an office. Most
ol them would swallow auy

policy—nay, an
alligator—to succeed.”
"Is this Gail Hamilton, the authoress?”

said a young man as he called at her residence last spring, determined on making her
acquaintance. "No!” exclaimed the irate
Gail, who stood in the doorway with a small
hod of coal in her hand. ‘‘This is Gail Hamilton, the coal heaver,” and shut the door in
his face. The youug man has given up interviewing, and gone to farming.
Mr. Smalley of the New York Tribune,
has been investigating the Kemper county,
Miss., massacre, in company with Gov.
Stone, and closes his account thus: “I wish
I could say that politics had nothing to do
with the terrible affair, but I cannot, in the
face of the fact that the assailants were all
Democrats and the victims Republicans, and
in view of the bitter feeling against Chisholm and Gilmer that had pervaded the
county for years. Still it was by no means a

ouielv political outrage.”
According to “A Looker-on,” who writes
from Orangeburg, the fate, of the negro in
South Carolina will be as the fate of the neIt will be politigro in Georgia and Texas.
It is the inevitable of Democol serfdom.
cratic rule.
The cant phrase, “Peace, harmony and prosperity secured to all,” means
nothing more nor less than that the negro
shall be allowed to labor as a menial unmolested, but neverjagain to occupy any position
among his fellow white citizens in public life,
nor in the administration of the Government
of which he is a subject.
A “conciliatory” preacher, one Rev. Walker Lewis, in delivering the oration at Macon,
Ga., on the Confederate Memorial Day, thus
addressed his hearers: “Stand, then, to your
principles, and give the present hypocritical
administration the tribute of your immeasurable loathing. Its head, if not himself a
thief, is knowingly the receiver of stolen
goods, and neither previous worth nor subsequent conservatism can condone the injustice of his infamous inauguration, or cover
the shameless degradation of wearing the
stolen honors of another. False to his own
party, false to the stupendous villains that
gagged states in his behalf, false to the blackcommission and its perjured judge, all that he
does with seeming decency is only the bid of
a hypocrite for the treachery of others.”
Though an efficient bulwark of peace and
union, the foremost champion of his party
and admired throughout the civilized world,
Webster never could obtain even a nomination to the chair of state.
His betrayers
found their precedent in an ancient legend.
It was in the beginning of time that the
feathered tribe assembled to choose a ruler;
and he was to receive the diadem who could
attain to the greatest height.
The majestic
eagle when his wing had tired beheld far beneath him exhausted and descending to earth
the host of his vanquished rivals.
He was
about to pour forth his triumphant clarion,
butlo! the little wren, who until that moment had sat quietly and unfelt upon his
bosom, now sprang aloft, and with a tiny cry
announced himself the victor.
Thus was
elected the king of all birds.
By some crafty
device of this sort the politicians will ever set
aside the magnates.
Those who from their
shiniug talents and their public services
claim
a
might justly
preference, and who, if
the people controlled, would receive it, will
be apt to fail in future contests. If this regal
eminence, the quadrennial presidency with
its vast power and patronage, must remain
elective, the paltry little wrens of faction, not

the lordly eagles of the land, will almost invariably win and wear the purple.—Charles
O'Connor's Recent Addrces.
The Fortress of Bayazid.
or Bajazid, which has fallen iDto the

Bayazid,

hauds of the Russians, is a fortified town in
Turkish Armenia, iu the extreme eastern corner, close to the Russian and Persian frontiers,
125 miles southeast of Kars, and 150 east-southeast of Eizeroum.
It is a short distance from
Mt. Ararat, which is to the northeast.
It lies
atound a hill, the brow of which is crowned by
a citadel.
it
boasts
of
a
Although
palace, arsenal, mosque aud monastery, aud is the capital
of a saujak, it is a miserable, tiltby place and
has been steadily ou the decline ever since the
Russian conquest of Georgia.
Its population
is estimated at from 5000 to 15,000, the greater
These people—thB naportion being Kurds.
tives of the district known as Kurdistan, which
embraces nearly the whole of the basin of the
Tigris, and extends into Persia are light in
complexion, have an animated pbyiognomy,
aud sharp
but
delicate
features.
They
are famous for
their remarkable elegance
of person, while their active habits impart a strength of body that renders them
physically one of the finest people of Asia.
They are good horsemen, expert in the use of
arms, adventurous and daring, inclined to brig
andage, and hospitable. Their costume resembles that of the Turks. When a conflict was
threatened with Russia last fall, great efforts
were made to induce the Kurds to enter the
Turkish service. .They make excellent fight
iug material, but seemed very unwilling to
servo in the ranks of the regular
army, and
could only be persuaded to volunteer by the
promise that they would not have to servo iu
Europe. h*ow that one of the most important
towns iu their country has fallen into Russian
hauds, they may possibly take a more pressing
interest in the war. The capture of Bayazid,
however, is important, as it will protect the
lelt flank of the Russian advance, aud open the
way for Jan advance upon Van, au important
strategic point 100 miles southwest of Bayazid.

Texas language is peculiar.
To “land” anywhere means to arrive, the baggage is “tricks,”
peauuts are “guobers,” a mustang is a “cow
pony,” a yearling colt is a “maverick,” and a
Whip is a “squirt.” Travellers “meet up”
with old acquaintances, ami if yon have
of money you are “all oodles.”

j
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Vanity Fair.
—For men’s business gaits cassimeres with
large undefined stripes are fashionable.
—Belles

wear

bouquets

on

the left shoulder,

with ribbons streaming from them; beaux
wear
corresponding colors in their cravats.

—The

most

costly painted fang

are

decorated

in floral sprays of subdued
colors, which will
not contrast too strongly with
any dress, and
are suitable for
half-mourning.
—In Paris ball shoes are now
being worn
with gold and silver heels, and real
pearl
buckles. Sometimes even rubies and diamonds

added.

are

—The

style of arranging the hair adopted
is said to be a la Amadeus, of
think it a la Born Idiot, of New

new

by young

men

Spain. We
York. Paste this item in every prominent barber

shop.

—It is at last discovered that black needs to
be suited to tbe complexion as much as colors.
Blonde freshness or red-haired fairness needs a

soft, deep shade, as velvet; a brunette needs
gloss and sheen, like those of satin, Lyons silk
or faille; stately, dark pallor is set off
by dead
black.
—The prize hair-dressing at a recent professional contest in Paris was in the Louis XVI
style. The hair was golden, and fell in front as
a waved fringe over the
forehead, while the
back was composed of interlaced loops, with
thin

spiral ringlets, terminating

with a

frizzled curl.

bulky

—When Alexis was at the Academy he took
off his right glove and rested his bronzed hand
on the box cushion
rail. Very soon every
young snob in the house had only the left glove
on, and Miss Abbott, with an eye to fun and
sarcasm, when

she

came on

in the last set

quietly removed her right glove.
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—The oddest thing yet is the cheese-card
jewelry, invented by a Mr. Frannberger of New
York and manufactured under his direction
by
a concern at Leominster. The cheese or curd
is procured from the New York
dairies, and is
first boiled with water until reduced to
liquid,
to which chemicals are added which separate

the curd from the water and also give it a corallike color. It is then subjected to a 10-ton
pressure, and comes out in sheets about one
foot square and half an inch thick, five pounds
of the curd making about one pound of

“aapo-

line,”

the

composition

is called.

After drying it is then cut out by powerful presses, etc.,
and is made at present in a fine imitation of
coral, althoagh it can be made in any color.
—Gail Hamilton appears to consider Mrs.
Hayes’ plainness of attire hardly encouraging
to the dress reformers.
She says in the Christian Union:
“There is not a woman from
Mount Desert to Vancouver’s Island who would
not be willing to economize any day in a camel’s hair shawl costing three or four times its
Mrs. Hayes wears her hair
weight in gold.
as

plainly on the face_ and over the
tened in a knot with a comb, not,

and fasI venture to
than thou’ upears

assert, from any ‘I am holier
pishness, but because sbe knows she has a face
fine enough to stand it.
She assumes black
silk as innocently as the milkmaid dreamed of
green, becauso that suits her complexion best,
and because nothing is so dignified and distinguished, and the attempt to throw a wet blanket over woman’s divine, artistic instinct of
adornment by calling it Mrs. Hayes’ camel’s
hair shawl, only adds another to the myriads of
futile efforts which man has already made to
gather thorns of grapes and thistles of figs!”

—Mrs. Hooper describes the dresses worn by
Albani in “Lucia do Lammermoor:” “Her
toilettes, all made by Worth, were very elegant
aud tasteful, particularly the dress which she
wore

in the first

blue so

pale

act. It was composed of a
that it was but a shade or two re-

moved from white. This train was sloped back
—with Worth’s own inimitable grace of cutunderskirt of shirred white silk drawn
lines. This underskirt was cut
open in front up to the waist, to afford glimpse*
of a quilted petticoat of scarlet satin. The cor*
sage of pale blue satin was cut square aud bad

over an

in

longitudinal

half-long sleeves, finished

with lace ruffles.
The bridal dress in the second act was composed of heavy white silk, with an underskirt
covered with rows of narrow silver fringe, the
overdress being raised at the right in a novel
and graceful fashion, being folded upward so a*
to present the effect of a hood scarf. The
splendid court costume which she wears in the
second act was one of Worth's most startling

impossible hues, pale Nile
green, lilac and the new color (the vivid orange
known as mandanrie) being blended together
with odd but not inharmonius effect.”

combinations of

—A droll

fancy lately developed

at costume

balls—which by the way are in high favor
abroad at the present time—promises to be

quite the

fashion. This consists of travestying
only, and produces, as may be imagined, both grotesque and frightful effects, the
ordinary ball toilets appearing in violent contrast with the parodied polls rising out of them.
At a recent masquerade ball in Paris, where
this innovation prevailed, elegant dresses fashthe head

ioned after the latest modes were mounted with
Medusas, Agnes Sorels, Annes of Bretagne,
Judies, gygsles, Watteau peasants and other InDisguising the head only
congruous heads.
proved tqnally disastrous to a harmonious tout
ensemble among the other sex, as in the case
of the gentleman who, representing “Le Monsieur Reveille,” crowned a full, evening attire
with that at all times most hideous o( headgears, a cotton night-cap drawn over frowsy
hair.
Among the more pleasiog delineations
was that of ‘‘The Marvellous Cat,” in which
the head of a fine specimen of the feline race
was seen peeping from out the powdered coiffure of a lady robed a la mode. This same idea
was illustrated on another occasion, when entire travesty was the rule, with a dress of white
satin bordered about with soft white

far;

and

gloves and shoes with claw-like terminations
added. The fancy for arraying themselves as
actresses has possessed the fashionable world,
and ladies are actually copying not only the
costumes but the characteristics of their models.
_

[From the Burlington Hawkeye.]
Advice to Correspondents.
Never write with pen or ink. It is altogether
too plain, and doesn’t hold the minds of the
editors and printers closely enough to their
work.
If you are compelled to nse ink never use
that vulgarity known as the blotting pad.
If
you drop a blot of ink on the paper lick it off.

intelligent compositor

loves nothing so
read through the smear this will
or
make
tweuty
thirty words. We have
seen him hang over such a piece of copy bait
an boar, swearing like a pirate all the time, he

The

dearly

as to
across

Don’t punctuate. We prefer to punctuate all
manuscript sent to us. Aud don’t net* capitals.
we can punctuate and capitalize to salt
ourselves, aud your article, when you see it iu
print, will astonish even if it does not please

Then

you.
Don’t try to write too plainly. It is a sign of
plebeian origin and public-school breeding.
Poor writing is an indication of genius that a
Scrawl yonr article
great many men possess.
with your eyes shut and make every word as
We get the same price
ineligible as you can.
for it from the rag man as ibought it were covered with copper-plate senteoces.
Avoid all painstaking with proper names.
We know the full name of every man, woman
and child in the United States, and tbe merest
hint at the name is sufficient. For instance, if
you write a character something like a drunken
figure *'8,” and then draw a wavy line, we will
know at ODce that you mean Samuel Morrison,
even though you may think you mean “Lemuel
Messenger.’’ It is a great mistake that proper
names shonld be written plainly.
Always write on both Bides of the paper, and
when you have filled both sides of every page
trail a line up and down every margin, and
back to the top of the first page, closing yonr
article by writing the signature just above the
date. How we do love to get hold of article*
written in this style. And how we would like
Just
to got ho'd of the man who sends them.
for ten minutes. Alone. In the woods, with a
Revenge is sweet;
cannon iu our bip pocket.
yum, yum, yum.
Lay your paper on the ground when you
write; the rougber the ground the better.
Coarse brown wrappiog paper is the best for
writing your articles on. If you can tear down
an old circus poster and write on the pasty side
of it with a peB stick, it will do still better.
When your article is completed, crunch your
paper iu your pocket and carry it two Jor three
days before sending it. This rubs off the superfluous pencil marks and makes it lighter to
handle.
If you can think of it, lose odb page out of
the middle of your article. We can easily supWo
ply what is missiDg and we love to do it.
have nothing else to do.
Oscar Barrou of White River Juoctioo, Vt,
has been appointed keeper of the restaurant of
the United States Senate by Vice-President

Wheeler,

*

[London Economist.]
England and the War.
It is evident that
any great military changes
in Alia Minor
would, in the opinion of the

best

BY TELEGRAPH.

military authorities, tend

to affect India
and the
security of; our hold upon it. The
growth or extension of a Btrong military power
there would, it is argued, tend to throw npon

India and ourselves
charges for military

serions permanent
defense than those we now
bear. In certain conceivable cases this should,
of coarse, be submitted to. Were an indigenous
peaceful power to grow up in
these regions, however strong it might be,
it would be oar clear duty to accept aDy additional charge which would be thrown upon ns
by the mere neighborhood of such a power,
however peacefully inclined we might know it
to be. To act otherwise would be to commit
the mistake of France in trying to prevent the
unity of Germany in 1870. But there are other
cases in which the question is not so simple—
where the military power is a foreign one and
of known aggressive character. The question,
it is nrged, would then arise how far it may be
expedient to tolerate the approach of such a new
neighbor, whether there can ever be anything
more than an armed truce between us, and
whether we should not seek to avoid permanent
military burdens of an oppressive kind by open
temporary warfare. Tbe question is especially
important for Ecgland, because it is quite intelligible that tbe introduction of a highly developed state of military preparation would
alter our social and constitutional arrangements to an intolerable extent. At present we
are the only one among the great European
powers which has a small army, and that raised
by volantary enlistment—a condition of things
weich has many advantages to compensate its
drawbacks. But if we are to be placed in dread
of Immediate attacks from great military powers on vital points of oar imperial position an
army of this sort may no longer suffice. Aud
tbe existence of a great military power sugh as
Russia in Asia Minor, within a comparatively
short distance of the Euphrates Valley and
even of the Suez Canal, especially allowing for
the circumstance that the same power is enoamped in Central Asia, and may make a
“demonstration’' against India thence, would
certainly raise the question whether our milipreparations should not be wholly changed
more

tary

We have thus 'a keen Interest to

see what
first events

Rassia does in Asia Minor, aud tbe
may be of great importance to ns. It may be
the most prndent policy to let events take
their coarse, to allow Rassia to add to her transCaucasian territory without check, as it has
added to its Central Asian territory, and submit to the Increased burden of military preparation rather than go to war; but we shall hencefiawfh if
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authorities, have only the two alternatives, aud
this is the inconvenience of the policy Russia
Is pursuing. The received policy on which onr
statesmen have long acted is that we should
not anticipate possible fntare wars by present
ones, bat it is likely enough now that there
will be a strong counter-feeling, and there will
also be much popular discontent if an increase
of our military burdens is proposed, as the resalt of the present Russian proceedings. No
graver questions of policy could well be raised
than those which are likely to come before us
should Russia have a great success on the
Asiatic frontier of Turkey We should certainly recommend the postponement of any hostile action until Russia, as the prize of her success, proceeds to make serious additions to her
territory in Asia; but we fear the possible excitement on the snbject, and we cannot say that
it would be wholly nnjastified.
Oar conclusion is that in a Russian attack on
European Turkey we should stand by for the
present, bat a Russian attack on Asiatic Turkey will be a very serious matter. The measures to be taken, if any, should occupy most
seriously the attention of the Cabinet and of
Parliament. In any case the development of
the Rnssian attack both in Asia and Europe
will require the ntmost vigilance, if au event
occurs to dispose either combatant to make
peace, the government should be prepared with
every means to use that event to the utmost,
and so prevent the extension of the war.

MAINE.
THE BECKS PORT TRAGEDY.
Trial of Edward M. Smith lor the Murder
of the Trim Family.
Ellsworth, May 10.—In the Smith murder
trial to-day the State began to put in testimony
to rebat the alibi.
Several witnesses testified that the tract over
which Smith says he went, is very rough and

nearly impassible.
Several other witnesses testified to a statement made by Smith contradictory to what he
stated on the stand.

Hiram Harriman, Mrs.
Beal and Mr. Trundy testified to being on the
road Smith said he came on at the same time
and did not meet Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Webster testified to a light in
the salooD, and that they went to bed at ten
minutes oE ten, and weie awake until ten, and
heard nothing of Smith. Smith lived in the
same house with Webster.
Mrs. Grindle testified that Mrs. Eldridge
told her Smith got home in the night.
James Emery testified that Mrs. Smith told
him Sunday after the mnrder, that Smith came
George Emerton,

home in the

night, came to her door and then
went down stairs and built a fire, and that she
could not fix the time.
The

testimony

closed

both sides.

on

Soicide.
Norway.

May 10 —Otis

Rnswnrrh of Vn.tl.

Norway, committed suicide this afternoon by
shooting himself through the head causing
instant death. No oause known for the act.
Bank Election,
Biddeford, May 10.—The York County
Savings Bank elected John M. Goodwin
president, and R. H. Ingersoil, treasurer,
(Serious Eire in (Saco.
Saco, May 10.—A fire broke out late this
afternoon in the attic of a five story brick

building
occupied

of the York
as

a

Manufacturing Company,
The fire raged fiercely
the adjoining cotton mill of

picker.

for an hour, and

The roof of
great length narrowly escaped.
the picker building was burned off, and great
damage done to the upper stories.
The
machinery and stock below must have been
badly damaged by water. The loss cannot be
ascertained to-night, but is estimated at
$15,000 to $20,000; insured.
Eire in Kockland.

Rockland, May 10.—The house of BartholoDonahue, on Pearl street, took fire at 2
o’clock this morning and was nearly destroyed.
Loss about $1500; insured for $1200. Furniture partly saved; insured for $000.
mew

military Reception

at

Augusta.

Augusta, May 10.—The; Auburn Light
Infantry, Capt. Sprague, numbering forty men
arrived on the afternoon train, and are
being
entertained by the Capital Guards. A street
parade was had and an inspection drill and ball
took place at Granite Hall in the
evening. The
infantry were favorably welcomed to the city
by Mayor Nash. They will return home on the
noon

train to-morrow.

MASSACHUSETTS.

News and Other Items.
It is said that ex-Gov. O. C. Washburn of
Wisconsin, made a quarter of a million by the
late rise in

flour.
This was all made in his
in the most legitimate fash-

milling business
ion.

Lord Harrington, the Liberal leader, is said
to be happier over the winning of the Newmarket thousand-guinea stake
ban if he had defeated the

by his little filly
Ministry on an im-

portant public question.
It is probable that Mr. Moody will visit Baltimore for a week or two in September, to hold
a series of revival meetings in the large hall
built there for the annual session of the American

Pomological Society.

Twenty years ago the use of iron in building ships of war did not exist in the British
navy, except in a few cases in which it had
been tried and condemned. The whole career of ironclad, ships is comprised within
that time. Now no ship is built of wood.
Ex-President Grant, on his arrival in London, will have a special audience with Queen
Victoria, and be the guest of Mr. Disraeli and
other eminent men. It is said that, in deferto the high office he has filled, the Queen
pay him a visit.
The centennial board of finance have paid
into the treasury of the United States $1,000,000 on account of the appropriation made to
the centennial exhibition.
Half the amount
was paid to the sub-treasurer at Philadelphia,
and the other half to the sub-treasurer at Hew
York. The remaining $500,000 will be paid
ence
win

next week.
At a meeting of the Chicago Grand Army
the other night a resolution was offered that
any Confederate soldiers who happened to be
in the city should be invited to participate in
the ceremonies of Decoration Day.
The motion was lost by a large majority, and so much

bad feeling followed that several members left
in great

in consequence of

the

order of

the

Faculty prohibiting dancing in the University
Hall. They have therefore resolved to take no
part in Class Day or Commencement and to
sustain none of the expenses usual on these occasions.
A Paris newspaper gives th9
ages of some of the leading

following as the
public men of

Europe: Prince Gortschakoff, 79; Lord Beaconsfield, 72; Mr. Gladstone. 68; Prince Von
Bismarck, 63; Lord Granville,61; Marshal MacMahon, 69; M. Thiers, 80; Emperor William,
89; Victor Hugo, 75; Thomas Carlyle, 81; Alfred Tennyson, 67; Bishop Dupanloup,
75; Pius
IX., 84; Garibaldi, 70; Earl Bussell, 84; Lord
Stratford de Eedcliffe, 89; M. Jules Simon, 62.
In his last Friday
evening talk, Mr. Beecher
said that the editorial profession
throughout

the country wa3 not, in his opinion, the best
“X mean to
authority in spiritual matters.
keep on in this good work,” he added, ‘'for 20
or 30 years more, until I am 80 or 90, if the
Lord don’t interfere. You can’t hurt me. If I
live I work; if 1 doB’t live, I go to heaven, and
you can’t stop it—its God’s will.”
Strange discoveries ot petrifactions are reported from Colorado, near Puebla. Perfectly
formed cocoanuts, but much larger than the

ordinary fruit, with the inside of the shell lined
with white crystal quartz, weretfound imbedded
in mounds of loose sand and shells, besides
several huge petrified sea-turtles, such as now
freqnent the Pacific ocean. All of which tends to
prove that the plains at oue lime wero the bed

of an immense ocean.
The Baptist Missionary Union is likely to
lose a legacy of $10,000 under the recent decision of the courts.
The property was in bonds
of a western town, which was authorized
by
the legislature of the state, and on which the
uw>vu>
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pears that the written record of the vote of the
town authorizing the issue of the bonds cannot
be found, and the Supreme Court decides them
valueless.
At Cincinnati, Ohio, on Wednesday, Wm.

Wallace, Sheriff of Hamilton county, was
convicted in aiding in the escape of Charley
Young of Philadelphia, now under arrest there
for mnrder, who was leader of a gang of repeaters there, whose work at the polls gave the
district to Banning instead of Stanley Matthews. Wallace was formerly State Senator
Pitt

and stood well in society. The sentence is not
yet pronounced, bat mast be heavy, as he was
convicted on twelve counts of the indictment.

Poughkeepsie (ST. Y.) saloon-keepers are fitting up bed-rooms over their grog-shops in order to come within the fresh
interpretation of
the license law, which
requires that they must
have at least three beds in the house where
they sell their liquor for the accommodation

of persons who might apply for
lodging, or
they cannot obtain an inn-keeper’s license.
Failing to do so they can get only an ale and
beer license, and then if they sell liquor and
allow it to be drunk on their premises under
the ale and beer license only, they are liable to

penalty provided.
The sale of a large collection of China and
other ware belonging to the late Mr. Robert
Napier of Glasgow, recently held in London,
was a notable affair.
Two plates originally belonging to the set made for the Empress Catharine of Russia brought exceptional prices.
One. a plate, a torquoise ground, with floral
cipher of the Empress Catharine in the centre
and cameo subjects around the
rim, sold for
$787.54; the companion plate for $762.25. These
the

said to be the highest prices ever paid for a
single plate. Mr. Napier was said to have paid
40 guineas each for these plates, which at that
time was a most unusual price.
It is believed
that these plates will be restored to the service
at St. Petersburg, of which they are a part, and
from which they have been separated for many
years.
are

NEW YORK.
Senator Wood in Exonerated.

New York, May 10.—The report of the
legislative committee, made to day to the
fcenate at Albany, completely exonerates Sen7”“'
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complicity

in

the venal passage of the Tweed charter.
American Bible Society.
The annual meeting of the American Bible
was
held this afternoon.
Society
The following managers were elected: Wm. G. Lambert
Isaac Smith, John H. Earle, Geo. W.
Lane, S.
Van Bensellaer Conger, Oliver Hoyt and E. A.
Brinckerhoff. The annual report was read,
showing the receipts ol the year to be $543
579.53, including $227,928.80 from publications,
$188,013.05 from legacies and $91,274.20 from
donations. The expenditures nearly equalled
the receipts, leaving a balance on hand of $9
500. During the year 021,720 Bibles were issued
at home, and 259,330 abroad.
During the past
61 years 32,774,388 copies of the Bible have
been issued.
American Congregational Union.
Tho annual meeting of the American Congregational Union was held to-day.
The report of the Board of Trustees deplored the condition of the churches.
Extensive buildings
were put up,the hard times not
being expected,
and now they find themselves encumbered witn
debt. The Congregational UnioD,
however, is
only a mediator between the needy and giving
churches. Treasurer’s report showed receipts
of the year to be $32,893, and the expenditures
$32,400. Of this sum nearly $22,000 was given
to needy churches’ Officers were elected
for
the ensuing year.
Another Life Insurance,: Company Gone

Up.

indignation.

The boys in the Senior class at Michigan University have fallen into a state of righteous in-

dignation

Buried Alive*
10.-This afternoon while
digging for a sewer in this city Chas. Ward and
Jas. Spear were buried beneath a
falling embankment and remained over an hour, and
when the earth was taken out sufficient to allow their removal Ward was dead and
Spencer
is thought to be
seriously injured. The sewer
was being constructed
through made land and
the accident resulted from the
giving away of
one of the curbing beams.

Worcester, May

Superintendent Smythe

of the Insurance Department of this state, reports the failure of
the Atlantic Mutual Life Insurance
Co. The
headquarters are at Albany and he asks for the
winding up of the affairs of the company.

Opening Ceremonies nl Philadelphia.
Philadelphia, May 10.—The streets are
crowded, and the prominent buildings and
learly all private dwellings in town are coverid with banting.
At 10 o’clock President Hayes with his cabilet breakfasted with ©ol. McMichael.
At
kbout 1 o’clock the President and party took
larriages to the exhibition grounds, escorted by
lie city troops.
The city council committee having in charge
;he arrangements for Gen. Grant’s reception
iccompanied him to the Union League House
where Gov. Hartranft and other officials were
tathered, and from there the party started tor
the exhibition grounds.
The Presidential party arrived at the central
of the exhibition building at2 15, and were at
once escorted to the platform where the ceremonies of the day began, according to programme.
People had been gathering in large numbers
m and around the exhibition
building since 11
o’clock, and all available space within sight of
was
Packed.
It is estimated
fully 50,000 people were in the structure. Tbo
ceremonies were brought to a close at 3.15
o clock with a benediction
by Bishop Simpsou.
Gen. Grant was present under escort of Mayor
Stokley and the committee of the city council.
Everything passed off successfully.
The
President afterwards
tbo
proceeded to
residence of Edward Steele at Germantown,
where a reception was given him this evening.
The exhibits include many of those which
commanded 6uch universal admiration at the
late Centennial exhibition, including the old
log cabin, New England kitchen and liberty
bell. A novel feature of the exhibition is a
large aquarium covering 15,000 square feet, and
containing both salt and fresh water specimens.
The educational section is also very complete,
including model school houses, school furniture
and collections of natural history. The musical
performances will constitute a permanent
attraction, special facilities being afforded to
the musical societies, associations and schools
for public
concerts
and rehearsals.
The
attendance to-day reached over 100,000 persons,
there being over 75,000 during the opening
ceremonies.
Ex-President Grant on leaving the exhibition

pany.

Albany, May 10.—Justice Westbrook today
entered au

order decreeing that the Continental
Life Insurance Company be excluded from corporate rights, privileges and franchises and dissolved, and,that the distribution of it3 effects
be made in such a manner as the court shall
decree; also appointing John H. O’Neil of
New York, receiver, to wind up and settle the
affairs of the company.
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On the way be was
guest of that body.
taken sick and compelled to stop and take a
dose of quinine. Reaching the league he was
taken with a chill and lay in blankets for
nearly three-quarters of an hour.
Upon
recovering he was driven to Mr. Paul’s residence. His condition would not warrant his
attending the reception to the President as was
his purpose to do in the evening.

a

Board of Visitors to Annapolis.

Washington, May 10.—The President has
appointed the following named gentlemen as

the board of visitors at the Naval
Academy to
attend the annual examination in June: Com-

modore Weyman, Capt. Franklin and Pav
Director Cutler, U. S. Navy; Brigadier Gen
Buckland, Caleb A. Curtis of Massachusetts,
Prof. W. G. Hammond, Bishop Kip, Prof.
Gnimby, L. C. Hank, Jas. A* Leonard.
Gen* Butler on bis Nephew’s
Bcmovnl,
The following is an extract of a letter from
Gen. Butler to Postmaster General
Key m relation to the removal of Geo. H. Butler as
special agent of the Postoflico Department at

the Black Hills:
If any part of the statement is

true you did
exactly right to.'promptly remove the offender
If Mr. Butler, drunk or sober, is nanahln r.f
acting in tnat way, he is utterly unfit to hold
any position among gentlemen. I should not
place the slightest credence in the statement
were it not that I could hardly conceive that
the Postmaster General would remove an official on so grave a charge without a
hearing unless, after careful investigation, he had ascertained the truth of the statement,or established
it by reliable witness beyond doubt. Therefore
in this note, 1 assume that the facts have
been
proven to yonr satisfaction, because after what
you told me about your unmillingness to change
the appointment of Mr. Adams as
postmaster
at Deadwood, after the charges
against him
lest the fact of removal would show that
the
charges had been sustained, I feel certain that
you would act with like justice in any other
case.
Assuming the fact, therefore, I most
fully concur with and applaud your actioa in
the premises,and would have acted as
you have
done when assured of the fact, had I been in
your place.

(Signed,)
Imports

and

Benj. F. Butler.
Exports.

The Bureau of Statistics states that
during
the nine months ending March 31, the exports
amounted to $459,727,988. Exports foreign

$9,898,010. Total, $409,025,598. Imports $314,Excess of exports
911,871.
over
imports,
$154,713,727. Specie and bullion imports. $30
749,290. Exports, $31,480,350. Excess of imports over exports, $5,202,940.
Various matters.
The Secretary of the Navy authorizes pay
directors to issue certificates simply stating
that officers at certain dates have certain
amounts owing to them by the government,
but that is all.
Gen. C. B. Comstock of the engineer corps,
has been granted leave of absence for one
year
with permission to visit
Europe. It is understood he will, if permitted by the
belligerent
governments, visit the seat of war in the East.
It is expected the President
and party will
return from Philadelphia in time to hold
a cabinet meeting
to-morrow, and that the President
will leave for New \ork next
Monday mornmg.
_____

Ba»c Ball.
At
At
At
At

St. Louis—Brown Stockings G, Bostons 5.
Chicago—Hartfords 14, Chicagos 10.
Cincinnati—Cincinuatis 19, Louisvilles 11
Guelph, Ont.—Maple Leafs 3, Alleghanys

At Rochester—Kochesters 5, Eries 4.

Tbaukagiving Day in I.ouisinnn,
New Orleans,May 10.—In response to the
proclamation of Gov. Nicholls Thanksgiving
day was celebrated by service in the churches
aud military display.
The cotton exchange
and banks were closed.

BRAILA AND OLTENITZ A BOMBARDED.
and

Bashi-Bazouks

Cossacks En-

gaged.
NO liECENT FIGHTING IN ASIA.
The Debate

on

Gladstone’s Reso-

lutions.
l'he rumored victory of the Bussians at ErzeLatest despatches say
roum is not confirmed.
no fighting of consequence had taken place.
It
was claimed in Constantinople yesterday that

the Bussians

retreating, but probably

were

On the Danube the
without any foundation.
situation is not materially changed.
Tarkish
gunboats continue to amuse themselves by
bombarding towns along the Iioumanian
banks. Three hundred Cossacks crossed to the
Tarkish side

yesterday

fight with the savage

and engaged iu a fierce

Bashi-Bazouks, but

what result is unknown.

Resignation

Constantinople, May 10.—The journa's of
*.uoo*t»uo

uciuio
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Ardahan in retreat toward the frontier.
Munitions for the Turks.
London, May 10 —A despatch from Batoum
says four steamers laden with Krupp guns and
munitions of war have arrived there.
No Kccent Fighting.

Erzeroum, May 10.—Moukhtar Pasha is at
Bardez, 60 miles east of here.
The Russian
centre is awaiting near Kars and supporting
the advance of the two wings from Bayazid
and Ardahan. There has been.no recent fight-

liOas of the Steamship Dakota.

London, May 10, —Steamer Dakota from
Liverpool, for New York, is ashore on the
main land, inside of
Englesey island off North

wales. The crew and
passengers have been
safely landed. The passengers will sail Saturday, on the Wisconsin.
The Dakota had only
just left Liverpool and must have run ashore
on Point Lumas in the fog.
This is the point
where outward bound vessels
usually drop their
pilots. It is 15 miles outside of Holyhead, and
the coast is steep, rocky and
dangerous.
The Dakota was a splendid iron steamer of
about 3500 tons and valued at
8150,000. It is
feared she will prove a total loss. She was
commanded by Captain Price, junior, who has
the reputation of a thoroughly skilled and ex-

perienced mariner.
The Dakota parted at noon, and is
sinking
stem foremost. The captain and a number of
men narrowly escaped.
Last night when she

struck the rockets attracted the attention of
the coastguards, whose station was close to the
scene of the wreck at Ball
Bay, which took off
some of the passengers and their
luggage, the
s
boats
and
ship
other boats assisting, but the
wreck was driven so close in shore that the
majority of the passengers were saved by a
rocket apparatus, worked by the c
oastguard,
which landed them very rapidly. The weather
was fine at the time of the accident.
Schooner Capsized and Thirteen men
Drowned.

Halifax, May 10.—Schooner Codseeker of
Halifax for Barrington, capsized last
night off
Cape bable. The Captain and two men landed
m a dory at
Barrington. The rest of the crew
thirteen m number, were drowned.
Pa* Upsilon Fraternity.
Hartford, May 10.—The 44th annual convention of the Psi Upsilon
Fraternity began
yesterday at Middletown. Manv public buildings were decorated. The attendance of members was large.
Petitions for chapters were
received from the University of California and

Colby University.
Addresses were delivered
by Gen. J. R. Hawley and poem by Prof.
Boyesen of Cornell.
The session closed this evening. No charters
were granted.
It was one of the largest con-

ventions the fraternity ever held. The followmg officers were elected:—President. Governor
Rice of Massachusetts; Orator, ex-Gov.
Hawley
0
^onnecticut; Poet, H. H. Boyesen of Cor1,
nell.
The next convention will be held at

Rochester.
The address by Gen.
R. Hawley
was
Joseph
nn t.ha nand
i/mtn
I"
J_

ON THE DANUBE.
Destruction of the Tnrkish Earthworks
Opposite to Bmiln.
London, May 10.—The Paris correspondent
of the Times says various accounts have been
received of a skirm'sh opposite to Braila Wednesday. One says the Russians landed there,
but returned to their earthworks. Another
says the Russians were driven off by the Turkish monitors.
The Telegraph’s Bucharest despatch says the
Turkish earthworks at Ghiacet, opposite to
Braila, were destroyed. The Russian infantry
which landed for this purpose sustained no loss
as the Turks had previously been driven ont by
shells.
Boumnnia Undecided.
A special from Bucharest dated Thursday
says a private meeting of Ronmania senators
and delegates last night failed to come to any
decision. It is said that the proposal for war
would be defeated by a majority of 13.
Ottenitza Bombarded.
The Turkish gunboats bombarded Ottenitza
fcr hours to-day. The Roumanians replied.
It is reported that they silenced the gunboats
and ignited Tnrtukai on the opposide bank of
the Danube. There was no loss in Ottenitza.
The Bombardment of Ibraii.
A Vienna correspondent reports that the
Turkish bombardment of Ibraii, Wednesday,

destroyed some large grainaries. Shops are
closep and the town deserted.
St. Petersburg, May 10.—Latest advices

from Ottenitza assert that two Turkish gunboats were destroyed by the Roumanian fire.
Unsuccessful Attempt of the Russians to
Cross the River.
Constantinople, May 10.—The Russians attempted to cross the Danube at Reni, but the
Turkish artillery prevented them. Defenses
will be constructed around Constantinople.
Fight Between Cossacks and Bnshi-Bnzoaks.
Galatz, May 10.—At 5 o’clock this morning
300 Cossacks crossed the Danube in boats from
Galatz to Ghiacet. Immediately on landing
they encountered a numerous body of BashiBazouks.
A smart engagement followed,
which was unfinished at noon.
London, May 10.—A Galatz telegram says
that three small Russian gunboats were despatched from the month of the Pruth to Ibraii

today.
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poem by Prof. H. H. Boyesen, of the Cornell
Lmversuy, was entitled “The Brother Feud,”
and tells the story of our civil war
and the
events that followed, up to the last act in
Louisiana, in the guise of the Norse legend Its
argument may be sa*d to be a political
plea for
irresicfent Hayes’ policy of reconciliation.

_

THE

Oor. Pnckazd’s Account of the
Louisiana
Love Feast.

New Orleans, May 10.—Ex-Gov. Packard
to-night sent the following despatch to Senator
Blame:
The overthrow of the lawful
ment

state

govern-

appropriately celebrated to-day. Detachments of the army and Davy of the United
States participated with the White
League of
Alabama and Louisiana in this celebration of
of Democratic success.
Did poetic justice
was

require that the horrors of this achievement
should
he
thus
equally divided,
lu the absence of the commission
the “gray”
accorded the post of honor to the “blue” and
asked no apology. The custom house and
postoffice were closed in admiration of
the event.
It is probable tnat the U. S.
infantry will not
be required hereafter.
(Signed,)
S. B. Packard.

SOUTH CAROLINA.
The Cbiet Justiceship—The
Hamburg
Assassins.
Colombia, S. C., May 10.-The State Seuate
to-day decided to go into the election for Chief
Justice, Tuesday, the loth inst. The House
being Democratic, will concur and settle the
matter, over which both houses have been fighting since the opening of the session.
The Senate also passed a resolution authorizing and requesting the Governor to invoke the
clemency of the President in behalf of the
prisoners now held to answer charges of riot
and murder in the late political
struggle.

The Russian Finances.
London, May 10.—The Times says the advance which the
Russian government has
obtained from Paris and Berlin bankers is
815,000,000. The syndicate retain the right of
making a further advance of half as much
The syndicate gets eight per cent,
as security bold Russian
commission, aDd
bonds of 1875 at five per cent, of their nominal
value. It is said that the syndicate has a call
for this stock at 75 for periods variously stated
at six or twelve months.
Tbe Financier says a large amount of paper
drawn by the Russian government is now offered for discount, Russian credit is comparatively low, but these bills having been accepted
by an eminent financial house here, are eagerly taken by leading discount establishment.
The Turks Coming to Terms.
London, May 10.—A despatch to the Russian
telegraph agency says according to Russian
papers Sofvet Pasha has offered to grant autonomy to Bulgaria and cede to Russia a portion
of Armenia, but these rumors are regarded as
designed to force the powers to abandon neu-

One

Thousand

Men

Thrown

Out

of

Baltimore, May

10.—At a meeliDg of the
directors of the Baltimore and Ohio ltailroad
it
was
yesterday,
stated that because of the
failing of coal traffic from the Cumberland
mines to Baltimore the
railroad has discharged 1000 meD, including 000 at the Cumberland Boiling Mills, which the latter were
closed last week. This is said to be
owing to a
diversion of the coal trade from Baltimore to
Georgetown by lower transportation rates on
the Chesapeake Canal. It is
thought that
freight rates will be adjusted between the
railway and canal companies satisfactory to
both, and correspondence with that view is
being had.
The Mississippi Mardeis.
New York, May 10.—The wife of
Judge
Chisholm appealed
to
Governor Stone of
Mississippi to allow Captain Shaughnessy to
form a force large enough to protect herself
her dying hnsband and her
daughter in
removing from Kemper county, as the mob
keep constant watch on the house and threaten
tnat the .Judge shall neither live there
nor
leave the place alive. Governor Stone refused
the application, regarding the representations
of the petition as unwarranted and the
proposed remedy as inadmissable. since it is the
province of the State to protect its citizens.
Riotous Strikers.

assembled at the entrance of the cooper shops
of the Standard Oil Co. for the purpose of preventing the mea going to work. The chief of
police ordered them to disperse and upon their
refusal ordered the police to disperse them
by
force, which was done. A number of the strikers were
severely injured. The officials of the
Co. regard this as the last attempt of the strikers to prevent the men from
going to work.
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THE NEXT
HOOKS.

TWENTY FOUB

W ah Dep’t, Office Chief Signal
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Offices, Washington, D.O.,
May 11, (1 A. M
For A’cw
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England,
paitly cloudy and clearing weather with rain
areas, northwest winds, rising barometer and

stationary temperature.

The Civil Service iu Georgia.
New York, May 10.—It is stated that the
local revenue officers in Georgia, under pretence of breaking op illicit distilling, have
made .'wholesale arrests of Innocent parties,
who after undergoing imprisonment have beenreleased without trial or bail, ou feeing certain
counsel. Tfae President directs prompt inquiry
into these alleged outrages.
Receiver Appointed.
Richmond, Va., May 10 Iu the II. S. Circuit Court at Norfolk, Judge Hughes presiding,
—

motion for a receiver for the Petersburg Railroad was granted, and Major R. G. Pegam of

Petersburg

was

Fears of England.
St. Petersbdbg, May 10.—The approaching
mobilization of Russian Guards is a measure
for the protection of the Baltic coast, dictated
by increasing jealousy of England.

appointed.

Kentucky Lottery Granin,
Louisville, Ivy., May 10.—The Attorney

General has decided that all Kentucky lottery
’rants have expired by limitation, and no valid
jrant now.i xists in this state.
It is stited that $100,000 bequeathed to the
University of the City of New York t>y
Ixiriug Andrews have disappeared, and other
units to the amount of $83,000, beuneqUied Jby
ithers, have been seriously reduced.

OF

THE

POWERS.

Proceedings in the British Parliament.
London. May 10.—In the Commons this afternoon Mr. Sullivan withdrew the questions
which he gave notice he should ask on Monday
next, relative to the intimation of Mr. Cross,
the home secretary, that Eogland would de-

fend Egypt from interference or aitack.
Mr. Bourke, secretary of the foreign depaitment, said no ateps had been taken to send a
naval force to the Danube, as such a step
would lead to much misinterpretation.
During the debate Mr. Courtney (advanced
liberal), member for Liskeord, advocated the
dismemberment of Turkey by force of arms
an and alliance with Russia for that purpose.
The conservatives cried "no” and the liberals
cheered.
Mr. Forster said he was happy to think it
would not be so easy to drift into a war at the
close of the present debate as it might have
been previously. Mr. Forster’s speech was a
criticism of Earl Derby’s reply to Prince Gortschakoff. He said some of tbe arguments
therein, though conclusive, were |based upon
false assumptions. The whole tendency of the
reply was dangerous. It was a very strong
statement to say Russia had broken the
treaty of Paris by the step she had taken.
If the government thought that to declare war
instead of leaving the question to European
mediation was a violation of that treaty, they
should have told Russia so
beforehand.
Whether Russia was blameable depended
much
whether
very
European concert by which
matters were to be arranged was real.
He
denied that that concert was anything more
than a sham; denied that England bad a right
to
Russia
from
prevent
attacking
tbe
that
idea
Egypt, and scouted
Russia desired to
capture Constantinople.
He could not have voted for the 3d and 1th,
resolutions if Mr. Gladstone had maintained
them, but before the outbreak of the present
war he would have supported a declaration in
favor of European pressure and coercion.
He
believed tbe majority of the House favored
neutrality as far as it is consistent with British

lntornsta

Cleveland, May 10.—This morning some
600 strikers, accompanied by about 200
women,
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ITALY,
tbejliender

the Right.
from Rome
reports that Sr. Selia has resigned the leadership of the Right as a mark of disapproval of
the Senate 3 refection of the
clerical abuses
bill.
of

Foreign Notes.
Two hundred colliers of the Dortmund dis-

trict in Prussia have struck.
The congregation of St. Andrews’s church of
Montreal have decided by a
majority of 213
against a union with the Presbyterian church.
MINOR TELE GRAMM.

Canadian Wimbledon

team

sail for Europe

June 23.
Chas. L. Low died in San FraLcisco yester-

day.

A remarkable tidal wave occurred at
Gairota,
Cal., yesterday. Between 7.10 and 7.30 the sea
rose and fell twelve feet three times.
Dangerous counterfeits fifty-dollars bills on
me tauum

uBiivuai uauK ui new

circulation.

xoik

are

in

Rev. John Mr. Stowe of Hubbardston,
Mass.,
was thrown from a wagon
yeiterday afternoon
and died three hours alter.
The last of the victims of the Wadesville
disaster, Benjamin Mosel v, was found this

morning.
On Sunday last in Anne Arundel, County
Maryland, Richard Lloyd (colored) aged 55
years, after a quarrel with his wife deliberately
shot her
dead. He was arrested.
The Press Association's {Plymouth
despatch
says a detachment consisting of the men-ol-war
Narcissus, Immortalite and Newcastle has
arrived at

Plymouth to await orders.
corner stone of the monument dedicated
the
Confederate dead was laid with Masonio
tq
rites at Chattanooga yesterday. A detachment
of U. S. troops, headed by the Second
Infantry
band, participated in the exercises.
The

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
■

■

Portland Wholesale Market.
Thursday. May 10—The markets are very firm
and quite active to-day. Sugars are higher and the
market Is very firm; we quote granulatea at 13c and
Extra C. at 12Jc. Flour is firm with a lair demand.
Com is strong and in good demand ana
quoted at 76
@ 77c lor car lots and 79c for bag lots, Meal 77c and
Oats 65 @ 79c. Pork is rather dull owing to the
large
supply on hand. Beef is firm and in good demand.

Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1999 bush com meal to G
W True & Co.
Foreign Kio.u,.
ANNAPOLIS, NS. Br Schr Portland—150 bbls
cornmcal, 69 bbls Hour.
Foreign Imports.
HALIFAX. NS. Steamer Falmouth—1 boxes f a'mon to J. F. Liscomb.
•
Boston Stock Market.
at the Brokers* Board, May 9.]
$1000 Eastern R. new 34 bonds...... 50i
100 Eastern Railroad. 31
Boston
Maine Railroad..
@ 904
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R,.. 60
Eastern Railroad (uew bonds).
@ 50J

>i_

interests was to be ready to offer mediation at
the first opportunity.
Tbe conservative speeches preceding Mr.
Forster’s were principally characterized by a
strong anti-Russian tone.
Mr. Chaplin declared that Russia to a great
extent was responsible for the events which occurred last year in Bulgaria, and said that care
should be taken to prevent Russia from eetting
her foot in Constantinople or interfering with
the road to India, even it it was necessary to
sweep the Mediterranean to secure that object.
Sir Robert Peel, citing the case of Poland,
ridiculed the conjunction of the name of Russia with civil or religious
He hoped
liberty.
the government would not budge an inch from
the position they had taken. He did not fear
war but hoped it would be avoided
under the
able management of the government.
Tbe debate was adjourned.
BimensUns in the British Cabinet.

LivekpooI/, May 10.-The Post’s London
correspondent says when Cross boasted Monday
of tbe entire unity of the Cabinet, he was indulging in a flight of imagination. The truth
is a nominal unity was only restored Saturday
and this result was obtained after an angry
discussion in the Cabinet by the threatened resignation of four of its members. Earl Beaconsfield was in favor of a violent and sensaThe British fleet had been ortional policy.
dered to rendezvous at Corfu with sealed instructions to Bail for tbe Bosphorus, and there
was every probability that au armed demonstration in favor of the Turks would be made.
Gladstone’s resolution, or rather the expression
of public feeling thereby invoked, put matters
in an entirely different position, and when tbe
Cabinet met Saturday several members declared
they would not at present sanction an armed
demonstration on the Bosphorns. The four
members to whom the country owe the final
decision of the government in favor of neutrality are Lord Salisbury, Sir Stafford Northcote,
Lord Carnarvon and Mr. Cross. They declared
that they would not support a warlike policy,
and, as their retirement would break up the
government, the Prime Minister and his warlike colleagues were compelled to submit. Thus
a sort of unity has been
patched up for the
present, and the government in the meantime
is committed to a policy of neutrality. It
should not, however, le forgotten that this
policy is provisional, and that the whole
Cabinet recognize that intervention m»necessary.
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cs seller June at 9 774 @ 10 00, closing 9 85 ; 5000 do
eller July 9 90 @ 10 074. closing 9 9U.
Whiskey is
[niet 1 12j.
Freights to Liverpool—the market is dull; Cotton
>er steam at J @ 9-32d; Wheat per steam at 5 @ 6d.
Chicago,May 10.—Flour is stcadv and unchanged.
Vheat firmer but not quotably bigber; No 2 Chicago
ipnug at 1 06 cash; i 68 seller June: No 3 Chicago
ipring at 1 53 @ 1 56; rejected at 1 26. Corn is in
air demand and lower at 531c cash; 51gc seller June;
Ggc soJerJuly. Oats are dull and lower at 41c cash;
lie seller June. Rye steady ami unchanged. Barey is steady and unchanged. Pork is Inactive and
ower at 14 70 @ 11 75 cash; 14 82* seller June; 14 95
eller Julv. Lard is irregnlarand lower at 9 50 for
:ash; 9 55 seller Julie; 0 05 for July. Bulk Meals
ire steady and unchanged; shoulders at 54; short rib
niddles 7J; short clear do 8. Whiskey 1 lu.

Freights—Corn

to Buitalo 3.
Receipts—8,500 total- Hoar, 6,000 bush wheat, 109,>00 cash corn, 37.0C0 bush oat.-, 37,000 bush barley,
100 bush of rye.
Shipments—12,fOObbls Hour,14,000 bush wheat, 70
100 bush corn, 81,000 hush cats, 135,000 bush barley
IjCOO.bueh rye.
At the atternoon call of the board Wheat was
irni and shade higher at 1 684 seller June; 1
664 bid
lellerjuly. Corn is firm and higher at 54groj54*e
‘eller June; 56Jc seller July. Oats are dull at 44 for
mail or May: 444c seller June.
Pork higher 14 87*
mller June: 15 00 seller July. Lard at 9 52* @ 9 55
June; 9 60 for July.
St. Louis, May 10.—Flour unsettled and lower
to sell [scarcely anything done. Wheat dull and lower; No 2 Red Fall at 2 16 @ 2 17 cash; 2 05 seller for
May; No3 Red Fall at 1 99 cash; 1 924 hid for May.
Corn is active and lower; No 2 .Mixed
50* (a) 503c for
cash; 50g @ 52c. for .Mav; 5!4@ 524 seller June;
524
5--G seller July,closing at inside figures. Oats are
easier; No 2 stricily fresh at 44je cash; 41c bi 1 at
bid
seller
close; 4-lc
June. Rye dull and lower at 90
bid. Barley—no buyers.
Whiskey i- steady at 1 08.
Pork dull and lower at 15 25 cash; 15 37*
'ty 15 50 for
seller July. Lard is lower to sell; ottered at 91
cash;
no bid; 91 bid for summer.
Bulk .Meats dull;nothing
doing, Bacon more doing; shoulders 61; clear rib
clear
sides 8 60
81 m 85;
8 65.
Receipts—1,200 bids Hour, 11,000 hush wheat 54,000 buBh corn, 6,000 bush oats, 3,000 bush
barley,
0,000 bush rye, 000 head hogs, 00 head cattle.

(§

r°i;KD0, May 10.—Flour is dull. Wheat is dull;
No 1 W hite Michigan nominally at 2 08; extra White
Michigan at 2 13; Amber Michigan seller for June at
2 08;; No 2 Amber Michigan at 1 85; No 2 Red Winter on spot 2 03; No 3 Red held at 1 80 and 1 76 bid.
Corn dull; High Mixed on snot at
58gc; No 2 on spot
hel457|c, and 57ic bid; seller May held 58c; do Juno
held 59c, and 58Jc bid; do July held
604c, and 60 bid;
do August 624c; No 2
Whito5«c; iejected 55c bid at
close; damaged 46c. Oats are dull; Michigan 50c.
Receipts—200 bbls Hour. 5,000 bush wheat, 40.000
bush Com, 0,000 hush Oats, 00
Barley.
Shipments—150 bbls flour.47,000 bush Wheat.°5 001)
bush Corn, 1,500 bash Oats.
Milwaukee, May ID.—Flour dull and neglected.
Wheat strong; opened higher and closed dull; No 1
Milwaukee at 182; No 2 Milwaukee at
1751; seller
Jhn® at 1
; seller July 1 77g; No 3 Milwaukee at
157*. Corn easier; No 2 at 5*4 @ 55c. Oats are in
good demand; No 2 at 42c. Rye is weak ;N'o 1 at 96c.
Barley is nominal; No 2 Spring at 80c; No 3 Spring
1
°
nt. 4fin.

—

York
New

easy at 2

@ 24 per cent, on call. Sterling steady with business
at 487 and 4894 for 60 days and demand.
Gold opened at 107 and closed at 1074. Cuming
rates 14,1, 2, 2, 24. 3 @ 34 per cent.; loans also
ma-le
flat. Specie shipments
$610,000. of which $250,000
was gold coin and the remainder silver.
The clearances were
$21*00,000. The customs receipts today were $242,000.
The Treasury disbursements
were $119,000 for interest and
$109,000 for bonds.
Governments are Arm. The stock market was
weak in early dealings and
prices declined J to 2 per
cent., but a firmer teeling atterward set in and the
decline was recovered in the general list.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 166,000 shares, including New York Central 9300
shares, Lake Shore 34,250 shares. Rock Island 24,200
Si Paul preferred 10,550 shares, Delaware,Lackawanna and Western 37,980 shares, Delaware & Hudson
Canal 7140 shares, Michigan Central 9170 shares, Ohio
& Mississippi 2300 shares, Western Union 18.350
shares.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States 60.I88I reg...

Betroit, May 10.—Flour quiet and quiet. Wheat
declined but advanced again, closing is Arm; extra
White Michigan at 2 10; milling rt 2 08; Not White
Michigan at 2 05} bid; milling at 2 00, closed at 2 02;
No2 White Michigan at 1 92 Old; No t Amber Micli2 05. Corn closed tirmer; high Mixed 58c
bid; No 1
Mixed 58c; No 2 Mixed 57}c. Oats are steadd; Mixed
nominally at 51 @ 52c; White at 55}c bid.
Receipts—327 bbls flour, 8,720 bush wheat, 8,794
bosh corn, 4,609 bush oats.

D| ...

...

United States 5-20’s, 1868 .115}
United States news’s,.-.,,.111}
United States 10-40’s, reg.112}
United States 10-40s, coup.113}
Currency 6’s.
124}
United States new 4}s. 108}
The following were tlie closing quotations ol
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co, ex.
63}
Pacific Mail. 21}
New York Central & Hudson E R, ex. 94}
Erie. 74
Erie prelerred... 17}
Michigan Central. 44}
Panama_ex. 96}
Union Pacific Stock,..67}
Lake Shore. 53}
Illinois Central.
574
Pittsburg R., ex. 83
Chicago & Northwestern. 21}
Chicago & Northwestern prelerred
46}
New Jersey Central. 8
Rock Island. 93}
St, Paul. is|
St. Paul preferred.„. 49}
Fort

Ohio & Mississippi. 5
Delaware & Lackawanna. 488
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 20
Missouri Pacific. 1}
The following were the closing quotations of Paciflo
Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.108}
Union Paciflo. 105}
Land Grants.
100}
8inking Funds,. 938
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st. 11

Guaranteed.

9

Providence Print Clothe market.
ritoviDENCE, R. I., May 10.—The Prinling cloths
market continues quiet with prices firmer at 4c for
extra and standard 64 x 64.
Chicago Cattle market.

Chicago, May 10.—Cattle—receipts ot 5000 head;
shipments 3500 head; the market is active, firm and
higher for best grades; good to choice extra at 4 90 S>

5

60; Cows and Bulls 3 90 @ 4 65.

Hogs—receipts 14,000head; shipments3,700 head;

market dull and weak at 5 @ 10 lower; light Pigs at
at 5 60 @ 5 00; common to good light at 5 20 @ 5 30;
medium to good packing 3 10 @5 40; good to extra
heavy 5 35 a 5 65.
Sheep—receipts 670 headjthe market Is steady and

unchanged.

Domestic markets.
New Yoke, May 10—Evening.—Cotton market is
ntm at 1-16 advance
jordinary uplands and Alabama
at 9}c; ordinary New Orleans and Texas at 9}e: ordinaryastained at 8}c; middling uplands ami Alabama at 10
5-16c; do New Orleans and Texas at 111Ifin:

no

Hfaintvl

lit

coins cm l.oino-

conti act 800 bales. Flour 10 @29 lower and dull;
Mo 2 at 5 90 @ 6 50; Superfine Western and State at
7 60 @ 7 80; common io
good extra Western and
State at 7 85 @ 8 00; good to choice Western and
State 8 05 @ 8 10; common to choice White Wheat
Western extra at 8 15 @ 8 30; Faucy White Wheat
Western extra at 8 35 (eg 10 25; common to good extra Ohio at 7 85 @ 10 00; common to choice extra St
Louis 7 90 @ lu 75; Patent Minnesota extra good to
prime 9 25 @ 10 50; choice to double extra at 10 55
(^ 12 50; receipts 7489 bbls; sales 7600 bbls, Southern
flour is dull and lower; common to fair extra 7 90 @
8 50; good to choice do at 8 55 @ 10 75; sales 600 bbls.
Rye flour is lower at 5 85 @ 6 25 for superfine. Cornmeal is dull and unchanged; Western, Jersey and
Pennsylvania at 3 45 @ 3 65. Wheat dull and nominally unchanged; shippers and millers holding off;
Mo 2 Chicago nominally at 190; No 2 Milwaukee at
1 95; New York No 3 Spring at 1 70; No 1 Sheboygan 2 00 bid; receipts 6000 bush; sales of 1,000 bush.
Rye is quiet; Western at 95o bid, hold at 1 00; prime
State held at 115 with 110 bid. Barley is quiet and
firm. Baaley Malt is scarce and firmer. Com—spot
lots choice * ig} lc higher; futures heavy at * @ 1 lower ; business very moderate; New York No 3 at 68* @
69c; steamer Mixed at 69* @ 71c; low Mixed at 69c;
New York No 2 at 70 @ 7lc; steamer White Milwaukee and White Southern 70ic; receipts 43,000 bush;
sales 94,000 bush; also 10,000 bush steamer Mixed 1st
half May at 68* @ 69c; 28,000 bush No 2 seller May
at 69c; 9,000 bush steamer Mixed seller June at 66c;
2000 bush No 2 seller June 67* @ 68c. Oats about 1
@ 2c better and less active ;mixed Western and State
at 46 @ 67c; White Western and State at 53(g) 72c;
Mew York No 3 at 50 @ 51c; New York No 3 White
at 53 @ 54c; New York No 2 at 55c; extra 72c; Mixed
6. c; White do at 64c; White State 72c; receipts 57,-

575 bush; sales 32,000 bush. Coffee—Rio quiet, firm
and unchanged j cargoes 17 @ 21c gold; jobbing 17
@ 22c. Sugar is firmer and quiet at 10 (g) 10*c tor
fair to good refining; 10|c for prime; refined is dull
and easier at ll*c for standard A; 12*@ 121c for
for powdergranulated; 12§ (g} 12*c for crushed; 12*c
ed.
Molasses—refinining stock very firm at 51 @ 52
for 50 test; grocery grades firm and in moderate demand. Rice is quiet and firm. Peroleum is dull
and heavy; crude 8*c; 4000 bbls refined short deliAery 14§« Tallow is more active and steady; 300,000 lbs
part at 8* for prime. Naval Stores—Rosin is steady
at 1 90 @2 00. Turpentine firmer at 36c tor Spirits.
Leather—Hemlock sole, |Buenoa Ayres and Rio
Grande, light, middle and heavy weights at 24 @ 26*;
California do 23 @ 26c; common do 23 @ 25c. Eggs
heavy at 13c for Siate and Pennsylvania; 12ic for
Western. Pork much lower and closed firmer; 100
bbls new mess at 15 50; 4750 bbl sseller June 15 30 @
15 45, closing at 15 40; 1000 bbls seller July at 15 55 cog
15 75, closing 15 CO. Beef is quiet. Cut Meats quiet;
pickled bams 8}; middles lower and more active at
for city long clear :1800 boxes of Western long clear
Lard decidedly lower, closing firmer; 250 tierces
Qteam 9 80 ® 9 85 for new; 9 87* for old; 4009

BANKERS AND BROKERS,

32 Exchange Street.
eodtf

my72
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Plants

T.

Saxon Beauties.
» Holton Kid. 21 23. a Ballou SI.OO
IUi««c»> 2 Baitoa 75 cent..
Beauties indeed, and the greatest bargain
offered.

&.

Annapolis, NS—A D

Wbidden.
Sch Moss Glen,(Br) Anderson, St John, NB—Cliaso
Leavitt & Co.
Sch Tim Field, Leland, St John, NB—J S Winslow & Co.
Sch H W Cushman, Walls, Lamoine—F Hodgkins.
FROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.]
New York 10th, barque Walker Armington,
Liverpool; sebs Olive Elizabeth, Lindsey, and Brainhall, Hamilton. Portland.
Ar at Philadelphia 10th, sch Teluuiab, Bennett,
Portland.
Ar at Baltimore 9th, brig Torrent, Neil, Havana.
«

—

XX,

V,V—M„V|

*-

«'WW,

XVX

ibaldi Kid* ai 9l<50 per pair, Palaia
Royal SS cent*. Vienna Emprem 75 ci».
Joseph 2 Button, Colored, Black and
Opera*, 50 cent* per pair. Gent*’ Kid*
91.00, the rery beat 91.50 per pair.

lOO CARTONS

_

_

Ia&
28th, barque Estella, Poole. North of Hatteras.
Ar at Cardenas 28th, schs Addle Ryerson, Havana;

Mary E Van Cleat, do; 30th, brig E A Bernard, tm
Philadelphia; sch Ella Hodgdon,-.
Cld 28th, brig Giles Loring, for INortli of Hatteras;
sebs Alzena, Plummer, do; 3d inst, Georgia, and F,L
Richardson, do.
Sid tm Cienfuegos Apl 27, barque Ada P Gould,
for New York; 28tb,schH H Seavy, Philadelphia;
29th, barque Orchitla. Boston; 301h, sch Fred Jackson, Pettengiil, Nuevitas.
Ar Apl 29, barque Alasonic, from New York.
Ar at Baracoa 2tst, sch Walter At Young, fm Porto
Plata; Annie L Palmer, Hayti.
Ar at Guantanamo 17ih, sch Olive H Crosby, from
Cuba.
domestic; PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS— Below 9tli, ship Jas A Wright,
trorn
Liverpool.
Alorrison,
AIOB1LE—Cld 9th, sch Linda, Whitmore, from

^SAVANNAH—Ar

8tb, sch LorettoJ FiEli, Balano,

Charleston—Ar

8tb. schs Willie Luce, Spear,
York.
Rockport; John N Colby, Wilcox, New
for Havre.
Sid 8th, baique Harriet F Hussey,
schs
S Al Bird,
7th,
up
ALEXANDRIA—Passed
Carrie Holmes, and Agnes I Grace.
Storm
sch
WhitPetrel,
8th,
BALTIMORE—Ar
more, Turks Island.
ship
8th,
Queenstown,PurPHILADELPHIA—Ar
ington, Liverpool; schs Clifford, Bragdon, Matauzas;
White Foam, Dix. Portsmouth.
Cld 8th. schs Abbie Dunn, hountain, tor Portland;
Roamer, AIcFarland, Bangor.
Ar 9th, sch Royal Arch, Crowell, Portland.
Cld 9th, sch C J Willard, Wallace, Portland.
Newcastle—Passed down 8th, brig Geo W Chase;
schs Winner, R L Hersey, and others.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 8th, ship Ida Ldy,Curtis. Havre, for orders.
Sid fm Lewes lOtb.ship It S Gregory, Tor San Francisco; barque S W Holbrook, Mitchell, itrorn Matauzas) for New York.
NEW YORK—Ar 8lli, schs Win Douglas?,
doc, Baracoa 10 days; Sarah C Smith, Bate?,

MelnPhila-

OF

—

All

—

Silk Gros Grain, boiled and plain,

one

to 7

broad, retailing at importers’ prices.

inches

50 PIECES

TRIMMING SILKS
and Hat* at 91*00 p«

r

yard.

Same selling elsewhere at $1.50,

FBEi\€HFLOWERS
comprising Wreaths, Clusters, Monture
Daisies, at your own prices.

STRAW

GOODS

Canton, Rough and Ready, Mllans, American and
French Chips, in all new shapes, irom J3c to $3.

in

Day.

every

Union Square
Union

THINNED

I

specialty. HatIImJoo 1.0 clrilir.,1

and

a

HATS

Bonnet. Trimmed lo
i..
_.1_
......

reasonable charges and satisfaction

539

Square,

City,

BROS,,

Congress

E. T.

TnP /id VpGFO

tl10 Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam of Cutler Bros. Cfc
Co., Boston
unrivalled tor C'oukIm, colds nud Consumption. Sold in Portland by Apothecaries gen
stands

Merrill,

ff»fisn13nr

THE BEST 5 CENT

241 MIDDLE ST.,

CIGAR
in the market is the

offers the following bargains;

CIGAR

PARK

$3.75

which is clear Havana filled. It has been the aim
of the Manufacturer of this Park If rand to produce the best 5 cent cigar that can be manufactured,
and sold at the popular price of 5 cent*.
The above cigar can be found at

Ladies’ French Kid. Side Lace.
“
Fine Ktd, Button Opera Toe.

2.50
2.00
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.25
L15
1.00

FRIE S DRUG STOTE,
Cor. Franklin nntl Congreax Simla

m}7__emllw
TO THE AFFLICTED.
After you have used the various so-called Cough
Mixtures tor the cure of coughs, and are not satisfied, try a bottle ot Jlaaon’n Cough Myrup. If
you are not satisfied that it is the ”Be>t in ihe
Market,” return it in twenty-four hours and take
your

“

“

*•

“

"
“

Serge

“

CALF
—

$6.25

PTAWfl'J ED- B- ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle Street,
riultUO has the celebrated Weber Piano, and
and
other makers, at extremely low prices.
Orders for Tuning attended to as

Gents’ French Ties. Hand sewed.

eodti

CANDID

WALL PAPERS
are

H.

NO
Window

H.

Braces,

House Inspector’s Office, \
Portland, Maine, April 25, 1877. J
proposals will be received at this office
until 12 M. on FRIDAY, the 15th day of June,
1877, for Iurnishiug and deliveiing rations for the
light house tender in the First Light House District,
also, lor furnishing and delivering rations for the
Rock Light Stations in thi« District for one year
from the 1st day of July, 1877.
The rations are to be of good and
approved quality
and are to be delivered alongside the light bouse tender. or other vessel provided tor the purpose, at
Portland. Maine, in good and sufficient packages,
barrels, boxes and cases, and in good order, for the
number of persons specified by tlie Inspector, once
a quarter, free of expense to the United States,
agreeably to table, which will form a part of the
contract, copies of which may be bad by applying to

SEALED

made to order.

let by

SCHLOTTERBECK,
INSTRUMENTS,

501 Congress St. Portland, Maine.,
Sole Agent for Geo. Tienmnu & Co.
New lork.

n0-3_____smltf

this office.
All bids must bo scaled and endorsed: “Proposals
for rations for the Light House Tender," or, “Proposals for rations for Rock Light Stations,’’ keeping
t he bids for the one separate from those of the
other,
and enclosing them in another envelope, to be left at
or directed to this office, prepaid, if sent
by mail.
The right to reject any or all bids, or to waive defects if it la deemed to be for the interests of the Government to do so, is reserved.
HENRY F. PICKING,
Commander U. S. Navy,

PLASTERS!

pain in the side, breast or bock, ask the hundreds upon hundreds who have used them in the last
thirty seven years. They will say that they are far
ahead of all the different kinds ot Plasters ever offered to the public in that time.
Prepared and sold
only by
EDWARD MASON, Apothecary,
!N"o. S71 Middle St.
Portland,
Price 40 and 50 cents.
my2sneod‘2w*

my3eod2w Inspector First Light House Distiict.

O. j»L

of Portland

Coupon
—

Woodbury & Moulton,

ON WOOD AND IVETAI.

Investment Bankers,
mli2(i

bntf

Law,

eodlf
ap28_
B. F, GREEN,
Designer and Engraver

—

NO. 07 EXCHANGE STREET.

at

CENTENNIAL BLOCK.

Registered,

FOB SALE BY

METCALF,

Counsellor

6 Per Cent Bonds
or

—

Light

Dealer in and Manufacturer of

City

FOR

Furnishing liations for the First
Light House District.

Club Foot Shoes, &e.,

MASON’S STRENGTHENING
For

Cord

etc.

O. BAOLBT.

—

ELE€rKICBATTERIES

SURGICAL

Fixture..

PROPOSALS

Bandagflsand Supporters, Trusses,

for sale and to

STOCK !

nnd

_

ELASTIC STOCKINGS,

G.

OLD
Shade,

ST.,

PREBLE.

Congress St., opp. the Preble,
fe27______eod3m

Surgical Instruments,

A.

T11E

482

I’ropi-ietoi.s

Rockland, Maine.

hand and

EAGLET’S,

Taaneli, etc.,

fail to try the "EXTRACT OF CACTUS” tor the Sick Headache, Nervous
Headache, and Neuralgia. It never fails to
cure.
All Druggists sell it for one dollar a box.

on

be found at

CONGRESS

01*1*.

Don’t

Shoulder

to

0.

482

General Ageui, 194 Danforth Street.
Portland April
enapOtf
1877._

Spinal Supporters,

OPINION

that the newest patterns and lowest pikes in

BIBBER,

& CO.,

—

The Paper Hanger is abroad in the land and sajs
that it is his

restoring to health, those suffering with Dyspepsia
Lung troubles, as I can get, and have a number
of certificates which proves that they are the
very
best.
Mr. Hooper, Messenger of Superior Court,
says he
was very much run down, weak and
debilitated, and
in a short time the use of them restored him to
good
health, and so with many others.
The Doctors all agree that they are first rate, and
we fully believo they should be in every
familv, as
the children in a special maimer get great benefit
from them to make them strong lor old age, and
who, on that ground, would not have them, and the
Doctors believe that would be the case.
I hope-families will take notice of this, and make
enquiry into the facts, which is all is needed to
insure a large sale.
They can be found at the
agents, 194 Danforth Street, also at Sawyers Drug
Store, cor Middle and Exchange Streets, also at
Stockbridge Bro’s., Exchange Street near Congress.
Please call and examine, at one of these places.

WIGGIN
apl3dlmsn*

FKOM

**H AIL GENTLE SPRING”

market

or

A.

FRENCH TIES

myl

nly

Goodyear’s Pocket Gymnasium.

W.

“

These goo.!*. are not MIIODDt'. but
Cl'Slon .HADE and WARRANTED.

ORGANS.

the

<i

“

SI.SO to S3

Art Middle Ml., Portland.

in

«•

Hand Sewed Lace Boots.

monev.

amriti_

•*

Kid Fox, Button.
Serge, Button, Double Sole.
Kid Fox Lace Boots.

“

GENTS’

“

“

*•

s

Prices, 35 cts., 60 cts., and §1.00. Lrrgest bottles
are the cheapest.
Prepared and sold only by
EDWARD MANUK, Apothecary,
ap25eod2wsn»

St.

Have you Read This !

rUl JU luuiu

i

guarantee! at

We earnestly request any lady who is in search of
the above mentioned articles to give us a call. Goods
and low prices will speak for tlieui selves,
m b3t
ecdSm

Hotel,

New York

Graises,

75 CASES

Portland.

Sid im Havre 8th, ship L B Gilchrist, Watts, for
New York.
Cld at Sagua Apl 30, brig Wenonab, for North of
Hatteras; sch Eben Fisher, do; 1st inst, sch Grace
Andrews, and Geo K Hatch, do; 21, barque Honry
Knight, Ames, do; schs Hannah AlcLoon, and Kato
A1 Hilton, do.
Sid Apl 30, brig Alary E Pennell, tor New York; 2d
inst, sch Brigadier. North of Hatteras.
Ar at Havana Apl 29, brig Ellen AI Mitchell, Eaton, Liverpool.
Sid 3d, brig Lije Houghton, Rose, Sagua; Hattie Al
Bain, Thestrup, do.
Ar at Alatanzas 27th, sch Speedwell, Boston; 29tli,
brig Carrie Bertha, Hall, New York; 30th, barque
J HChadwick. Brooks, do; brig iza, Walls, Port-

91 50.

at

Josephine MeamlenN, nUo Trefou*«e’* Gar-

'Nrrs'T'TnTr1

Ar at

bargain

a

We are still selling our

WHITNEY.

proving one of the best appliances
for

Philadelphia—J Nick-

91*00,

(J Hutton

after May 1st at the

found

is

ballast—

ever

Harris Gant Suedes,

formerly of the ASTOR DOUSE may be

PORT OF PORTLAND.

in

DAVIS,

ALBERT G. DAM, LATNER

FOR

CLEARED.

B.

Guns, Rifles, Ammunition, Fishing Tackles, and
Agents for Ratlin & ltand Ponder Co Cor. Temple and Federal turret
&p24eodtfan

Bedding Plants

received Fresh

KENDALL

..

Curtiss, Bibber, Cardenas,

Nickel Plated. Fully
Warranted, VEBV CHEAP,
Shot,

NOTICES?"

dozen.
And a general collection of
grown by first class Florists.

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS,

gers and mdse to J B Coyle.
Steamer City of Portland, Pike, Boston for Eastport and St John, NB.
Sch Wild Rose. Yeaton, Steuben.
Sch Golden Rule, Staples, Swan’s Island.
Sch A T Haynes, Richardson, Mt Desert for Boston
Sch Com Tucker. Nichols, Boothbay for Weymouth
Sch L H Smith, Leach, Bucksport for Boston.

REVOLVERS,

A JOB LOT

dozen500 dozen Doable Dahlias at $1.50 per

late Deacon Isaac Smith of Portland, aged 83 years.
Massachusetts papers please copy.]
In Saccarappa, May 9, Mr. David P. Cloudman,
aged 88 years.
[Funeral services on Saturday afternoon. Burial at
convenience of the family.]

J3IU 1111

H.M.Payson&Co

Doz, “Excelsior” Verbenas at
75
cents per dozen.
500 dozen good Verbenas at 50 cents a

In this city, May 10, suddenly, Capt. Wm. Willard,
aged 56 years 5 months.
[Funeral services Saturday forenoon, at 10 o’clock,
at No. 79 Wilmot etreet.
Relatives and friends are
invited to attend.
Burial at the convenience of the
family.]
In Gorham, May 10. Mrs. Priscilla P., wife of the

Thursday, May 10.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Falmouth, Colby, Halifax, NS—passen-

BONDS

by

terms

where he will be pleased to welcome his friends and
my5d2wsn
acquaintances._

NEWS,

feblTsneodt

Bought or exchanged for other
Securities on the most favorable

Forest

500

DIED.

Yeaton & Boyd.
Sch S C Tyron, Nickerson,
& Son.
Sch Portland, (Br) Lynch,

5-20

IM AMS!

In this city, May 10, by Rev. Mr. White, at the residence of ihe bride’s mother. Dr. Alger W. French
of Portland and Miss Lizzianna St. Clair, only
daughter of the late Bow Creighton of New Mnr_
ket, N. H.
In Saco,
10, by Rev. J. T. G. Nicbols, assisted
by Rev. Mr. Blanchard of Cumberland Mills. Fenrlck
S. Blanchard of Portland and Miss Lizzie J., youngest daughter of the late Edward Stiles of Saco.
In Bowdoin, May 4, Samuel Jordan of Freeport
and Mrs Nancy Savage of Bowdoin.
In Rumtord, April l2, Fred A. Porter and Mary E.
Green.

Miuature Almanac.May It.
Sunrises... ..4.37 I High water...... 9.45 AM
Sun sets...7.15 I Moon rises ..3.23 AM

A. M., 2 to 1 and G to 8 P.

9 to 12

CALLED

Portland, May 8, 4877.my8dlwteod2wsn

DATE
.Philadel—Livorpool.... May 10
Canima.New York..Bermuda....May 10
Audes.-New York...Aspinwall...May 12
Sardinian.Quebec.....- Liverpool.,. .May 12
China.Boston.Liverpool_May 12
Britanic.New York. .Liverpool_May 12
City of Havana.New York. Hav&V Cruz.May 12
Alsatia.New York. .Glasgow.May 12
Colon.New York. .Asplnwall..,..May 14
Nevada.New York..Liverpool... May 15
Russia.New York. .Liverpool... May 16
Frisia.. ..New 1 ork..Hamburg... .May 17
Peruvian.Quebec.... .Liveroopl... .May 19
Utopia.New York. London.May 19
City of Richmond New York. .Liverpool.,, .May 19
Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool_May 26

rom

Portland, November 30, 1876,

lOO CARTONS

MARRIED.

erson

^Office hours

for Huil*

London, May 10—4.15 P. M.—Consol at 93} for
money and account.
Liverpool, May 10.—12.30 PM.—Cotton market
dull; Middling uplands at 5}d: Orleans at6 1-16d;
sales 8,000 bales, including liuu bales tor speculation
and export; receipts of cotton to-day were 15,700
bales, no American.

A H

Patients visited at their homes when desired; char-

ges moderate.

SPOKEN.
May 6, lat 3G 20, Ion 72 10, brig Jas Miiler, Parker,
from Cienfuegos for Boston.
May 8, lat 38 30, ion 74, ship Bine Jacket, from San
Francisco for New York.

SPECIAL

la-

can

fice.

Philadelphia.

at 7.

FROM

the female orgsuiau
cured

lo

without resorting to a local treatment so painlnl to
the patient.
Reference to a largo number, cured
during the past year, can be bad by calling at my of-

Ar at Musquash, NB, 4th inst, brig Mary C Haskell Rockland
Ar at St John, NB, 8th inst, brig Alex Nichols,
Peters. Boston.
Cld 8th, sch Georgie B McFarland, Harrington, for

for money and account.
London, May 10—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds, new 5s, 106}; new 4}s,
103}. Illinois Central 54. 4 1.15 p. m.-uew 5s, 106};
67s, 108}. Illinois Central 55. Erie Railway shares

Brig

peculiar

Anita, Small, for

sch

Those diseases

in nil forms.

fOREICiX PORTS.
At Hong Kong Apl 3, ship McNear. Taylor, for
New York; barque Belle of Oregon, Merriman. for
San Francisco; Annie S Hall, Nelson, from Tientsin,
ar Mch 25; Rosetta McNeil, Brown, udc.
Sid fin Antwerp 9th inst, brig Stockton, Allen, for
Boston.
Cld at London 9th inst, ship Ne Plus Ultra, Bornen. New York.
At Mayaguez Apl 24, sch Post Boy, Robinson, for
New York, Idg sugar.
At Ponce Apl 24th, brig Ellen Maria, Hoxie, from
New York, ar 14th, wtg orders: sell N A Farwell,
Dizer, from Portland, ar 18th, disg.
Ar at Windsor, NS, 5th inst, schs Almeda, Smith,
Pembroke; Lucy, Colwell, Eastport.
Ar at Halifax 7th, sch John Weeley, Smith, from
Barbadoes.

DISEASES-

CHRONIC

Fannie Butler. Mary .J AdB Smith. Sinbad, John E

Rockport.
Cld at Annapolis, NS, Apl 30,

Building,

tbanka to the Citizens oi Portpatronage during the past year;

nd trusts that by Correct nnd (imilnuanly
eportment, with the skill heretofore displayed in
estoring the sick, he will merit the approbation of
,11. Diseases of EYE and EAR, THROAT
ind LlNtiM skillfully treated. Also

SM 9th, sch Florence P Hall,
(and anchored below.)
ELLSWORTH—Ar 4th, sch Ceres, March, from
Portland.

European markets.
13—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 93 13-16

MARINE

Iqq

York for Haverhill.
PORTSMOUTH—
Keen, Windsor, NS.

London, May

NAME
City of Limerick

tenders
\ tespectfully
for their liberal
>

Ier,

uplands at10}c.
Charleston, May 10.—Cotton active and easier;
Middling uplands at 10}c.
Memphis, May 10.—Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands at 10}c.
SAVANNAH, May 10.—Cotton quiet; Middling upv
lands at 10}e.
Mobile,May 10.—Cotton is nominal; Middling uplands 10Jc.
Lodisville, May 10.—Cotton is dull; Middling
uplands 10}c.
Norfolk, May 10.—Cotton is dull; Middling uplands at 10}c.
Galveston, May 10.—Cotton qniet; Middlingb upv
lands at 105.
Augusta, May 10.—Cotton is dull ana nominal;
Middling uplands at 10} @ 10}c.

SURGEON,

Mechanics’ Hall

Dailey, R H Colson, and Kenduskeag.
Ar 7th, ach Win E Barnes, Leach.Calais for orders.
Sid. sch S E Nightingale.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 8tb, sch Nancy J Day, Monroe. from Newport for Bristol,
BOSTON—Ar 9th, brig Daphne, Copeland, Baltimore: scha Alligator, Aylward,Calais; Jerusba BakChase, and *1 O Harradeu. Wilson. Macbiaa; Arcturue, Matthews, and Everglade, Shaw, tm Bangor;
Harper, Smith, do.
Ar ICth. seb Albert, Dix, Bangor.
Cld 10th, schs Chaa E Moody. Eastman, West Indies; Napoleon, Babbidge, Bangor.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 9th, sch Como, Bunker, New

5,582 bush oats.
Cincinnati, May 10.—Pork is in fair demand at
15 25. Lard is heavy; steam rendered at 9 4u bid;
9 50 asked; kettle at 10} @ 10}. Bulk Meats are dull
and lower; shoulders held at 5}; short ribs sold at
7}
cash, 7} buyer May, 8 buyer .June; short clear at 8.
Bacon inactive; shoulders at 6}; clear ribs ati8};clear
sides at 9.
Live Hogs are dull and shade lower; common 4 50
@ 5 00; fair to good ligth 5 00 @ 5 25; packing 5 10 ®
5 30; butchers 5 35 @5 50; receipts 3363
head; ship1
ments 1863 head.
10.—The
Cleveland, May
Petroleum market is
farm at 12} lor standard White.
New York, May 10.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands at 10 15-16c.
Wilmington, May 10.—Colton unchanged; Mid-

THAYER,

PHYSICIAN AND

uir rruviucuco.

Sid, scba Sammy Ford,
ams, E A Hayes, Kobt

corn

93J

Wayne.

juoiig, uaiais

Shipments—110 bbls flour, 1588 bush wheat, 7,899

bush

DB.

So Amboy for Salem; John E Dailey,
Long. Calais tor Providence.
NEWPORT-Ar 9th, sch Alleghania, Banks, from
Rockland.
Sid 8th, sch Star, Haskell, (trom Providence) for
New York.
Ar 9th, schs Loduskia, Treworgy. Pawtucxet for
Ellsworth; Python, Merrill, Providence, to load tor
Round Pond.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 8th. schs N J MillerKeene, Miragoane for Boston, (leaky, having struck
on Gonaives Island); Orozimbo. Guptlll, Port Johnson fordo; Avon, Parks, Hoboken for Belfast; Mary
J Adams, Coombs, Bristol for Philadelphia; EA
Hayes, Smith, St George for Port Royal; Robert B
Smith, Sprague, do tor New York; Sinbad, Arey,
Rockland for do; S E Nightingale. Hillyard, Eastport for do; Connecticut, Eaton. Bangor for Providence; R II Colson, Clay, do for Tiverton; Vicksburg, Trask, fin do for New Haven; John E Dailey,

^——

United States 6s, 1881, coup.1154
United States5-20*8,1865, new.Ill
UVUIWO V

DUTCH ISLAND HARBOli-Ar 8th. sell

SPECIAL NOTICES.

City, Hodgins,

May

Stork and Money Market.

York, May 10—Evening.—Money

delpbia for Gardiner; Henrietta, Hill, do for Saco;
R E Yates, Webber do for Newport: Cynosure. Allen, fishing, with 150 bbls nn akerel; Alaska, Clark,
St George: Magnet, Hardy, and Frank, Lewis, Portland; AnnaS Murch, Woodward, Ellsworth; Montieello, Morton, and Telegraph. Priest, Rockland;
L A Snow, Pillsbury; E G Knight. Piatt; Su-an.
Snow; Gem. Had; James Henry, Snow, and Ned
Sumpter, Fountain, Rockland; Gen Howard, Johnson, Lath; S P Hall, Smith, Portsmouth; John L
Tracy, Mescrvey, Kockport; H M Condon, McCarty,
Providence; Ann, Mitcheil, Pawtucket.
Also ar 8tb, schs F E Hallock, Moule. Saco; Mary
A Rice, Kent, Bangor; A M Aldrich,Kent,Kockport;
Onward, Mayo, Portsmouth; Only Son. Meady. Boston for Maryland; S P Hall, Smith, Fall River; Fred
Eaton, Motz. and Ann, Stratton, Warren, Rl; Challenge, Marshall, do.
Ar 9th, narques Alice, Dyer, Batavia; Jasper,Williams, Cape Coast, Af.
Ar lOtli, barque I^panto, Bunker, Boston; brig*
Acelia Tburlow. White, Caibarien; H M | Row ley,
Rowlew, Galveston; schs Laura E Messer, Gregory,
Progresso; \Vr F Cushman, Cranmer, Cienfuegos;
Calista, Whitten. Port Royal.
Cld 8th, schs Mary E Webber, Harris, and Charlie
Cobb, Rhodes, Baracoa.
Cld 9th, barque Jose E More, Carlisle, Sagua; schs
Hattie Card, Perry, Jacksonville; Juliet, Robinson,
Portsmouth.
Passed through Hell Gate 8fli. schs Olive Branch,
Smith, New York lor Calais; T Benedict, Crockett,
Wood bridge for Portland; Kosina, Kelley, NYork
for Danversport; Tantamount, Gilkey, Port Johnson
for Portsmouth; Mary, Magee, Virginia for Bath.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 9tb, ecb Eliza J Staples,
Strout. Calais.
Sid 8th, sch Flora King, Rowe, New York.
Ar 9th, sell John E Dailey, Long, Calais.
Sid 9th, schs Huntress. Curtis, and Alabama, Randall New York; E & G W Hinds, Hill, do.
FALL RIVER—Ar 9th, sch Vicksburg, Kendall,
Bangor.
Sid 8th. sch Mansfield, Acborn, New York.
BRISTOL—Sid 8th, sch Baugor, Jordan, for New
York.

Freights—Wheat to Buflalo at 4,
Receipts—2600 bbls flour, 18,000 oush wheat.
Shipments—8,000 bbls flour, 1..00!) bush wheat.

[Sales

—

BELUGERENm.

onerous.

■—

of

London, May 10.—A despatch

THE ASIATIC CAMPAIGN.
Rumored Retreat of the Russians.

Batoum, May 10.—All is quiet and there has
been no fighting for several days.

NEWS.

War Notes.
A special from Bucharest reports that several
Russian deserters, Dearly all .Jews, have been
shot during the week. It is said that the chief
Rabbi at Constantinople has ordered prayers to
be offered for the success of the Tuiks m all
the synagogues of Roumauia.
A Vienna despatch says the rumors of agitation in Servia have been grossly exaggerated.
Prince Milan aDd his ministers have
formally
assured Count Andrassy that Servia will not
disturb the peace.
A Reuter telegram from Malta announces
that the Duke of Edinburg arrived there Monday in the iron-clad Sultan and left yesterday
for Crete. He will proceed thence to the Suez
canal.
The Prince of Roumania has issued a decree
announcing that he assumes the command of
the Roumanian army.
A special from
Constantinople says that at
the request of Eugland the Porte has extended
the time for neutral vessels to leave Russian
ports in the sea of Azof, to May 21.
A Vienna despatch reports that 2000 Caucasian rebels are under arms in the southern
provinces of Russia.
The Czar has presented Prince Charles of
with 2000 horses and 30,000 rifles.
The Roumanian gavernment has declared the
three provinces of the Caucasus in a state of
siege in consequence of a Musselmau
uprising.
BasbiBazouks crossed Danube at Kiruoyi.
The Roumanian peasants armed with
gui s and
axes drove them
back, killing two.
A telegram from Odessa
reports that the
Russians are unable to lorce the
Sogbanlu pass
aare wa'flDg for reinforcement.
The London Standard
reports that the
meucal inspections of
army service corps was
ordered yesterday. The war office has ordered
the various regiments to train their
regiment
transport in the same manner as when prepanng for the autumn manoeuvres.

with

ing.

MARINE

Employment.

W’ASHIMJTON.

The Tnrco-Russian War.

!h?, p*atiS!'m

Miscellaneous.

A. W. Whitney, chairman of the stock committee of the American Mining
Exchange, and
L. W. Badger, second Vice President of the
Exchange, were reported on Wall street to have
failed. Liabilities unknown.
The condition of Bev. Mr. Tyng presents little hope of recovery.
The Continental I.ife Insurance Com-
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rHE PERMANENT EXHIBITION
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THE PBESS.
FRIDAY MORNING, MAY

Captain William Willard of the tug Tiger,
yesterday morning under vory peculiar cir-

died

cumstances.

He started down the harbor in the
morning about ten o’clock in his usual health,
having the schooner S. C. Tryan in tow.
When off Foit Preble, the captain of the

NEW

He
head
foremost.
appeared
if not quite helpless, and made little or
As soou
no motion after he struck the water.
as possible the tug was put about to rescue
him, but in the meantime a schooner lying
was
near sent a boat to his assistance and he

Coal

for Sale—One half or Whole.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Special Sale—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Plants—F. O Bailey <& Co.

was

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
Office Hours.
From 7.30 a

Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12.20
m. and 12.30 a.m.
Close at 8.30 a m, and 2.30
and 9.00 p. m.
Boston and the West. Arrive at 5.10 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston ami Maine
Railway. Arrive at 12.20 and 8.20 p m. Close at
Arrive at 12.20 p

Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices.

Arrive

at 1.30 p. in. Close at 7.00 am and 2.00 pm.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R
R. Arrive at 12.05 a m and 5.10 p m. Close at 9.00

was born in Cape
and was 57 years of age. He began
to follow the sea at an early age, and when
quite a young man was master of a vessel
engaged in the coastwise and West India trade.
He was a very successful shipmaster, and he
continued in this business until about the year

Elizabeth,

1850, when having amassed a very comfortable
fortune, be retired and began the tug-boat
business. He went to Philadelphia and bought
the tug Tiger, which was then new, and

xn.

Skowhegan intermediate

offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.00 p m. Close at 11.31) a m.
Skowhegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T* R. Arrivo at 12.30 p. m. Close at 1.00 p m.
St Pierre and Miquelon, .Close alternate Saturdays, at 4.30 p. m.
Nova Scotia and Prince^ Edward’s Island.
Arrives Thursdays at 6 a. m. Closes Saturdays at 4.30
p. ELL

Stated Meetings.

MASONIC.
At Masonic Rail, No. 88 Exchange Street.
YORK RITES,

Blue Lodge—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday ; Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third

Wednesday.

Chapters—GreenleafR. A.C., first Monday; Mt.
Vernon, R. A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second
Monday.
Commanderies of K. T.— Portland, fourth Monday ; St. Albans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 p. m.; Grand Com-

mandery, Wednesday

evening.

Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesday in every month.
Portland school of Masonic Instruction—
Second and fourth Tuesday of each month.
ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH RITES,
Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first

Friday.

Council—Portland Council P. ot J. second Fri-

day.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de H.t
third Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S.P. R. S., fourth
Friday in March, June, September and December.
L O. O. F,
At Odd Fellow s' Hall. Farrington Block, Congress
Street.
Relief Association—Third Tuesday in the

month.

Monday evenings; Ancient
Brothers, on Thursday evenings; Ligouia, on Friday
evenings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Unity, No.
3, on Wednesday evening; Ivy, D. of LI., second and
fourth Saturday of each mouth.
Encampment-Machigonne, first and third Wednesday ; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesday ; Portland, first and third Friday.
Benefit Association—Board of Directors meet
first Monday evening of each month. Association
Lodges—Maine,

meets
Monday
and October.

first

on

evening of January, April, July

1EMPLARS OF HONOR.
At Templars' Rail, JSyo, 100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, fiist and third Monday in each
month.
temple—f orest city, jno. i, every weunesaay
evening.
Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camps No
3 and 4 convenes over the Eastern Express office,
Plum street. No. 3 on Wednesday evening; No. 4
on Hist and third Saturdays of each month; No 1 on
Tuesday evening, at Arcana Hall; No. 2 at School
House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth, Friday

Evening,
Bosworth Post G, A. R.—Meeting every Friday
evening in Mechanics’ flail, corner of Congress and
Casco streets.
Portland Temperance Reform Club—Headquarters in Williams’ Block, corner of Congress and
Chapel streets. Open day and evening. Business
‘meeting Monday evenings at 7£ o’clock.

Young Men’s Christain Association—Corner
Congress and Casco Streets. Every evening.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 75Second Saturday of each month.
Mercantile Library Association—Farrington
Block. Second Monday in each month.
Delivery
of books dai»y, 2 to 9, day and evening.
Payson Literary Society—Meetings every
Monday evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
Congress streets, at 7£ o’clock.
Portland Institute and Public LibraryId City Building. Open and free to all from 10 to
1 and 7 to 9.
Maine Charitable
Corner of Congress and
day in each month.

Mechanic Association—
Casco streets. First Thurs-

Pythias—Bramhall Lodge, No. 3
Tuesday evenings; Munjoy Lodge, No. 6, Monday
evenings; Pine Tree, No. 11, friday evenings, at
heir Hall, Clapp’s Block, Market Square.
Portland Army and Navy Union-Corner
Congress and Brown streets. Fiist Tuesday in each
month.
Knights of

Independent

Order

of

Good

Templars—

Arcana, Monday; Mission, Wednesday, Williams’
Block, Congress street; Mystic, Thursday, at Sons
of Temperance Hall, Congress Hall; Iron Clad
Thursday, at West End.
Portland Society of Natural Hist
y—
At theii library room, City Hall, on the first and
ot
each
month.
third Monday evenings
Sovereigns of Industry—Dirigo Council, No. 2
meets every Friday evening, at Arcana Hall, at 7$
o’clock.
Portland Fraternity—No. 4$ Free St. Block

Every evening.

Superior
may

civil

Court.

term, 1877, symonds, j..

presid-

ing.

Inhabitants of Otisfield.

Ac-

Jonathan Ingalls
tion on the case, to recover damages for injuries to
plaintiff and his horse from a defect in highway Oct,
25, 1876. Verdict for plaintiff for $30.
Strout & Holmes.
Motley & Sylvester.
State vs. <3eorge H. Brown. Compound larceny
ot horse, pung, buffalo robe and lap robe from barn
vs.

Qilaa Wiltin

in

Vnrmnnlli

nn

was

also a

large

Conn.

BEFORE JUDGE KKIGHT

Thursday.—Itoscoe Merrimon. Common drunkard. Thirty days. Committal.
Albert W. Wiizman.
Larceny, ricfjrm School

Probably no man was better known among
the ship owners iu Portland than Captain
William Willard. A retired sea captain remarked yesterday: “Capt. Williard was an
honest, hard working man, always obliging,
and he does not leave an enemy behind, but
hosts of warm friends.” This statement will
be borne oat by a large number of business
men.
He was a consistent member of the
Casco street church and a man of the strictest
integrity. He was a member of the Citizens’
Mutual Belief Association.
His funeral will take place Saturday at 10
o'clock from his
street.
Franklin

mnmlinii
—

that two

on

Wilmot

—

nf
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—
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successive terms.
He was a
member of Casco compauy and was
repeatedly
chosen foreman. Mr. Moody was a energetic
business mail, a valuable member of the fire
and

a

good citizen, and his misforby a very large circle

tunes were much regretted
af friends.

Ascension Day.—Yesterday was the festival of the Ascension of the Saviour into heaven.
At the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception Father Bradley officiated as celebrant and
gave the Blessed Sacrament to over a hundred
children. The little girls were attired in white
with colored sashes, and wore garlands on their

heads. The boys

wore white gloves and rosettes. In the evening there were vesper services.
At St. Luke’s Cathedral the services opened
with the processional byam, ‘'Crown Him with

The altais were dressed in
many crowns.”
color for the Ascension, and the
priests wore stoles of the same color. The
Nicene creed was recited, and the Holy Eucharist celebrated, the bishop being the celebrant
assisted by Kev. Canon Hayes. The lessons
were read by the Deacon, Cbas. .1. Ketch urn.
The music was very good.

white, the

Portland & Ogdensburc.—At a meeting
of the first mortgage bondholders of the Portland & Ogdecsburg Railroad Company, held

yesterday afternoon

at the banking rooms of
J. B. Brown & Sons, it was voted that the
trustees of the first mortgage be ins trusted to
take steps to recover the appointment of receivers for the road in accordance with their
bill ia equity now ready for presentation.

It was also voted that said trustees be instructed in case the court shall under such bill
in equity refuse to appoint receivers, to take
possession of the railroad and other propeity
covered by their mortgage, and to manage and
run said road.

Voted also

that in case the trustees precced
to take possession of above, foreclosure proceedings shall simultaneously be begun. The
meeting adjourned to Thursday of next week.
The Great Imposition.—At ten o’clock last
evening the Corliss engine ceased its piston
strokes and the Great Imposition of 1877 came
to a close. The attendance was largo up to the
latest moment, and the regret at its end is so
poignant that a Permanent Imposition will
doubtless be established. The enterprise has
been a pecuniary success, and the dividends on
the stock will be
.1
__
--j
—

large,

thanks

to

the

labors

Heal Estate
Transfers.—The following
are the real estate transfers recorded in this

sounty yesterday:
Poitland—N. B. Noble to Benjamin F. Noble, two undivided half parts in common,with
buddings for 81000.
Edward P. Chase to Joseph C. Woodil], lot
of land for £0:38.
Scarboro Isaac C. Baker et als to Charles
M. Abbott, lot of land.
Peering Uhoda Sawyer and other to Augustus s. \\ entworth, lot of land for
£298.
Bridgton—Geo. F. Foster to Samuel H.

P^ee

ot

No. 8 in range 2d and 1st

Engagement.—Next

Monday, Tuesday

and

Wednesday

week Mr.

matinee.

Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday, “Dot”
“Miriam’s Crime,”
nigt t
Friday
and
J’Heturned Voluuteer.” The sale of teats
open at (he box office this morning, and those
who are wise will secure them eaily.
A

Pastor’s Welcome —Wednesday evening

the members of the State street
Society to the
number of about (cur hundred gathered at
tte vestry of their church to give their
pastor
and his btide a reception. The church was
decorated for the occasion, and many of the
ladies were supeibly attired. A select choir

rendered several pieces during the evening.
The ladies prepared a sumptuous
repast, which
was set

before the company.

Tbe affair

was

! entirely informal and everything passed off

I

very

pleasantly.

FBOM

in connection
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Insuran. e one-eighth of one percent.
For Rates of Freight, or other information, apply
to
»- 1>. C. MINK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
19G Washington Street. Boston.

Boston, May 1st, 1877.

The trn9tees will be in session here the first
of J une to arrange the premium lists and oth-

STOOLS, Fill CLOTHS,

Bottles,

or

The name of Kev. Dr. Hill.is being mentioned
in connection with the office of Superintendent
of Schools in this city.
A subscription paper bas been started in

Fryeburg, to raise money to employ the Kev.
Mr. Stone to preach there for another year.
He will preach at the New Jerusalem church
until the first of June.
Second Parish.—The union gospel meeting
at this church last evening was well attended
and very interesting.
Kev. Mr. Hincks of
State street church, conducted the service.

Samuel Thurston,
3 Free St. Block, Portland.

FANCY WOODS,

Foot Power Scroll Saws,

Lathes,

r.liarles H. Tlmrstnii A, Cn

BLOCK,

The chorus choir under the direction of
Mr. W. L. Fitch, added much to the interest
of the meeting.
From the Black HtLLS —John E. Craig,
a Belfaster, who has been prospecting for some
time past, at the Black Hills, writes home
most doleful accounts of matters and things in
that locality. He says there are but few claims
that pay the expense of wot king, and these, at
the best, pay only moderate wages. The chief
ambition of those who have been there the
longest, is to obtain money enough to get
further east. The society is very low, beiDg
made up from the dregs of the large cities, and
consequently, immorality reigns supreme.
There is constant fear that the Indians may
become troublesome, though of late, no outbreaks have occurred from that cause.
Small
pox and mountain fever prevail in some disand
the
latter
is
said
to be in no wiso
trict,
preferable to the former. Mr. Craig says that
the only men who make money are
the
speculators and traders, which occupations are
overstocked.
already

Manufacturers, Wholesale

Ladies’ at 35c, 50c, 62c and 75c.
Misses’ at 37c, 42c and 50c.
Also

a

Nina 11

Portsmouth Hop Beer !
healthy, invigorating and non-intoxicating beverage, in Barrels and Half Barrels, manufactured by
Portsmouth Brewing Company.

(]2w*

SOUSE TO LET.

post-office at

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

At the recent session oE the S. J. Court at
Augusta twenty-one divorces were grauted,
lilteen on petition of the wife and the rest on
petition of the husband.
The other day a lodger at the Johnson House
in Gardiner got up in the morning awful
thirsty, and approaching the landlord, said he
must have a drink of cider.
He was assured
he could not buy it in the city. “Can get it by
the gallon, can’t 1?” he said. He was told he
coaid
So he went up to a store and inquired
if they had any cider to “sell by the gallon.”
He was told they had. He wanted to try it,
and drew a pint dipper full and drank it. He
said he “thought it was too bard for mince
pies,” and threw a dime on the counter and
left.

E

For sale—Piano, Refrigerator, Extension Table,
&c.
mytld3t
In consideration ot the cheapness o*
stock and the fall in the wages of labor*
^we have fell in the price ot Horse SlioeUl ] ing to $1.35 per net of 4 »cw
Hand iVftade Shoes. Thankful to our patrons
lor past favors, we invite the public to bring their
horses and have them shod. All work wai ranted to
All interfering and over-reachiug
give satisfaction.
cured.
VuPNG Ac WlffliN,
■

ftp. 70 Eearl Street.

Workers.

somerset cocnty.

Major C. D. Miller of Skowhegan died quite
suddenly last Sunday. He was a graduate of
Colby University, and was Major of the Second
Cavalry duriDg the war.
WALDO

CCUNTY.

Mahan, the agricultural machine operator, is
still in jail at Belfast, having failed to furnish
the required §1500 bail. It is reported that a
number of special writs are ready to be served
as soon as he is released, coming from parties
in different parts of the state with whom he
has had dealings. There are also some other
indictments.
The Belfast military company was out Saturday for target shooting. The distance to target
was 200 yards, three shots each, rifles held at
shoulder without rest. Fred L. Carter made
the best shot and William Crockett second,
hitting the target twice each in the three shots.
Mrs. B. F. Tucker, keeper of the New England House in Belfast, secretly left town some
time ago, leaving many debts unpaid.
The Masonic Temple Association has voted
to proceed immediately to the erection of their
new ball in Belfast.
One of the divorces at the late term of the
S. J. Court at Belfast followed a marriage of
only three weeks.
A Black Silk Temptation.—I have this
day marked down my extra heavy “Guinet”
two dollar black silk to SI 75, to take the
place of my usual S1.75 silk. This “Guinet”
silk is very soft and heavy, and for S1.75 is an
extra bargain.
Horatio Staples,
180 Middle street.

Live Oak Collar is the only stylish and
collar made.

Chadbourn & Kendall will
you with Live Oak Collars at whole-

Cabinet Makers, Millwrights,
and all Wood Workers call and examine %V.
E. Shmuer’d Patent Quadrant aud Staffer
Neale, for cutting all kinds Mitres. Angles, &c.
ItOfLTl 11, i'AHOON
Age- I* Wanted.
BLOCK, 385 i'oogreiM 8t., Portland. .Me,

CARPENTERS.

NOTICE

& CO.

cheap, promptly

parties that I have given
my son, Daniel Williams, his time dnriDg the
remainder oi his minority to act and trade for himself, and shall pay no debts of his contracting and
shall claim none of his earnings.
Wil. WILLIAMS,
Scarboro, May 10, 1877.
mylld3t#

CCAPABLE

and well.

THE

ELECTRIC

whole of a Coal Yard which is
good business. Address Box 976,

the

doing a

Me.

mylldtf

Essipoff
A

new

Braids.

and very desirable Head-

ing for Worsted Fringes just
opened at

H. I. Nelson & Co.’s,
443

Congress St.,

_ALARM.

is truly one of the most useful inventions of
this inventive age. Where this Alarm is placed
it is utterly impossible for a Fire to pass its incipient
stage and get beyond control.

THIS

_

Consumption, “Forest

Tar” aids

expectoration and promotes sleep—often cures
nrst stages.
my7dlw
_

More cases of remarkable cures of coughs
colds, astbma and consumption have been
effected in the past four years by Adamson’s
Botanic Balaam than all other medicines that
have been advertised for twenty years past.
Price 35 cents. Try it.
m7eodlw
(nood

A<1 vice.

size 75 cents.

Sold

by

your

Druggist,

oct20

deomly

Forest
For Throat, Lungs,

FARRINGTON BLOCK
dlw

n>y5

fore'those

on

Tar

Live Oak Collar.
ap20

Forest
Tar Troches,
Forest
Tar Salve,
Forest
Forest Tar Soap,
Forest Tar Inhalers,
Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

Children’s Felt Hats 50 cts
65 “
Boys’ Felt Hats
Men’s Felt Hats
75
Boys’ School Caps 50 “
Umbrellas
$1.00
—

AT

&

Chapped Hands, Salt Rheum, Skin Diseases,

inblO

COAL.

13. 30, 38 and 63 cts.

Balbriggau Hose in variety, and CHILDREA’S Hose in almost any style aud

price.

SUMMER AND WINTER USE,
FOB SALE AT

Lowest Market Kates,
—

Consumption, Asthma.
For Sal* >‘U all Druggists.

60

GLOVES !

Also a JOB LOT OF 2-BCTTOA KIDS,
in SPRING and OPERA SHADES, to be
sold at 50 cents, A great bargain.

A great variety of Silk and Worsted
Fringes, Buttons, Trimmings &c.

Under
503

Army

and

CONGRESS

&

BY

Dealers in Printing Materials of every description

Type, Presses,

etc.

Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.

Hall.
STREET,

Nelson & Gould,

McAllister,
ST.

distf

Spring Style
*&££o.55C5b

MTS. Maher’s,

OPP. POST OF PICT

mli!4

Exchange

Street,

BARGAIN {

Carriage Mart.

14 & 16 PLUM

STREET,

PORTLAND.

mjS

dlw

MILLINERY”
—

Fancy

AND

dim

Chesley,
TAILOR,
Middle

Goods !

has just received a new and
full line of

FASHIONABLE

FLUENT BLOCK.

offering a fine assortment ol LADIES UAttniEJVrS,
also all oilier goods at prices that
arc attractive. All are invited to
examine.
now

CALL

AND

SEE

SPRING 1877

PLANTS

FITZGERALD

shall sell on TUESDAY, May 1!tb, at 10 A.
M., at salesroom, 35 Exchange street, a large

WE

one

A. A.

NICKERSON,

Merchant Tailor,
Congress Street,

fine line of FOKEIGN AND DOMESTIC IVOtiLENS constantly on hand.
iWOrrO-Wylish Garments, Good Work,
A

aud Cow Prices.

Special attention given to Cutting Garments

made out of the shop.
Ladies’
■ nltv.
liememher t.hfi nlnp.fi.

Cloaks

a

be
Specto

480 1-2 CONGRESS STREET,
mh21WF&M6m

Opp. Preble House,

Ladles’

Kid

F O. Bailey A Co., Auctioneers.
myll(lit
nnrm a

Boots.

Also, J. C. Bennett At Barnard’* celebraFRENCH KID BOOTS.

ted

New Jersey Hand Sewed Button and
Congre** Gaiter* tor Gem* wear, in single
soles. Also Strap Shoes for Summer

and double

Federal
WITH

If is free from
market.
Odor, and is NON-EXEEOSIVE.
Cali and examine.
in flic

PRICE TO SUIT THE TIMES.

Square,

PORTLAND, ME.
ap25'dtt
Aslios Hauled)
RICKER,

Libby’s Corner, Deering.

dtf

A

Streets,

FIJI, I.

AND COMPLETE
MTOC1& OF

havo

a

Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Gossamer undervests 33 to 55c. up. Hents ltalbriggan
Vest and Draws 55 c to $1.00. Gents and
Youths 1-2 Hose, Plain and Striped, from
10 to 50c. Ladies’ Full Regular Bose
18, 20, 25, 31c. up. Balmoral stripes,
best styles in the market, 12 1-2, 15,
17 c. up. Domestic Hose, full length, T,
8,10 c. up. Ladies’ Genuine Balbriggan
Hose, extra long, 38 to 41 c. up. Children’s and Misses silk clocked Balbriggans
in seal Brown, Navy Blue, and Cardinal,
nndoubtly the handsomest and best style
in the market, from 62 to 68c Ladles’
and Misses’ Lisle Thread Gloves at 10,13,
15c. up. Ladies’ Town made Taffeta silk
Gloves for 87c. worth $1.25, A splendid Corset for 45. 75c. and $1.00 up. Dr.
Warner’s Corsets down to $1.15. Madam
Fay’s 95c. all other in proportion. Hair
Brushes Tip Top 12 1-2, 13, 17c. up.
Tooth Brushes, 6, 8, 10c. up. Lace
Tidies, in choice patterns, from 20c. up.
Neck Ties and Bows ail silk, new style,
at prices lower than the lowest, 20c. np.
Towels CHEAP! CHEAP! from 12 l-2c.
up. Linen and Lawn Handkerchiefs from
4c up. Lace Scarfs in Chantille, Spanish and other popular styles from 58c to
$4.50. Bustles, all the new shapes as
soon as introduced, from 25c to $L38.
Heavy Emb. Setts Collars and Caffs, all
Linen, 25c. New Patterns in Colored
Setts for 20c. New style, the best yet,
Dress Protectors 20c, 4U other styles
12 l-2c. Pocket Books. Here we put
the kuife in. A look wUl convince you of
this fact. A big drive in checked Nainsook
Muslins 28 to 38c per yard. Black Silk
E'ringes, we have them and we propose
to sell them. Trimming Buttons, all
colors. Spool Cotton, best 3-cord 2c.
Spool Silk full lOOyards, 8c. Ball Cotton 4c. Colored 5c. Pins 17c package.
Buches 13c dozen up, Bereges and Tissues, all colors. Back Combs very cheap.
Corset Clasps 4c up. Queen Bess Collarette. new. 17c. English Stuck Needles 4c
Dress Braid,
paper.
best, 6c piece.
Mottoes 1 to 5c. Imported Turkey Bed
Handkerchiefs 10c, last colors. Hamburg Edges in variety. Ladies Silk Pocket Handkerchiefs from 25c up.

CARYLAND,

SIO Middle

Road, Family & Work

ATI

lutu A—

ic il,A KAaf f/\T

til A

m AtiAir

At,

—

AT

—

Horse and Carriage Mart, Plum Street
Sale of Horses, open Carriages and Harnesses

com-

at 10 A. M. and Top Carriages at 2} P. "f.
20 line young Horses, fresh trom the country, suitable for driving, family and team work.
These
Horses will be fully represented at sale and warrantmences

as represented.
They can be seen and driven on
morning ot sale. Every Horse will be harnessed
the Harness and Carriage will be sold after each

ed

and

Horse.

50 tlrst class Carriages, largely Portland bnllt, consisting ot Extension Top Bailey, 2 aDd 3 Spring Phaetons, Howell Gigs, stand and drop Carryalls, Jump
Seat Carriages, Dexter, llrewster. Piano and Britton
Top Buggies, open Wagons, Buggies, Ac., being the
best lot ot Carriages we have ever ottered,
F. O. BAILEE Ac CO., Auctioneers,
d5t
my 11
su——^——————

The

Stock

Largest
—

OF

—

FURNITURE,
ever offered in

Portland,

may be iound at

(. A, III! k CO’S,
46

Exchange St.,

at Prices that will astonish every
one.

75 Walnut Chamber Sets,
TEN PIECES EACH.

0a1/1

t*

in New England. Jot »bis down in the tablet of your
memory, ami Kemembt-r our store, *J6S U1IODLE MT REBUT, near the junction of Middle and
Federal streets.
Yours

Carriages

Oil Wednesday, Iff ay 16, 1877,

Space will not admit of further quotations. We
siaiplv add that our *7c. MttaRT, all finished,

300 Marble

Very Respectfully,

—

AND

Top

—

J. H. FITZGERALD.
dtf

ap25

Library Tables,

80.000 ROLLS
ROOm PAPERS

BOUGHT FOR CASH, and WILL
BE SOLD LOWER than can
be bought in this
market !

100 Parlor Suits,

STOCK,

Just received, bought expressly
for the Retail Trade, and will he
sold at prices that cannot fail to

HALL L. DAVIS,
No. 53

Exchange St.

our own manufacture, and the cheapest suit we
sell upholstered, one-half pure Hair. Best suits all
pure Hair.
All our Furniture put in the best order and delivered free ot charge.
Our facilities are such for manufacturing and buying that we shall not be undersold. Parties about
purchasing will certainly save money by calling on

OF

OF FINE QUALITY.

Monday Morning, April 16,
lot of

Lace Curtains. Nottingham Laces;
Lace Lambrequins and
Curtain Muslins.
These Laces makes the largest and most complete
assortment of Curtain Goods to be found in the
market, and will be sold at prices to suit the times.

We

shall continue

sale ot

our

83.00 LAMBREQUINS 1

BLACK
Frenota.

S. A.

SQUIRE AND UPRIGHT PUIS,
which, for parity of tone, perfection of action or
beauty, are not surpassed. The

endorsed by the highest Musicians, and making
75,000 homes pleasant and attractive, are sold for

by

Plimpton,

General Agent* for Maine.

439 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND, ME

Robber Hose

FAKKIIVCiTO.M BLOCK.
dtf

nov28
FORT I, AND CEMENT

TUB

£

Fisk &

Co.,

RIBBONS,
Silks, Velvets, Millinery,
—AND—

GOODS,
26 Summer and 92 Hawley Sts.. Boston
Have constantly on hand the largest and most complete stock of choice MILLINKKY GOODS in the
city, all ot which will be offered at the lowest cash
maI9eod3m
prices.

Having opened the

store under the
UAL
HOUSE,

COMMER*

Cor. Fore and Cross Sts.,

W. XI. FURBISH A; SON,

NliW STORE, Under Falmouth Hotel.
Repairing ot all kinds done at store. feDFM&WCm

STREET.,

roy3dtt

GROCERIES 11 PROVISIONS.

ORGANS,

lust* .Mment*

FLOOD,

FREE

STRAW

W U. IVBH.S’

or

Corsets !

;AU the Late Novelties just received.

PIANOS & ORGANS.

Ca*h

CRAPE

ALL WIDTHS AND PRICES.

IN

IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS OP

CORNER FREE AND COTTON 818.
dtt
apl8

SMITH AMERICAN

—

Gimpnre and Blonde Scarfs,
Alexander & Palais Royal Gloves,

G.M &C. H. BOS WORTH.

Street,

ALSO

—

We shall open

a new

CO.,

Exchange street.
<12w

No. 46

—

CURTAINS.

LACE

&

TORCHED LACES

SPECIAL SALE
—

WeiTM

GEO. L
my9

dtf

ap6

customers.

DAVIS &

wi

50 First Class

at prices that can not fail to give satisfaction to the
closest buyers, and make glad the Hearts of Families
and Housekeepers. Our stock is large.
Our goods
are well bought. We work hard.
Our expenses are
We
are
bound
to
it
make
trifling.
lively for OLD
FOGIES this spring. The property must move,
ic has got marching orders, and must be sold.

full line of Boots and Shoes which we

glad to show

a a m

—AND—

FANCY GOODS

wear.

We

m

the Junction of Middle and

near

We have on hand a large assortment of Ladie*’
Kid Button and Side Lace American Kid
boot*.

We have put in a Fresh Stock of Groceries, consisting of Flour, Teas, Coffees. Spices, <&c. Also
Canned Goods, Common and Fancy Soaps, Tobacco
and Cigars.
We keep on hand a good supply of Fresh Meats
and Provisions, all of which we sell cheap for Cash.
And we would respectfully solicit a share of the
Public Patronage.

W

W. D. Dearing & Co.
Sprinkling Lawns,
dlw
mylO
washing Sidewalks, Win- I DRAIN PIPE
dows, &c. We will sell 50
feet of Hose with Pipe and 'Z j. i. maim, proprietor, «
Manufacture by
§
Coup Sings, all compl ete,
Fine Neck
^HYDRALIC CEMENT

For

CO.,|

Htenui Power

Hall’s Rubber

Western Clover.

*
(and Machines for making the same)
Drniu*, Sewer*, Culvert*, Wells A
Chimney*: at*o, Nione Edging

For

Store,

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.
myio
dtf

.and Orchard Grass.

SEEDS.
N. N, Y., and
Alsike Clover
For sale by

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
_Ja30_dtf

w

horses accomodated at
rjpHEUE
A the New Hoarding Stable on Clark street, between Dun fourth and Spring St’s. This is the most
pleasant Stable in the city, each horse having a
good window to get good air and light.
Also the
heat of care at prices to suit the times.
Rear entrance on Brackett St. head of Cray St.
Please call.
ap*tf
JOHN K¥AN.
be tour

more

J

A I* lower Vn*e».

»

Junction, Dantorth St., and W.®
Promenade,
£3
Office at No. I Portland Pier,
W
Received Centennial I
PnrtlQlld Mu
Medal *& Diploma, j
lYlUi 3
J
eodSin
35 mchl3

^Factory

We have just returned lrom New York, with the
largest and most elegant stock of Nock wear ever
shown in Portland.

at

rUllldllUj

Pure HI Ilk for Family Use.
WOULD respectfully inform my former patrons
and citizens in general whoecntemplaie a change
in their supply of milk, that 1 am piepared to fur
uish a superior quality of pure milk at reasonable
rates; all orders left .at S. WINSLOW & CO.’S, 18
Market Square, will receive prompt attention by me,

L

where the tlattering testimonials ot some now
will be shown to those who wish to investigate. I shall employ no boys but deliver the milk in

making

Hew, Stylish and Nobby Spring

Uec25

241

Liverpool
FORin bondCadiz,
duty paid by
sale

Goods.

Pliinney,

middle

street.

ma9

Military and Hegalia
BASEBALL ANDiFOOTBALL
HEADQUARTERS.

dlw*tf

Salt, Salt, Salt!

&

Hill

CYRUS LOWELL, Agent.

person.

HORSE NOTICE.
can

Dressing

PIPE£

$5.00 at

Timothy, Red Top,

Oil Stove

8. F.

268 Middle St.,

us.

continuing

There will undoubtedly be about one thousand persons iu attendance,
who must be provided lor.
Some of them will tind homes at the hotels, but a
large number must be furnished elsewhere. All persous who are willing to entertain free, also boarding
houses and private families who can entertain for a
compensation, and persons who will rent rooms with
beds, wilt please report how many they can accommodate and terms, to a committee who will be in
waitiug at Friends meeting bouse, Oak street, from
2 to 5 o’clock each day lrom May 8th to May 12th,
inclusive, or by letter or otherwise to A. F. COX, 37
Union street, or to GEO. DOUGLASS, 26 Smith
street, until June 2d.
Per order of the Committee.
my5d2w

Nutter Bros. & Co. GRASS

Market

New Store

aud tine stock of Plants from the Conservatory of
Albert Dirwanger, Munjoy Hill, embracing verbenas, mixed baskets, Pansies, Angalies, Palargonlums, Geraniums, Fuschias, Roses, Colins, Ferns, and
fifty other varieties.

suit.

CITY HALL, PORTLAND
and
week,

A U C T ION.

B Y

ot

The yearly meeting oi Friends for New England
will be holien at

Commencing June 8 th.

ON

FINDM

NEW

YEARLY MEETING.

for

PRICE.

Vickery & Leighton

DDRESS

BY AUCTION.

THEM.apleodtf

are

M. A. BOSWORTH,

•

Street,

—

Saturday. May 12th., at 10 a. m. and 2J p. m.
we shall sell a large lot of furniture and carpets,
formerly used in the Adams House—consisting In
part of Parlor Furniture, B W., painted and Ash
Chamber Sets, Bureaus, Bedsteads, Sofas, Lounges,
Easy Chairs, 25 Carpets, Hair, Excelsor ami Husk
Mattresses, Feather Beds, Quilts, Sheets, Crockery,
Glass, Stoves &c., &c.
F. O BA1LEV ft CO., Aiftiooerra.
<13t
faylQ

Tnndn

361 1-3

—

New Goods received every Day.

29

dim

PORTLAND.

Phaetons, 5 Jump Seats, 15 Wagons, and Buggies, Carryalls, Top Buggies, Cabriolets, Express
Wagons, Basket Phaetons, &c., &c.

12,

Portland.

ap20

480 1-2

CARRIAGES
A

me.

Live uan uonar.

SECOND HAND

50

see

OELAVOA,

aj>21

myldtf

—

COMMERCIAL

SILK

ADVERTISING AGENTS
FOR ALL TUB LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

Navy

HAVE THE BEST

or Inhaling for Catarrh,

GEORGE P. ROWELL, & CO.,

F.

about

KID

ONE

The largest stock and tbe best variety of Coals in
tbe city, lor

sep6

Bottom Prices.

OF

MUSIC READING.
desiring private instruction in vocal
*• USIC! KKluiaii are
respectlully informed that Mr W. L. FITCH is now ready to receive pupils singly or in classes, at his residence. 58
Brackett St., corner Spring.
aplOdtf

FRIENDS

We have received this week another
large lot of HO*E. consisting of LADIES’
PENCIL STRIPES, in Four grades.

AVcarc

rttf

the Toilet and Bath.

At

Close buyers are invited to call and

HOSIERY !

GARMENTS!

OPP. POST OFFICE.

Randall

PIPES IN ENDLESS VARIETY

Robinson,

apHIf

—

MAHER’S,

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, Burns,
and for Piles.

EVERY GRADE OF TOBACCO,
Plugs, Twist, Fine Cut, Smoking, &c., &c

—

-

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough and
Purifying the Breath.

Havana Filled

most

Oxnard

dim

Sore

Havanas (my own manufacture)
800 OO to $75 OO per IOOO
“
$50.00 to $55 OO
Mixed Filled $50 OO to $55.00
Ciood Cigars $18, $JO and $45
Clear

valuable invention is now ottered to the
public by the Subscribers who are General Agents
lor this state.
They will be happy to show the Fire and Burglar
Alarm at their onice, 88 Exchange St.
All orders
executed with despatch and warranted to give satisfaction.

“BARGAINS.”

Tar,

Solution,

ALSO

CiGIRS,

Imported Cigars from $8.50 to $9 per 100
The celebrated ‘Mikado’ $45.00 per IOOO

ANNUNCIATORS,
—

—

Tobacco and Smokers’ Articles.

board have any other intimations of it.

HOTEL,

MUST RE SOLD THIS WEEK.

Asthma, and Kidneys.

Pipes,

better than the most faithful watchman, never fails
to give the alarm.
Its simplicity and cheapness
make it available by all owners of property Real and
Personal. A Burglar Alarm cau also be attached,
which is greatly efficient and certain in giving timely
notice of an attempt to enter by burglars. The Fire
Alarm can be applied to Vessels, also, and will be
found very efficient in detecting Fire at Sea, long be-

10

-

Now is the time of year for Pueumonia, Lung
Fever, &c. Every family should have a bottle of
Boschee’s German Syrup. Don’t allow for one
moment that cough to take hold of your child, your
family or yourself. Consumption, Asthma, Pnuemonia, Croup, Hemorrhages, and other fatal diseases
may set in. Although it is true German Syrup is
curing thousands of these dreaded diseases, yet it is
much better to have it at band when three doses
will cure you.
One Bottle will last your whole
family a winter and keep you safe from danger.
If you are consumptive, do not rest until you have
tried this remedy. Sample Bottle 10 cents. Regular

OF

It is

Horse and

In cases of

—

Automatic in its working,

AT

sale.
Ladies look into Carlton Kimball’s show
window, 405 Congress street, “to-day.”
myO
d4t

HHIV1EPE STOCK.

84

THERMOSTATIC

FIRE

COAL YARD FOR SALK
now

dim

to all

Aii Educated Eady
of teaching the uFual English BranJ ches, with Music, French and Plaiting, otters
to give instructions, in exchange tor the comforts of
a home.
Address
mylld3t*
“IMMEDIATE,” Press Office.

ONE
Portland

& CO.,

190 & 192 Middle St.

Portland, May 7, 1877.my7d2w

Notice.

or

extended
stock of

SOMETHING NEW!

dlw

1877.

half,

our

and immense

Furniture made to order and repaired

This

is
hereby given, that Mr, C. C. Chapunaii disposed of his interest in our firm
April
4th, 1877, and that his liability on our account ceased
from that date.

I

Lower.

Electric Call Bells lor Dwellings a Specially.

NOTICE |

IMPORTANT SALE

COLCORD,

NOW OPENING AND OFFERING.

No Stock in New York or Boston
More Complete, Nor Prices

LOOK AT THE BAP.«AI\S,

invited to examine

are

large new factory

uin

*»

Hereby give notice

buildings.

great variety.

^

May loth,

IVe make special prices in lurnisliing Hotels, Beach Houses,
Churches, Halls or oilier public

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

AND

PRICES ASLOWAS THE LOWEST
The public

W.

complete stock

a

GREAT SPRING SALE

TRIMMINGS

HORSE SHOEING.

NORTON, CHAPMAN

Also

patterns.

GOODS

UPHOLSTERY

S.RICE.
J. D. nuOFER.
ap21dtf

Lower half No. 10 Atlantic Street, coniainsix rooms, lias gas, Sebago water and cemented cellar. Low rent to a small family.
Inquire at the house or address
T. S. LAUGHLIN.

O. W. ALLEH.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. ra.
oc3dtt
Consignments solicited.

jan2tdtf

ol

D.

ing

Wood

superb stock
ever shown in this city.
In our stock ot Ingrain Carpets,
Two and Three-ply. in the various
grades, may be found the choicest

manner.

goods.

Street, Portland' Me*

KNOX COUNT!.

and

Drapery and Decorative Work

warerooms,

CHARLES MULLIN' Agent,

35 aid 37 Exchange mi,

143 Pearl Street.

most

done to order in the most tasteful and satisfactory

in

A

mylldtwat

Undoubtly the

MARRETT, BlfLEY

FURNITURE.

For Sale, Wholesale or Retail.

No.. 63 & 67 Fore
myll

Brussels Carpets

Retail

Dealers In

—

J.

ot
Consisting
iUOQUETTES,
AVUI.YHTERK, WILTONS, VELVETS. BODY BBUSS ELS, and
TAPESTRY BRUSSELS, ot both
Foreign and Domestic Productions.
We call special sttention to our
assortment of

ap23

Moore & Bailey.
Owen,
mylldtf

STATE NEWS,
The new custom house
Kockland is completed.

and

Lot of

French Lisle Gloves, in two and three buttons, just
the thing to take the place ot Kids for Summer wear.
We wish to call particular attention to our elegant
assortment of these German Gloves. As they are the
most perfect fitting Lisle Gloves ever offered, as
every
Lady will say who purchased theirs of us last year.

Salesroom!
F, O. BAILEY.

given to private pupils by the subscriber.

PERSONS

STRAW AND COIR MATTINGS,
OIL CLOTHS, ETC.

Tools &c.

Send for descriptive Price List.

of those elegant fitting German Lisle Thread Gloves,
all sizes, for Ladies’ and Misses’ wear. Prices:

God.”

or

Designs,

in

He took his text from Mark, xii chapter, 30th
verse,—“Thou art not far from the kingdom of

or

by the Gallon.

“Lisle Gloves.” Walter
Corey & Co.,
One Hundred Dozen

myD__

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant?,

Instruction in English and Classical Studies

IN DIM

polish,

Maine.
mh24__dtf

with rheumatism.
Captain C. T. Chase, of the revenue cutter
Dallas, is to be relieved early in June by
Captain Hodgkins of New London.

or

—

Portland.,
Personal.

or

AND

furniture
in

Piano

Scotch

3 FREE STREET

Ex-Gov. Coburn and J. H. Burleigh were at
the Falmouth yesterday.
Mr. Payson Tucker is confined to bis home

supply

PIANO

janiidtf

matters.

fine

ally.

—

COLONY RAILROAD.

New Spring Style
CARPETS

and musical merchandise gener-

with OLU

na*ig<uiun

construction,

SHEET MUSIC!

—

partures.
Fieight received at New and Spacious Iron Freight
House, aud forwarded daily to FALL RIVER, there
connecting with the Clyde DiiemnerM. Mailing
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAYaud SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia Oirect, and connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S. C
Norfolk, Va., Portsmousli, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington. D. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,
D. C., and all rail and water lines.
vi

of

the finest musical finalities
are here combined.

Boston to the South. Only Tri-Weekly
line.
Quick Time, Low Rates, Frfqnent De-

j-'tALt&tsio

Have just opened at tlicir CABPET BOO us a very large stock of

nh at the Lowest Prices*

division,

Portland s favorite
comedian,
appears at Fanny Marsh’s Theatre. Of course
he will be welcomed by large houses. His
programme is very attractive. “Every body’s
Friend* and “Forty Winks” will be played

very

A eaiafent Ccorn

i-.

Among the pleasant events last evening was
the supper of the alumrae of St. Catherine’s
Hall at Lauber’s.

for £2100.

rinnnloAn la anneinfml

ar-

tary and his office is on Preble street, where all
information concerning the exhibition can he
obtained.

nuw

number of

department

Massachusetts officers are making similar
rangements in that state.

er

Thoroughness

anti

Philadelphia & New England Steamship Line. Leavitt’s
—

give instruction in Vocnl llu*i<, and will
continue to receive New Classes for her‘‘TalkN upon the great painters nn<l tlieir works.
Address Mrs, Eamea at the Falmouth Hotel, Portland.
References.—Rt. Rev. Bishop Neely, Rev. Dr,
Thomas Hill.
dim

&C0„

Square.

ORGANS.

CLYDE’S

ar-

will be conveyed free. That is, the exhibitors will be
obliged to pay the freight one way, but when it
is relumed the money wilf be refunded.
The

T.

the well-known and [popular

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

—

BOSTON.

freight

and

in all Styles.

No iuiermediufe lauding* between Providence mill New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be secured at Company’s dice, 214 Washington, cor. State street, and
at Boston
Providence Railroad Station.
J W.RICAARDSON, Agent, Boston.
A. A. FOLSOM, Sup’t B. & P. R. R. mh31eod3m

England Fair.—Mr. Samuel
Secretary of the State Agricultural

carried at half rates and

A

Upright

--

will

BAILEY

PIANOS.

Rail,

&TK1MER RHODE ISLAND,

forgotten.

rangements for the New England exhibition.
He has perfected arrangements with the railroads in the state by which passengers will be

|

of

AUCTION SALES-.

*

■

lllrs. E. II. Eamcs

MARRETT,

ol first class instruments in the State.

arriving in New York at C. A. M. This is the only
line aflording a delightful sail through Narragnniieit May by daylight.

New

Wasson,
Society, was in'the city yesterday making

O.
w

were in business in Galt block for several
years.
His property which be had toiled hard to
accumulate was swept from him suddenly, and
lie retired from business. His loss
preyed upon
ais mind until softening of the brain set
in, and
tor several years he has been deprived ot his
reason.
His death was not at all unexpected
as he has been slowly sinking for some time.
He was a fireman for many years, and was
honored with the position of Chief Eogineer a

Jotting*.

says

residence

Moody.
The
death
of
Franklin C. Moody took place at his residence
No. 19 Monument street, early yestetday morning. Mr. Moody was for maDy years a very
successful merchant in this city. He was a

The India street people have a picnic supper
and another of those enjoyable entertainments
in the vestry this evening.
As Clara Morris is to sail for Europe on the
10th of June it is not at all probable that she

enticing Portland sir's were in tint city las
week selling the Brett lian Perfume Stone. In
eight hours their set idles aruouDted to §381
which is very good coosideriDg the hard times.
While Mr. Edwin Owens, clerk for Mr.
Millett, the grocer ou Congress streer, was at
work in the store early yesterday morning he
fell forward from sudden giddiness and injured
his knee so severely tint he fainted and was
unconscious f >r some t'me.
Ti e Temperance Union meeting last evening
l)i
at Congress Hall was well attended.
Boardman’s illustrated lecture on the physiological effects of alcohol was very interesting
and instructive.

late

C.

The Curtis
1 rank Curtis,

will appear in Portland.
The Belfast Journal

in the Blanchard Boiler

ago. Another brother, Capt. Samuel, sailed in
the new bark Martha Ellen and was never
again heard from. E. G. Willard and Capt.
Benjamin Willard are brothers of the deceased.
He leaves a wife, a son, W. H. Willard, of the
firm of Lewis, Whitten & Co., and a daughter
to mourn his loss.

during minority.
Brief

owner

His brother, Capt. Charles Willard,
was lost in the Georgie
DeeriDg, some years

llm nioht nf

February 7, 1877.
After the testimony for tlic government was finished Mr. Cobb, counsel for tbe respondent, advised
tbe respondent to plead guilty, which he did. Brown
has served one sentence in the State prison for larSentence—five
ceny, leaving there in March, 1876.
years in State prison.
Patrick H. Kerrigau pleads guilty to larceny of
cigars and tobacco from James F. Murray. Sentence,
six months in county jail.
Counsel are notified to be in attendance Friday
morning, April lltb, at 10 a. m., when all unfinished
criminal business will be attended to.
ftluqicipal

brought her to the harbor. She was the first
tug ever owned here. Several years afterwards
his business increased so rapidly that he, in
connection with others, built tbo tug Uncle
Sam, both of which be has since managed. He
Company.

CITS GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take
first
Monday evening of each month.
place the
The School Committee meet the fourth
Monday
evening of each month.

The

a

of his death.
Capt. William Willard

m.

Close at 9.00 p

unere was a mars or

cause

day at 1 p. m.
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to sailing oi steamers. Close at 2.30 p m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
a m.

have been

Coroner Gould was called, but after hearing
all the facts he considered an inquest unnecessary, as the family were well satisfied as to the

By the Briagton Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Close at
б. 50 a m.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Desert, Jonesport, Mathias. Machiasoort, East Machias, Millbridge and Bar Harbor, via each steamer. Arrive at 0 a. m.
Close at 9 p. m.
Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 5.00 p m.
Foreign Mails per Allan Line close every Fri-

at 2.00

falling against the door, which was unfastened, fell out of the pilot house aud over,
board, and that he died instantly when he fell.
This theory is upheld by the fact that Capt.
Willard has had two quite severe fits before.
Drs. Getchell and Merrill, who were called,

oeiore ne was reicueu.

m

and connecting routes.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 11.30 a. m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a
m. and 3.00 p. m.
Close at 11.30 a m and 5.00 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. K. Arrive at 8.40
a m.
Close at 6.30 a m.
Lewiston and Auburn.
Arrive at 2.00 and 9.00
а. m., 3.00 p m.
Close at C.30 a. m, 11.30 a. iu. and
5.00 and 9 00 p. m.

and 2.20 p

and at the matinee to-morrow. The imitatious
of actors by Mr. Goodwin were not given as
announced by the management.
They must

blow across tbo face, where he probably struck
against the side of the tug when he went overboard. Dr. Getcbill said it was possible he
might have been attacked by a fit and the
glottis closed just as he struck the water, thus
accounting for his failure to tike in much
water, but the doctor could net affirm that this
was the case.

Bangor, Mattawamkeag,

a m

body.

EDUCATIONAL.

assortment

TORE,

Steamboat Express Train leaves Boston & Providence Railroad Station daily (Sundays excepted), at 6
P M. Connect at Fox Point wharf, Providence,
with the Entirely New a ml Magnificent

and

fflELAltGESf

PROVIDENCE,

Only 42 Miles

as

The general opinion among those who know
the most of the patticulars is that he was taken
with a fit just as the tug was coming about,

however, hare decided that the death was
caused by diowDing, as it was twenty minutes

p.

VIA

‘Lone Fisherman,” who fortunately is mute
and can perpetrate no puns. The performance
will be repeated this and to-morrow evenings

and

to 8.30 p m,Sundays excepted.
Sundays open for Carriers and General Deliver,
from 9 to 10 am.
Portland, Me., May 9, 1677.
Arrival and Departure oi Mail*.
m

8.30 a in and 2.30 p m.
Great Southern and Western.

little water in th9

NEW ROUTE ¥ NEW

a

vaganza was first given. But “Le Blanc” is
better done than before, and that uneasy heart
of his is still source of much amusement to
an audience.
Uarrv Josephs as “Catherine”
is as absurdly funny as ever.
The brightest
thing in the play now, as before, is Hunter’s

picked up. When found, ho was lying on his
back with his arm9 outstretched’ He was
taken to the Tiger and brought to the city.
Every effort to resuscitate him was unavailing.
The chest was distended with wind, but there

Shoeing—lioung & Wyman.
Vard

audience

ever, but the cast has not been
benefited by the changes. With the withdrawal of the original “Gabriel” much of the grace
went out of the piece. The new “Evangeline”
too is certainly no improvement on the heroine
of the previous visit, and much inferior to the
maid of Arcadie as personated when the extra-

nearly,

Horse

amusing

as

overboard

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Black Silk Temptation—Staples.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
German—Owen, Moore & Bailey.
An Educated Lady—Capable of Teaching.
Wood Workers -Carpenters. Cabinet Makers.
Notice—Norton, Chapman & Co,
Notice—Wm. Willi fins.
For Sale—Charles Muliin.
House to Let—T. S. Laughlin.
A

large

Last night the extravaganza drew a large
and enthusiastic bouse.
Its specialties, the
heifer dance, the whale fishing and others, are

gave the deck hand orders to cast off
the hawser. He did so, aud the tug was just
turning to return to the city, when suddenly
the pilot house door flew open and Captain
and went
Willard apparently
out
fell

ADVERTISEMENT* TO-DAY

a

has to be very poor to be relished, and
the jests of Evangeline seem to satisfy a popular want.

house,

VICINITY.

With

joke

schooner gave a sigual for the tug to stop towing, and Capt. Willard, who was in the pilot

Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens etCo

PROVIDENCE LINE

can.

beyond its merit.

MISCELLANEOUS
—

Its life and merriment, rapidplay
ity of action and richness of color, lively
choruses and poor jokes have won for it favor
as no

MISCELLANEOUS

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

a

hundred operas and powdered with puns as old
as the
trilobites, has captured the publio fancy

Dt'ollt of Cnplniu William Willnril.

Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.

CITY AND

Evangeline.
Evangeline enriched with the spoils of

11, 1877.

THE PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews,
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city,
At Biddeford, of Phillsbury.
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H. B. Kendrick.
At
At
At

AFFAIR.

Sole
Circulars.
Send for Illustrated
Manufacturers of the lto.ion Mhooiiug Mail.

and Trapani Salt in lota

or

G. G.
14
fe27

WSLLIRD,

COMMERCIAL

WHARF.
dis3m

A

PllSIUl'IUfi
few colt* will be taken to pasture thr on ah the
summer.

One of tho best

pastures

In the

county—six miles from Portland,
J. S. HOBBS, West Falmouth, Me.
myocllw*

POETRY.

is construed as a menace to the British empire
in India. The British fleet has gtme to the
Mediterranean, the arsenals are filling up with
munitions of war, and the army is being

Montenegro.

rapidly placed

BY ALPEED TENNYSON.

They rose to where their sovran eagle sails;
They kept their faith, their freedom, on the hight,
Chaste, frugal, savage, arm’d by day and night
Against the Turk; whose Inroad nowhere scales
Their headlong passes, but his toptstep tails.
And red with blood the Cresent reels from fight
Before their dauntless hundreds, in prone flight
By thousands down the crags and thro’ the vales.
O smallest among peoples! rough rock-throne
Ot Freedom! warriors beating back the swarm
Of Turkish Islam for five hundred years,
Great Tsernogora! never since thine own
Black ridges drew the cloud and brake the storm,
Has breathed a race of hardier mountaineers.
—in the Nineteenth Century.
(From the Maine State Press of May 10,1877.]

History of Seven Days.
The Hew* for the week ending Wetlneaday
Night, Hlay 9.
NATIONAL

CAPITAL

The Mexican border trobles
of

were

subject

the

discussion at the Cabinet meeting Tuesday
and it was agreed that organized cattle stealing
and other depredations npon property in Texas
a

of American citizens must be

effectually stopped

witont farther delay or inattention on the part
of Mexican authorities. Correspondence with
the Mexican government will be immediately
re-opened by the State government, and unless
proper steps be promptly taken by Mexico to
prevent farther incursions upon oar territory
by bodies of her citizens, oar military forces
nnder Gen. Ord will probably be authorized to
cross the Bio Grande to pursue aud capture the
maunders.
The Secretary of the Treasury has called
for the redemption of $10,114,350 of 5-20
and
November.
bonds of 1865,
May
The amount called in constitutes the residue of those issued under the act of March 3d,
The call is for $8,1865, dated Nor. 1,1855.
coupon and $1,533,550 registered bonds.
Solicitor Robinson has informed Secretary
Sherman that there is room for improvement
and reform in every department of the New
York Custom House that the committee has
investigated.
The official statement shows the reduction of
the national debt of the United States from
March 1st, 1869, to April 30tb, 1877, $445,154,642.81.
Secretary Sherman thinks that the fact that
our bonds have been less affected than English consols presents the strongest evidence of
character and stability of American credit
abroad.
Secretary Sherman has directed Postmaster
James of New York to bury the dead and relieve the wounded by the recent post office casualty, at the pnblic expense.
Robert G. Blaine, brother of Senator Blaine,
has received the appointment from SergeantaWArms French of the Senate, of assistant

581,000

superintendent of

the Senate document room.
Blaine
formerly a clerk in the office of the
Secretary of the Senate, but was removed last
was

December by Secretary Gorham.
A Salt Lake

despatch

says the Mormons be-

lieve that Brigham Young and other Mormon
leaders are to be arrested, and they have determined to resist any such movement by Federal authority. They are secretly arming and
drilling throughout the territory. Col. Dame
has ordered all the companies of the first regiment to be recruited to the full standard and
to be officered. Preparations for hostilities are
particularly active among the southern settlements.
The extra session of Congress has been postponed to the 15th day of October. The postponement has made much excitement in political circles, as many think it in furtherance
of the President’s Southern policy.
It is stated that on a vote in the Cabinet,
three members voted for disbanding the regular army, arguing that the Governors of the
border States can take care of the Indians
better than the Federal governments.
George Butler has been dismissed from the
special agency of the postoffice for getting
drunk in the cars and acting most disgrace-

fully.

The Postmaster

him, said no drunkard
department.
The

General, in discharging
can be employed in his

following Postmasters were commissioned

TnAflriav:

Abner C.

Spaulding, Richmond, Me.; Waite1
Burleigh, Franklin Falls, N. H.; John G. B.
Adams, Lynn, Maas.
The President has mitigated the sentence of
Reno to suspension from rank and pay
for two years from May 1 1877.
The Secretary of State is considering whether
there are any means of appointing a commis-

Major

sion to the Paris Exposition. Legation people
think if the war continues the Exposition will
be postponed.
The Chicago whisky ring have made an application to Secretary Sherman that he order
a continuance of cases in court to permit the

appeal to Congress. This reThe Presiquest is not likely to be granted.
dent yesterday informed lawyers of the ring
whisky ring

to

that he would under

ciroumstances interfere
to change the decision of Secretary Sherman
against them, which was final.
no

The mission to England has been tendered

ex-Secretary Fish, and Mr.
reappointed to his old position

Sanford can be
at Brussels if
he desires it, A number of consuls are Ito be
appointed next week.
to

CHIMES AND CAUSCLTIES.

Jose Chomalis and F. Arias were taken from
the jail at Santa Cruz last week and hung by a
mob for murder.
Four men were buried at Fall River, Mass.,
Thursday by the caring in of a cellar, and one
of them, Orren Riley, killed.
Bev. Henry Clearwate., a Methodist minister
in Champaign county, 111., has been indicted
for having obtained $300 worth of goods on
false pretences. He has confessed.
Two illicit whisky distillers were shot at
Glasgow, Tenn., Monday by U. S. Marshals.
The latter were arrested by the state authorities
and a conflict between the United States and
state authorities is likely to result.
W. H. Johnson, reoently discharged from a
olerkship in the Treasury Department in Washington, where he has been for several years,

threw himself under

a

locomotive

Jersey railroad Thursday

and

on

was

the West

instantly

Steamship City of Brussels, with Gen. Newton and the Irish pilgrims on board, is overdue,
and fears are entertained for her safety.
The boiler of the steamer Sidoniau exploded
while that vessel was at sea and killed the captain, three engineers, two firemen and a trimmer.

The

body

of John T.

Daly,

the

that

known amount. A list of the number of the
bonds was always taken, which w'll render it
difficult to identify them. Mr. Prescott drew
$15,000 worth of bonds from the bank Thurrsday for registration and it is supposed that the

robbers were cognizant of the fact. There is
no clue to the thieves.
Chin Mool Saw, a Chinaman, was hanged
at San Francisoo for murder, Ue was convicted on Chinese testimony.
Five ladies were poisoned to death at Level
Green plantation, Va., last week by either
arsenic or strychnine.
THE TUBCO-BUSSIAN

WAK.

Reso-

footing.

war

cent

heavy rains having

swollen the river. The

Turks are concentrating at Rustchck and SilIstria in the expectation that the enemy will
attempt to force a passage at those points.
Their monitors are giving some trouble to
towns on the Roumanian shore.
All appearances are that Turkey is in a very
bad way. The Sultan seems to realize his
danger, and threatens to raise the standard of
the Prophet and proclaim a holy war. In England there is great excitement over the Turkish reverses, and the Russian advance In Asia

remitted soon
made. Also collects in England
tries claims of American heirs.

STEPHEN BERRY,

bga/id iPim'b&b,

my7d2w*

given

Women.

positions

which bar the way to the remaining two Russian columns. As it may be
supposed, the Russians will try to effect a junc-

la

n

WM. H.

OTHER FOREIGN NEWS.

180

There has been a sharp debate in the French
Chamber of Deputies in regard to intrigues
prosecuted in France for the restoration of the

Street.

Mad-

FREIi’K S,

prov-

Attorney

Peace still continues in Mexico.
The forts in the neighborhood of Halifax are
being supplied with improved guns and ammunition. Much activity is displayed by the military authorities. Three iron-clads are to be stationed there.
Another regiment,
the 42d
Highlanders, is expected shortly.
The war in Columbia is considered virtually

my8dlm&w3m
Art
■JL’s
Vv

llde|

The Natural Magnetic
Physician,
He shall lay hand 8 on them and they shall be heale
3011 Cumberland, Cor. of Elm St.
noT8

Successor to the late George Mars Ion,

Botes,

Chas. J.

Rev. John Miller has been suspended from
the ministry in the Presbyterian Church for

have followed the example of the
Reading Company and given tbeir engineers
the choice between discharge from their employ and withdrawal from the Lccomotive

Company

Brotherhood.-Mark Twain’s new play “Ah
Sin” was produced in Washington Monday

night and was a success.-Brigham Voung is
reported as defying the government in liis sermon Sunday, saying that the Gentiles were
clamorous for blood which they should have to

THE
streets,
merchant

I

FOR IMPROVEMENT
OF RIVERS AND HARBORS
U. S. Engineer’s Office, Portland, Me., 1
May 9th, 1877. (
will be received at this office until 10
o’clock, A. M., on SATURDAY, the 26th day
of May, 1877, for improving the
following named
rivers and harbors, viz:
X. Penobscot River, Me.,—For the removal of
about 140 cubic yards of Sunken Ledge, at Bangor;
and about 16,000 cubic yards of Dredging at Bucksport.
2. Belfast Harbor, Me.,—For the removal of
about 175 cubic yards of Sunken Ledge.
3. Kennebunk Riveb, Me.,—For about 5000
cubic yards of Dredging,
4. Cocheco Riveb, N. H.,—For about 12,000
luuu, vaiuD ui

5. Boston Uarbob, Mass.,—For the removal of
about 270 cubic yards of Sunken Ledge; and for
about 40,000 cubic yards of Dredging at and near

Lovell’s Island.
6. Pbovincetown Harbor. Mass.,—For about
1500 tons ot

large and small rubble stone.
Persons desiring to make proposals lor any of the
above works are requested to apply to the undersigned at his office, No, 453J Congress Street, Portland, Me., or No. 20 Pemberton Square, Boston,
Mass., for specifications and instructions to bidders,
and for such other information concerning the same
as
may be

desired.

Proposals must be made separately for each work,
as required by the
specifications and be accompanied
by the requisite guaranty, the proposals and guaranty to be in duplicate on piinted forms which will be
furnished on application to this office; and when
transmitted, they must he so endorsed on the sealed
envelope as to indicate, before being opened, the

particular work bid for.
The uudersigned reserves the right to
reject all
bids which in his opinion are not
reasonable; alEO the
hid of any person, who, in his
belief, wilt not faithfully, satisfaetorily and promptly perform the contract.
GEO. THOM, Lieut-Col. of Engineers.
mylOdGtBvt. Brig, Gen’l, U. S. A.

COPARTNERSHIP.
Dissolution of

Copartnership.

copartnership heretofore known as DARLING Sc HUNT, has this day dissolved by
mutual

THE

consent. The bills due the late firm will be
collected, and the c-partnership liabilities paid by
Chas. M. Hunt, at Ihe store heretoiore
occupied by
the late firm.
J. p. DARLING.
CHARLES M. HUNT.

The undersigned having bought out the entire inof Mr. J. P. Darling, will continue the business under the name and style of CHARLES M,
HUNT & CO., for the manufacture ot Chamber
Furniture, at store formerly occupied by Darling Sc
Hunt, where may be found the usual good assortment of furniture which, for cash, is sold lower than
C. M. HUNT.
at any other place in the state.
Portland April 8 1877.
apS0c!3w

To be Let.
Offices in Third Story Merchants’ National
Bank, now occupied by J. & E M. Rand: also

THE
front offices.

These offices are heated by steam;
have gas, water aud fire proof vaults. Possession
given Nov. 1st.oct27dtf
the

To Let.
BRICE HOUSE No. 74 Danfortn Street
rglHE
JL containing ail the modern improvements In
quir at No. 10 Central Wharf.
dtf

NOTICE
in the

ham,
county of Cumberland ana Btate of
Maiae, conveyed in mortgage to Edward Jordan, of
Gorham, in the county of Cumberland and state of
Maine, seven acres or land with the buildings there-1

-----—

j*.

--t

uvuuuvu

VJH

IUC

OUulU—

west by the road leading from Alvah Libby’s to Daniel Murch’s, Southeast by George H Cook’s, North
east by Daniel Davis and others.
Northwest
by Peter Hodgdon’s, foi the security of the sum
of three hundred dollars, payable in two years from
date, with interest at eight perct.. payable annually
which mortgage is duly recorded in Cumberland
county Registry of Deeds, in Book 385, Page 288.
Whereas the conditions of said moragage are broken
I. the subscriber, claim a toreclosure of the same
and give this notice lor that purpose.
Dated this 4th day of May, A. D., 1877.

EDWARD JORDAN.

my5d3w»

For

^lale !

Lease and Good Will of one of the most desirable boarding houses in this city.
Located
within two minutes walk of the City Hall and Post
Office. This is a first class place, and a rare opportunity for one who has experience in the business
House newly furnished throhghout. Only a small

THE

capital required. Address
myldtf

J. C. PROCTOR.

1 MALTY MlEDliOiS
Sharp’s Preserved Smoked Halibut and Haddies
a very nico article for family use, picnic
parties, and
board vessels at sea.
for sale by Grocers generally.

on

Wm.

Sdiarp,

liOJ Commercial Street,
jug

Portland, Me.

ESTABLISHED IN 1849,

S. M. PETTENGILL & CO.’S
ADVERTISING AGENCV
No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York
Estimates furnished gratis for

Advertising

in al

Newspapers in the Uniied States and British Prov-

wy7

NOBTH STBATFOBD N. H.
Willard House, C' S. Bailey A Co. P

Job

prietor*.

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

VAULTS

Printing

MAB8B,

943 Spring Strict,

printed with
THE GERMAN PRINTING
This
Imported and sold
I”
paper is

»TOAIAGTOI
A El

This

& Maine road connect with all

Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at
Iransfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes or refreshments at first class dinning rooms.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland. oc7dti

£ A If

is

OP ALL

OTHERI.

Only Inside Route
Avoiding: Toinl Judith.
th«‘

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Bos-

ton & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, everv
uonaay, weunesuay ana tmaay, anu with the eleand popular steamer Stonington every Tuesay, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of all other line*. Bag-

Saut

gage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adam s', 2*2 ExSt.,and W. D. Little & Co.'s,49$ Exchange St.
change
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York
President,
ocl 73
dtf

FOJt

LINE

STEAMERS

MAIL

QUEENSTOWN

AND LIVEKPOOL,

Sailing from New York as follows:
Richmond-Saturday, May 19,10.30 a.m
City
Berlin.Saturday, June 2, 9.00 a. lu
City
Chester.Saturday, dune 9, 2.00 p. m
City
Richmond.
Saturday, .June 23,2.00 p. m
City
Berlin.Saturday, July 27, at 2 p. m.
Passengets will find these steamers tastefully fitted
up, and the staterooms large and perfectly ventilated. Thi saloons are the entire width of the
vessel,
and

City

of
of
of
of
of

..

situated where there is least noise and motion,
sea sickness.
SmokPiano-fortes and
Libraries,
rooms, Barber’s shop, Electric Bells,
Spacious Promenade Decks, &c., <S:c.
Southei ly course during the Ice season.
Rates of passage *80 and *100, gold, according
accommodation, all having equal saloon privileges.
Round Trip Pickets—*115 and *175, gold.
Steerage—To and from all points at reduced rates.
JOHN G. DALE. Agent,
15 Broadway, NewYos k.
Or T. P. McGOWAN.
ting n~mL,
Portland.
feblO
dim

lessening the liability to
Roms.
Ladies' Boudoirs,
Bath

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP UO.
Eastport, Calais

aad

Ml.

John, Digby,

Windsor and Halifax.
SPRING

ARRANGEMENT.

TBIpi~PEB

TWO

WEEK.

On and after Monday, March
26tb the Steamers New Brunswick.Capt. D. S. Hall, and City
.of Portland, Capt. S. II. Pike,

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RB.
Change of Time Jan. 8, 1877.

LINE

FOR NEW YORK,

'will leave Railroad

Wharf,

foot of

Stale Street,every Monday and Thursday, at 6.00 P.
M., loi Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St.John and Eastport on the

days.

same

Connections

made at Eastport for Robbinston.

st.

Anurews ano Calais.

Passenger Trains Leave Portland.
0,45 A. M. for all stations, running through to
Johnson, Vt.
51.45 P. M. for Upper Bartlett and intermediate
stations.
Arrive in Portland s
11.50 A. M. from Upper Bartlett.
5.00 P. M. from Johnson, Vt.
Portland, Jan. 8.1877.

PORTLAND, BAIOR &MCHI1S
STEAMBOAT CO.,

HAMILTON, Supt.

J.

Connections made at St. John for Digby. Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Sh'cdiac, Amherst, Pictou, Fredericktown, and all stations o
the Intercolonial Railway.
^“Freight received oh day of sailing until
o’clock p. m.
mh21dtf
A. R. STUBBS, Agent.

ia8dtf

Grand Trunk R, R. of Canada.

KOCKLANI), BELFAST AND BANGOR.
THREE

TRIPS

ALTERATION OF TRAIN*.
WrNTTTflrt

A

ANOWVT fi'.NT’T

st&KMutt&il On and alter MONDAY, Oct. 16,1876,
as follows:
Express train for Gorham at 7.10 a. m.
Auburn
and
lor
Lewiston
at 7.00 a. m.
Express
Express train at 12,25 p. m for Auburn and Lewiston.
Mail train 2.00 p. m. (stopping at all stations to
Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal and the WestExpress train for Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.15 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express train from Gorham at 8.45 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 12.25 p.nu

P.M.

at 5

FOR

MT. DESERT AND

SPRING-

Eastern
OCT.

ARRANGEMENT

jmn

The

mi

Steamer

LEWISTON

Deering, will leave RaUNV hart, Portland, every
*■■■ ■ i'Hl ■
IsThumda; Evening at 10
o’clock for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgewick, South West and Bar Harbors (Mr. Desert),
Millbridge, Jonesport and .Vlnchiaxport.
Returning, leaves Jlaehia.pori every OToaday morning at 3 o’clock, arriving In Port-

!■<«,.:_»Capt.

1

I5^JjlPP™t£Swrroad,

land

night.
further particulars enquire of
GEO. L. DAY,
Gen. Ticket Agent,

same

For

___

Canada, Delroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Ml. I.ouia. Omaha,
Mnginaw, Ml. Paul, Mail l.akr City,
Denver, Han Fraud.co,
and all points in the
Northwest, West and Southwest.
THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
oondition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
Btock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of an, route from Portland to the West.
ter-PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING GARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 2.00 p. m.
Baggage checked trom Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
an, amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate ol
one passenger for ever, $500 additional value.
*
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. Oct 16,1876.
ap29dtf

JIACHIAS.

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

m.

—

WEEK.

ning*, al lO a’clock, for Banaor. touching
at Kockland, Camden, Llncolnville Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport and
Hampden, arriving in Bangor about 10 o’clock
next morning. Returning, tamo day, leave Bangor at <i o’clock, A. It,, arriving in Portland

3®^^B|trains will run

ABU

PER

The Steamer CITY OF RICH
MOND, Capt. C. Kilby, will leave
Portland every Honda;, Wedme.<lay and Friday eve-

E.

CUSHING,

Assistant

Portland. April 30,

Manager.

Jtt

BO 8TO N
—

AND

PiIIL.ADEL.PHIA
Steamship Eine.
LeaTe each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y

Mo

Wharfage,

From Long Whart, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

delphia,

at 10

a. m.

Insurance one half the rate ot

__

’salting vessels.
West by the Penn.

I reight for the
by connecting lines forwarded tree

R. R., and South
of Commission.

PASSAGE TEN DOLLAES.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. SAOTPSON, Agent
TO Long Wharf. Boston
Jn23-Iy

BOSTON STEAMERS.

Railroad,

spring

arrangement.

9, 1876.

SKOWHEGAN.
etor.

VOBTLAND.
Adams House, Temple St.

A. S.

PASSENGER TRAINS leaie Portland
for Mcarboro’, Saco, Biddeford, Henup bunk. Wells. North Berwick, Month
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,

Allen

Proprietor.
Perry’s Hotel, 117 Federal St. J. G. Perry
Proprietor.

Kittery,

Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St,
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, O. M. Shaw A Son, proprietors.
Preble House, Congress St. Gibson ACo„

OFF IIC E

Hahu,.

It

f:

n-i-...

Returning,

Night

ADVERTISING AGENTS,

Posters, Hand fill]

Bill Heads.

THEis

called to the new arrangement of freight
Maine Central R. ft., to take ettect APRIL

March 31st. 1877.

Portland & Rochester R, R.
Cards, Tags,

&c.

printed at short

DECEMBER 5. 187«.
V,...„n~.i

T. C.EVAX8,
print.

WAREHOUSE,

1M WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ol
printers Materials. Advertisements! nserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.

\

34 PAi.K ROW, NEW YORK.
D. R. Locke, o Locke &
3. H. Bates, late oi
S. M. Petteugill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

DODD’S

Advertisements receined for every Paper in the
Unired States and British Provinces at the lowest
oontract prices. Any information cheerlully given
and estimates promptly fnurnished.
HORACE DODD.
"ASTERS and HAND-HILLS printed
) Office.

Train, will

rnn a.

fallow.

X/Care Portland at T.:»0 a. m.,
3.30, J.IIO and O.'XO p. m.
7..ft# A. HI. Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. in.,
(connecting with
Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At
Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m.,
Ronton 1.15 p.m., Ayer Junction 12.40p.
m., Fitchburg 1.25 p.m., and IVorcestev
at 2.10 p. m., connecting with trains South and
West.

LOCKE,

Advertising Agents,

ai)2dtf

imMwpTSM

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT

a-

Bangor,

PAYSON TUCKER, Superintendent

C. J. WHEEL Eli,

it

on

and Belfast received at freight house before 5 30
P. M., will be forwarded same day, and will be ready
lor early delivery at destination next morning

agent.

I.

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
Daily, ni 7 o’clock P. .OT., and INDIA
WHARF, BOSTON, daily al 7 p, OT..
(Sunday excepted.)

FARE

notice

$1.00.

Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex.
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
de3Q-76dtf
J. 11. COYKjB,« ar.. (Jen’l Agt.

Sound

Freight for Lewiston, Auburn,

No. 5 Washington Building,

m.

Maine Central Railroad.
attention of shippers of freight at Portland

2d, 1877.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers o
all cities aud towns of the United States, Canadss
and British Provincea
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

BATES

n

Throngh Tickets to all Points South and West at
owes* rates. Pullman Car Tickets for Seats and
Berths at Ticket OtDce.
Passengers by this line avoid all change.
ocOdtfA. P. ROCKWELL, President.

trains

j

S, R. NILES,

EBS>

at R.ftft

Leave Boston at 7.30, 114.30 and at S.OO
p. m., connecting with Maiue 4'eniral
and E. & N, A. Railway lor St. John
and Halifax* Pullman Sleeping Car attached

186 W. Fourth Street,
Cincinnati, O.
are authorized to contract for
advertising in this
paper. Estimates furnished free. Send
!
for a

advertising agency

leave Biddeford

Express with Sleeping Car, for
at 4.15 a, m., every day (except

Mondays.)
RETURNIMG,

E. N. FRIESHMAN & BROS.,

PROVIDENCE, R.

Boston at
in Bostou at 7.30 p. m., in

The Superior Sea Going Steamers,
FOREST CITY AND JOHN BROOKS
will, until further notice, run altcrnatlely as follows: Leaving

Boston

AGENCIES*

advertising

arriving

for New York and Western connection.
Pullman Parlor Car attached.
5.SIO p. m. Biddeford accomodating train.
season

D_

Circular,_

Newbnryport,

Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newbnryport,

3.00 p. m.,

WEST NEWFIELD.

WcstNewfleld

Portsmouth,

Malem, Lynn, Chelsea nnd Boston at
9.00 a. m., arriving in Boston at 1.40 p. m.
Saco, Biddeford. Kennebuuk, Kittery,
Malern, Lynn. Chelsea nnd

Proprietors.
St. Julian Hotel, Cor. Middle and Plum
Sts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
U.S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Fed
eral Sts. Timothy Wolcott, Proprietor.

»-

by SIGMUND

New York:

by

Passage $12.50 to Baltimore.
For freight or passage to NoriUk,
Baltimore, Washington, or otherlntormation apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston.
E.H. ROCKWELL. Agent,
oo2dtt
Proyidence,K. I.

Earner House, W. G. Heselton, Piouri-

121 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Address
J.

| Malden Lane,

DaTison>

etor.

ADVERTISING agency,

CLEANED

ashes removed.

mll28

Wouth

between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macliias, Eastport, Calais,
St. John and Halifax.
Also, connect with Grand

PAKIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor

aces.

Ton can

LENNOJS & CAREY.
atf

NOHBIDGEWOCK.
Daniorth House, D. Danforth. Proprieto

Newspaper

un

ha»e your homes shod new, for
$lt50 nnd re«et for 75 cts. at 108 Federal
8t., between Market and Pearl sts.

II1LLBBIDGE.
House, Geo. A. Hopkins, Pro-

prietor.

Notice ot Foreclosure.
is hereby given that on the 10th day ol
August, A. D., 1871, Frank H. Fogg, of Gor-

and

iersigued this day give notice to parties
A.
wishing their services in Home shoeing,
that, they have lowered their prices to $1,50; that

of Middle and Cross

The New England House, Portlands Me,
Address
AUG. P. FULLER,
de28dtf
Portland, Me.

Card to Horse Owners.
fllHE

corner

Boston.

To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard
Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Lina
o
John S. Daly,
Agent,222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West
by Baltimore & Ohio
W'
A*eut, 219 Wasnington street,
Boston
bill? 01 ladini! *!ven
the above named

PHILLIPS.
Barden House, Samuel Farmer, Propri-

HOTEL TO LEASE.

Notice.
terest

the

on

recently occupied by W. C. Beckett,
tailor. Apply to HENRY DEERING,
mchl3dtf
37 Exchange St.

PROPOSALS

denying the Trinity and the

to

rcaStf8. E. AUSTIN.

PROPOSALS

BRIEF MENTION.

work.——The sewiDg machine companies in
consequence of the expiration of the patents
have reduced the prices 50 per cent.-The
troops are hunting for Sitting Bull and his
band.-Steamer Faraday will lay a cable between Bermuda and Halifax.-The mills at
Schuylkill Falls, Penn., have closod in conse'
quence oi a strike, and four hundred operatives are turned out of employment.—Geo.
Q. Cannon s right to sit as territorial delegate
from Utah will be contested on the ground that
he is an alieD.-The Lehigh Valley Railroad

Schumacher,

PROPOSALS.

There is great excitement and inthe sacrilege. The perpetrators
have not been discovered.

rooms

To Let.

nth29_
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSm55S5S555B5555■—

dignation over

steam-heated Lodging
FURNISHED,
let, at No. 12 Temple street.

Chamber

Orders left with Schumacher Bros., or F. H. Fasset, Architect, will receive prompt attention.
d3m

ceremony.

Union Souse.

ME.dU

Fresco_Painter.

of the river. It is asserted
that ten persons were buried alive.
The Archbishop of Quito was poisoned on
Good Friday while saying mass by means of
of strychnine introduced into wine used iu the
course

opposed to property in land,
mondy monopoly, compulsory taxation and
every device giving increase to property, and
also income without labor, and that men and
women should be paid the same for the same

tf

Coins and Caskets Always on Hand.

augil_YARMOUTH,

MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel—E. E. Stoddard. Prop.

i

to Petersburg and
Va. and Tenn. R. R. lo all places in

South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

J. O. FURNIVAL, Agt.

or

Opposite the Grand Trnnk Depot,

miles east of Montreal. At the point where
the slide occurred the bank is 80 ieet high.
Over an acre of land moved, burying a saw and
grist mill and bouse at the foot of the hill and

To Let.

Daily Press

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor

Allan tie
prietor.

—

Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk

and
Richmond,
the

To

Portland

AND

BLACKSTONE.
WM. KENNEDY.
and moclellan.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
and NATIRDAY.
Freight torwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamor Lady of the Lake aud Janb

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates 1

LINCOLNVILLE,
Beach House, Uincolnville, T. E. Phillips
Proprietor.

To IaCU

■

Trains on Boston
steamers running

—

prietor

house occupied by the undersigned, contains
rpHE
JL eight rooms besides bathroom good furnace and
cistern. Lot 80 x 100, House has direct
sunlight
A. W. COOMBS,
during entire day.
aplldim
Centennial Block.

convenient Rooms to let. Furnished
PLEASANT
unfurnished. In house No. 118 Spring street.
mhl4

UNDERTAKER,

torious.
A terrible land elide is reported on the bank
of the river Veillet, a tributary of the Batiscan
in the parish of St. Genevieve, one hundred

vote who is not

HITCHCOCK,

Tickets to all Points
%Vest at lowest rates.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Mt. Cutler Honse,—Hiram Barton, Pro

Lease.

FIRST class Brick honse, in the western part
oi the city, 13 rooms, newly repaired
throughout, sunny aud pleasant, and near the Horse Cars.
B*
Inqu,i£L°Jt
VERRILL,
aplOdtl
205 Middle Street.

Through
and

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

HIBAM.

A

___dtt

GAD

or

Trains will leave Portland for
Boston at 6.15, 9.00 a. in ..ami 3.00 p. m., arriving at Boston at 10.45,1.40, 7.30 p. ni.
Returning, leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 a. m.,
12.30, 3 30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.10.
5 00, 8.10 p in.
For Wells, North Berwick, Salmon Falls,
Ureal Falls, Dover, Newmarket, Exeter,
Haverhill, North Andover, Lawrence,
Andover and Lowell at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00
p. m.
For Manchester and Concord, N. II., (via
Newmarket Junction,) at 6.15 a. m. 3.00 p. m. (via
Lawrence,) at 9.00 a. m.
For Rochester and Farmington. N. II., at
6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00 p. in.
For Wcarborongh, Pine Point, Old Orchard Beach, Waco, Kiddeford and Kennebunk at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00, 5.30 p. m.
Morning Trains will leave Keunebani
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.

week.

a

INMAN

Passenger

From Lewiston and Auburn at 2.25 p. m.
and Auburn at 5.45 p.

LEWISTON
DeWitt House, Quinby A March, Proprietor.

times

First Class Hteamshla
WM. CRANE.
JOHNS* HOPKINS.
GEORGE APPOLD.
WM. LAWRENCE
direct
From ASosSou
every Tl'EMDAV
aud MATIRDAV.

1877.

March 5,

Express from Lewiston

Proprietor.

new

House for Sale

Refers to Strout & Gage, Portland.

capitulated. On the 16th near Rio Hachia a
battle was fought between the forces of Gens.
Ponce (liberal) and Farias (conservative) in
which Ponce is reported to have come out vic-

the annual convention of the
American Labor Reform League Sunday resolutions were offered denouncing both the Re

Law.

Doris, Proprietor

HALLOWELL.

three story house corner of Congress and
Quincy streets, has furnace and is fiescoed
throughout, and in perfect order. Rent *500. AddIv
to L. TAYLOR, 178 Commercial St.
apl7 dtf1

BRIDGTON, MAINE.

ended. On the 6th ult. the conservative or
rebel forces were defeated at Manazales by Gen.
Treyillo and the whole state of Antioqua was

chief justice till the House admits all the members of the Mackey House.-The annual report of the American Home Missionary Society shows that 99G missionaries are engaged in
32 states; receipts of the year §293,712; expenditures 8310,004.-The rivers in Canada
are to be stocked with salmon ova.-Gen.
Nathan Goff will deliver the oration and Will
Carlton the poem at Arlington on Memorial

and Counsellor at

No. 3$ Exchange Si., Portland, He.
dtf

my 3

Hnllowell House. Hnllowell, H. Q. Blake

To Let.

THE

to

WILLIAM M. SARGENT, Att’y at Law,

ELL8WOBTH,
City Hotel—N. H. Higgins A Sons, Prop*

ONE

STROUT,

Four

I

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monday.

Washington

STEAMSHIP LINK

Morrill, Proprietor.

of the best, first floor, offices on Exchange
street. Apply to
N. S. GARDINER,
No. 42* Exchange kt.
my3d«

Square, PorHand, Me,

the premises.

*“*•»*« Hotel, Dexter, Me—
OT™ci,a™"’
W. fc,

To Lease.

PAINTIN Gr.*
All kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.

B.

now

DEXTER,

Down stairs rentjof five rooms, at
30 BROWN STREET.

3
CARR,
Fresco, Sign and House
16 Market

House,M.

can

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
VInrk’s Dinini Ha11, Grand Trunk Kailwny Depot, IQ, W. Clark, Proprietor.

my5_dtf

mli5_dly

pany has received large orders from Europe.The Indians who surrendered with Crazy Horse
number 889.-The cotton and whisky cases at
New Orleans will be vigorously prosecuted.The recent freezing weather in Nebraska has
destroyed the grasshoppers.-The South Carolina legislature is in a deadlock over the refusal of the Senate to go into the election of

Cornish

To Let.,
KENTS centrally located. gas,
Sebago. Price
10to 15doilars,also2 on Munjoy
Hill, price8
to 10 dollars. All in good repair. Apply to W. W.Carr.
apl9 dtf
187 Newbury street.

R. T.

power of the Pope. In Spain and in
Italy there have been similar manifestations.
The Paris Moniteur says the socialist movement at Lyons is assuming greater dimensions
and has attracted the attention of the government. M. Simon is resolved .to oppose it ener-

temporal

Apply

if I IS..

Booms, W. B. Field,

COBNISH.

oi

my3__dtf

Jan5dtf

St.-Chapin,

now on

Proprietor.

ST.,

be leased unon verv favnrnhla
Situated upon the most travelled
approach to the city, it should command a
fair share of patronage. Being the nearest
.House to Presumpscot Park it affords extra inducements to dealers in horses.
If desired a trade can he made tor the furniture

etor.

p- * H. Dining

RAILROAD.

terms.

St. James Hotel—A. R. Crocker, Propri
Tremont House, Tremont
Gurney dc Co. Proprietors.

71 GREEN
Portland.,

3L.

Co., Proprietors.

the most desirable front rooms in this city,
looking out into Congress Square. Will be let
reasonable to the right parties.
Recommendations
given and required. Apply at 97 Free St., corner
of High street.

A

WO.

BOSTON.
Parker House. School Si. H. D. Parker A

Amy7dl'w*

Rents.

FARRINGTON’S,

MANSION HOUSE
and Extensive Stables connected
there witb,

tor.

TO LET.
TWO

Whittled

BOLSTER’S MILLS.
Hancock House, M. Hancock, Proprie-

onunswitii,

MOTLEY,

Middle

K

apllldtf

Boston & llaine

Hotel to be Leased.

BATH.
Bath Hotel, U. M. Plummer, Proprietor

Tron

at 12.35 p.m. and 5.05
p. m. The train leaving at 12.35 a. m, also has a
passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland
Junction with a Mixed Train for Lev'ision anti
Auburn. The 12 35 a. m. tram is the Night ExTrain
with Pullman
press
Sleeping Car attached, which makes close connection at Bangor
for all stations on the Bangor & Piscataquis, and
E. & N, A Railway, and tor Iloulton, Woodstock, Mt Andrews, St. Stephen, St. John
anti Halifax.
Passenger Trains arrive in Portland as
follows:—The morning trains from 4ugusta. Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at.8.45 and
8.50 a. m The day trains lrom Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast. Skowlippiiri. Fnrminptnn 1C -V-1. if if
ami all intermediate stations at 2.44 and 2 50 p. in,
The afternoon train from Augusta. Bath, K. & L.
R. R. at 6.2-5 p. m. The night
Pullman Express
train at 1 £5 a. m.

TERMS $£.00 PER HAY.
A. S. ALLEN, Proprietor,
Formerly Clerk at the “St. Julian’* and “Falmouth.”
dtf
apr25

THE
M

Proprietor.

the Cumberftnri

DIRECTORY.

AUGUSTA.
Augusta House, State St.,

near

Bank*. Post Office and principal Whole
Electric
sale House*.
Bells, Plea*ant
Rooms, Comfortable Bed* and Excellent
Table.
Carriages at all trains.

Proprietor*.

A Pleasant Rent.
five rooms, on Brachetl St., near Danforth St.
Apply to Wm. H. Jerris, Heal Estate Agent,
Gaboon Block.
mySdlw*

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
OVER X. F

as

Far.fnrv.

patronage.
One of the beat location* in the city,

dSw

AUBURN
Elm Haase, Court. St. W. S. A A. Vourg

OF

Diseases of

HEP’Offlce bours.3 to 5 and 7 to 8 P. M.
Refers to Eliphalet Clark, M. D.. Portland; John
H. Woodbury, M. D., Boston, and Faculty of Boston
University School of Medicine.
apl9d4w

Each of them
tion of their three columns.
will support the advance of the other two, and
if the wing columns come on sooner, Mukhtar's
position,with them in his rear will become untenable and he will be obliged to t ike a position
close in front of Ezeroum.

Cultivator

__[shall

Embracing the leading Hotels in the State, at which
the Daily Press mav always be found.

Portsmouth, N. H.

South Windham, Me. May 1, 1877

417 Congrcsss Street, Portland.
attention

HOTEL

rounary, in Windham, near Little Falls, together
wi.h all the Patterns. Flasks,
Furnace, Milling Machine, Grindstones, Horse Power. Blowing Machine *
Black-mith Shop, &c.f &.
For farther information call on or address

Jans_dtt

Special

I am pleased to announce that, since leasing this well known Hotel, 1 have re-furnished it throughout with NEW FURNITURE, CARPETS and BED DENG, and
hope by strict attention to the comfort
and pleasure of my guests to merit a share of public

HOTELS.

and connected with the largest Livery
in the state. It is the best location in the
New England State for Hotel and Bar business.
Situated within two minutes wilk and on the main
travelled street to and from the Eastern and Portsmouth & Concord Railroad Stations. Rent reasonable to a responsible party. Apply to
J. S. GRANT, 2 & 4 Bow street.

THEland Plow aod

STREET.

W

PORTLAND, ME,
NEW FURNITURE_ THROUGHOUT.

on

WM. H. JER-

mj8dlw*

To Let.
shop and buildings known

Cumberland County,

H. K. MASftY

to

Bnents

Service of Drecepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at' all hours.
House 416 Cumberland St., corner Green.

Batoum was probably a feint to mask the
a
advance of
column
the
up
valley
of the TchunecksoD. Once in the valley the
Russians get on a fine road converging on Ezer.
oum from the northeast, that is, to the rear of

Re-

Apply

new

AND

EXCHANGE

St. For Sale.

aP30_

Rent.

or

HOUSE,

TEMPLE STREET,

Cumberland Street
For Sale.
11
2}story house,
rooms, gas and Sebago, good
drainage, and located between High and Casco
streets. F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate.

Hotel to Let.

MATT ADAMS,
Constable for Portland,

regards the operations of the Russian right wing the advance on

a

House

13 VAUGHN STREET, Portsmouth, N. H.
NO.The
House is
with all the modem im-

No. 37 Plum Street,

As

publican victory.-The Lowell Cartridge Cora

Emery

ADAMS

TENEMENT et 8 rooms at 243 CONGRESS ST.
A
Gas and Sebago. Rent S240 year.
A
ma8

E“>-

SI 1-3

HOTELS.

011

bath room, hot and
2d floor and cellar.
Every thing complete and in good order. Terms
Si500 cash, balance long
time, if desired. F. G.
PATTERSON, 379} Congress St.
ap30d2w

To Let.

Possession Jnne 1st.
1S, Real Estate Agent,

Coroner for

nol8Jtf

on

two story Brick House. No. 58 Pleasant St.,
THEsecond
above High St. Ten rooms. Sebago and

the left

election in Selma, Alabama, resulted in

House on

STREET,

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY,
i3P“Consultati(m free.
myldlm

story house. IX rooms,
A 2}cold
water
1st floor,

dlw

that Bayazid is taken, there seems noth'
ing to stop this columu from moving up to the
plateau of Imdogh which is a strong defensive
position, but lies in the rear of the position oc-

onnl__i

A^IJi$T,mortgage

HOUSE

For Sale

CONGRESS

EVERY

ci,y property valued at
5,000, interest seven per cent. Apply to F. G.
PATTERSON, 379} Congress street.
my2d2w

Room to Let.
PLEASANT room, neatly furnished, on third
floor. To let without board to man and wife
two ladies. 67 Pearl St., left hand bell. ma9dlw*
To Let

<md

on

89,500 mortgage For Sale.

Knightsville.

No. 10 Brattle street.
Sebago water.
and good stable. Apply to SAMUEL
CHASE,
No. 22 Preble street.
my9dlw

on

fTin

myOdlw

gineer.

now

rvf

M. A. MAY BURY,

Assistance given to inventors in developing their
inventions. Drawings and models properly prepared for the Patent Office. Correspondence solicited.
180 MIDDLE STREET.

Sfotk) Job

loan

Real Estate, 379} Congress Street.

a

the two roads which lead from
Ears through the passes of Soghaule and
Dagb, but unfortunately besides the Russian
centre which is advancing from Ears, there are
also indications of an advance from the two

publishing

A11™.1,at
ure6a

or

of

book

404
to

EDWARDS,

OP BOSTON,
and successor of the late Dr. J. Clawson Kelley, of
New York, will be at the office,

<jtf

1VTOIV E1 V

A

CARTER,

a°1:>_dly

AU these lines converge on Erzeroum.
The
position Mukhtar Pusha occupies commands a

DR. S.

flrat class Heal Estate
JCi A Security, in Portland, or vicinity. Rents collected, taxes paid, &c. on Commission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in

To Let.
Knightsville. Cape Elizabeth, with
stable. A good location for a physician. Ad-

Solicitor oI Patents and Mechanical En-

the left from Alexandropol to Ears in the centre, and on the right towards Batoum, leaves little doubt that the object of the Russians is Erzeroum and not Ears.

_Oak

For Sale.
House and lot at No. 81 Newbury
St. Apply at bouse,
K. B1JBY,

can

TO LET,

collections are
and foreign conn-

The Times’ Vienna correspondent says of the
military situation in Asia: A simultaneous ad.
vance by the caravan road from Bayazid which

a
immnrf.alifn

Ja9dtf_

Hill, Me.

de27

as

sep29___d&wly
taL^Rir T.

recently occupied by Otis Kaler & Son, for sale.
J. B. THORNTON,

myldtf

find good rooms, furnished
or unfurnished, with or without
board, at
leb8dtf
416 CUMBERLAND STREET.

A

Dispaxei Cured.
paths marked out
by that plainest of all
books—“Plain
Home
Talk and Medical Common Sense,**—nearly 1,000 pages, 200 illustrations, by
Dr. E. B. Foote, of 120 Lexington Ave„ N. Y. Purchasers of this book are at liberty to consult its author in person or mail free. Price by mail, postage
prepaid, $3.25 for the Standard edition, or $1.50
for the Popular edition, which contains all the
same matter and illustrations.
Contents tables free.
Agent* Wanted. MURRAY HILL PUBLISHING CO., 129 East 28th Street. N. Y.
fel2d3m*
New

PROPERTY

6 15 a. m. and 12.40 p. m.
For Bath at 6.15 a. m., 12.40 and 5.20 p. m.
For Farmington, Monmouth, M infhvop,
Bend lie Id, West Waterville und Waterville via Lewiston at 12.35 p. m.

Portland, April 16, 1877.

of

BS‘
o^%pilce

Norfolk, Saltimore &

—

Passenger Trains leave Portiati«! for Ban
gor, Hester. Belfast nn«l Waterville at
12.35 a. m. and 12 40 p. ni.
F«»r Nkowliegnn at 12.35 p. m. and 12 10 p. m.
For Augusta, Hallowcll. 4-ardiner and
Brunswick at 12.35 a. m., 5.15 a m., 12.40 p. m.
and5 20 p. m.
For Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln It. It., and for l.ewistoa via Brunswick at

V.

»

"f-Y/IN

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
33 School St., Boston, Mass.
of debts, bankruptcy, &c., a speciCOLLECTION
Funds

has inspired at Constantinople strong
of aid from that country. Both belligerents and hurrying reinforcements to Asia in
anticipation of a decisive contest at Erzeroum.

getically.
A royal decree has been promulgated at
rid completely assimilating the Basque
inces to the rest of Spain.

boarders

FEW

mein

MONDAY, APKIL 10, 1877.

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.

ASH & ROBBINS,
Fnllon Street, Brooklyn,

360

kIKK WOOD

board, by leaving

Brown St.

J. B. SO FORD,

reply
hopes

the two

of-

Boarders Wanted.

56 Market Street, Printers Exchange,
Jnl
PORTLAND. MEL
dly

alty.

__eoa2m

ONE

BOARD.

word at No. 8

Address,

the most desirable seaside resorts on the
to accommodate
Pc°af,tdin?3 well arrangedcal1
on JOHN C.
""Lterms
pnrrcun 93
i\KUL±EK,
Exchange St.
fe3dtf

_maOdSt

JOBBER, TWO
recommendations, may find

Apparatus, &e.,

to a declaration of war against Roumania. Roumania will declare her independence.
The
attitude of England and especially Derby’s

copied bf Makhtar.

this

at

or

Far SalA

Found.
Enquire

Hancock
for sale

vicinity.

or

w. H. STEPHENSON.

apl1

Board.
gentlemen, of quiet habits and with good

Watch and Chronometer Markers* Tools,
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School

of the war against Russia.
The Turks have begun the bombardment of
Kalafat from Widiu. Kalafat is garrisoned by
the Roumanians and this assault is equivalent

publican and Democratic parties and declaring
that do candidate will receive a labor reform

is one of the strongest fortresses in the dominion of the Porte, and in 1855 resisted for five
months a Russian attack and only succumbed
at last to famine. The Turks appear to have
been severely beaten in a battle under its walls
and then to have surrendered with scarcely a
struggle. The Russian troops are now on the
march to Erzeroum and Trebizonde, where
Turkish troops are hastening to meet them.
The Russians have not yet croseed the
Danube,
but are waiting for the waters to
fall, the re-

A

MANUFACTURER OF

for Turkey should sail, one of the Russian
men-of-war will pursue and capture it. Should
such au event take place, the Turkish government could claim exemplary damages, as the
Porte has formally notified the United States

on

property in Portland

d3t*

EARRING.

on

JL.ANDS.

in Uarrifion and
Land!(near
K^connfipT'"?
counties, Iowa,
Railroads),
exenange for

C. P. BABCOCK.

der of the Russian fleet in these harbors, and if
any vessel now loading arms and ammunition

regards the advance

FOUND]

_

22:apttifm

several directions.
It is reported that Russian emissaries
are in every
port on the Atlantic coast,
in constant communication with the comman-

As

IOWA

jan29dtt

an

GOLD
fice-

All
from
disease that are anxious to be
cured should try Hr. Ki«*ner’* Celebrated
Con-iiin pi ivr Powder*.
These powders are
the only preparation known that, will cure t'ouHumpiion aud all diseases of the Thront and
indeed, so strong is our faith in them, and
also to convince you that they are no humbug, we
will forward to every BuHerer, by mail, post paid, a
free Trial Box.
We don’t want your money until you are
perfectly
satisfied of their curative powers
It your life is
worth saving, don’t delay in giving these Powder*
a nial, as they will surly cure you.
Price, for large box, $3 00, sent to any part of the
United States or Canada by mail on receipt of price.

_lm»te20dtf

Lost,

A

bargain

a

Maine
Central
RAILROAD.

Passenger Trains leave

Cured.
Positively
sufferers
this

Inquire of CANSELO WINS11IP 14
°r F‘ M’
EAY- Att’y-at-Law, Centenniai
ciock,
tenniM Block

“A. B.” Box 2017, Portland P. O

A good assortment of Cornices and Center Pieces.
Particular at tention paid to Whitening and Tinting
any shade. Also, Whitewashing and Repairing done
in the neatest manner. Jobbing
promptly attended

STEAMERS.

For Lewiston and Auburn. Agents'1*11

Consumption

sale

—

easy terms.

evening, May 8, near Portland,
TUESDAY
Ulster overcoat. Liberal reward for its return.
Address

.R. W. JACKSON.

AT

Cumberland Mills.
house, ell and stable.
and tl°7,a,!ll0,ie-half
double lot of laud for
AI'"e"
sale at

mA

1557._

For
—

House Wanted.

LOST AND

Plain and Ornamental Plasterers,
No
30 PREBLE
STREET.

MAKER

ASH & ROBBINS,
360 Fulton Street, Brooklyn N. V.

and

Souse

one

Address,

h^nols'i'rp0?11

Wanted.

small family without children desire a
rent in the western part ol the
city. House
must contain from seveu to nine rooms having
considerable direct sunlight, and be supplied wltn
and
gas
Reference given. Aduress
good water.
L„ Box

MODEL

bailee

_

Boyce cto J"aclison

and in vast numbers.
or with all speed
The main object of the Russians at present appears to be the investment of Erzeroum. The
Turks are throwing strong reinforcements into
the place and the Russians are advancing from

Fmi

good condition.
Wells of hard and soft
young orchard of about 80 apple and
the I'rcruise«Eeaf,.tf iea oDn 0n d0UN C. Location good and
COBB, No. 31J Exchange Street.
ma5dtf

d4w

—

Permanently Cured—no humbug-by

Block’__ap233m

water

OR

month’, u.nge of Ur. Boulard’. Crlebral.
ed Infallible Fit Powder..
To convince sufferers that these powders will do all we claim Tor
them,
we will semi
them by mall, ,io.t paid, a free
Trial box. As Dr. Goulard is the only physician
that has ever made this disease a special
study, aud
as to our knowledge thousands have teen
permanently cured by the use of these Powder., we
will guarantee a permanent cure in
every
case, or rrfuud you nil money expended.
All sufferers should give these powdersan early trial
and be convinced of their curative powers.
Price, for large box, $3.to, or 4 boxes for S10 00,
sent by mail to any part of the United States or
Canada on receipt of price, or by express, C. o. D.

For Sale.
fourml,esfrom
containing 28 acres convenientlyPortland,
divideii into
mowing, pasture and wood land.
near v
Buildings
new and m

ALL

work neatly done
prices, and satisfaction
guaranteed. I have on hand a new design of un- !
uercut Center Pieces and Brackets, which cannot be
found elsewhere east of New York. These will be
sold at prices to correspond with the times.
Lime,
Cement. Plaster, Mortar, &c., constantly on hand.
Orders from out of town solicited.
my9d3m

Portland, Me

—

FALLING SICKNESS

foot. Terms
down the
Mortgage two or .hree yeirs at seven
qU‘re0,L' E- WEYMuUni Ccmen-

Efa'tSk

Whitening, Whitewashing, Coloring and CementJobbing of all kinds in my line

JOHN BOYCE.

Wpst

«foo

10 cents per
remain on

Ilial

Wanted.

MAINE.

RAILROADS.

Epilepsy,

d2w

House on Brackett Street
sale, with Brick Stable. House contains

For Sale.
building lots, on Carter street

SIX
can

out of employment to write to The Working
Church, Room 12, 36 Bromfleld St., Boston,
or J. B. Brewer, 114 E. 14th St., New York City, lor
extraordinary inducements to Agents.

PLASTERERS.

which can have their concurrence or approval.”
It is certain both Turkish and Russian
troops are being hurried into Asia Mi-

wings.

A

at low

Majesty s government wouiu willingly have refrained from any observations in regard thereto, but as Prince Gortschakoff seems
to assume, in his declarations addressed to all
the governments of Europe, that Russia is acting in the interest of Great Britain and the
other powers, they feel bound to state, in a
manner equally formal and public, that the decision of the Russian government is not one

junction

Wanted.
Capable woman, as cook in a small family. Apply between the hours of 5 and 7. evening.
At 75 SPRING STREET.
my9d3t*

ap28

sec-

RAMSEY, Supt.

UtSeA4Py
Acent.m38dlw»

d3t*

►T| WENTY-FIVE cords Vault Manure taken away
1
A at reasonable rates. Address
A, LIBBY. Portland P. 0.
apl3Jtf

Mer

FOR

_

Street,

CH AS.

eleven rooms, convenient for two
families SoDago water, lot 50x80 feet, price oulv $2'00 Terms"
l° WM’ H’
Real EsJEKRIS,
tate

by

COMPANY.

A

ing done to order.

the same time,
which he himself
It is imhad solemnly recorded bis consent.
possible to foresee the consequences of such an

wanted

Apply

myl°__

few table boarders at 114 Federal Etreet. Also
one room to let.
dlw*
my7

PLASTERER,

PORTLAND,

at

Danube. The capture of Bayazid has been
followed by the capture of Kars, the
key to
Asia Minor, with 17,000 Turks. This is a
stag-

blow to the Ottoman, for it
opens the
road to Erzeroum and Trebizonde and
virtually
gives the Muscovite control of Anatolia, liars

Federal

201

without further consultation with his allies, the
Emperor of Russia has separated himself from

touched Erzeroum

BERLIN MILLS
mylO

FEEMEY,

PLAIN & ORNAMENTAL

thereof, unless with the consent of the
contracting parties, by means of an amicable
arrangement. In taking action against Turkey
on his own part, and having recourse to arms

Day.-At

gering

P.

Pork

3 Barrels Damaged

Fits

onr.W T®7 desirable lots in EverABi2^°n
green Cemetery, No’s. 63. 64, 65. and 66
I
to

tion

WASTEdT

PORK

_MEDICAL.

For Sale.

Wanted.

CARDS'

BUSINESS

tions

act.

paper on “Systemand Rev. C. D. Perkins of

soon be released.-The New York Chamber
of Commerce has passed a resolution asking
the government to reopen correspondence with
England on the collection of light house dues
from American vessels.

the treaty of Paris by which Russia and the
other powers engaged to respect the independence and territorial integrity of the Ottoman
empire. In the conference of London in 1871,
at the close of which the above stipulation with
others was again confirmed, the Russian plenipotentiary, in communication with those of the
other powers, signed a declaration affirming it
to be an essential principle of the law of nations
that no power oan liberate itself from the en.
gagement of a treaty nor modify the stipula-

European concert, and has,
departed from the rule to

Benevolence,”

REAL ESTATE.

Wanted.
A tew Gentlemen Boarders nt
13 CASCO STREET.
myiO
dtf

a

York Sun asserts that Attorney-General Fairchild believes that Tweed can back up his confession in all its points, and that Tweed will

endorse Russia’s declaration of war. “Russian policy is,” says the answer “in contravention of the stipulation of

The week has been signalized by great Russian successes in Asia and by steady
progress
in the concentration of Russian
on the

troops

atic

_WANTS.

Portland on “Biblical Schools for Indian Missions.”-Frost in the lower counties of Illinois has damaged the fruit crops.-The New

England cannot

proprietor of

the Windsor Hotel in New York, has been
sound hanging in an old barn at Long Plains.
He had evidently committed suicide.
A party of burglars last Friday night entered the residence of Harrison Prescott at
Newton Centre. Mass., and with a key which
they abstracted from his pocket opened his safe
and took $21,000 in government bonds, $400 in
money and notes, mortgages, &c., to an un-

a

Eernald of Lewiston had

lutions introduced
by Mr. Gladstone in
the House of Commons, censuring the Government for neglecting to ally itself with Russia have provoked long and angry debate. The
reply of Lord Derby to the Russian circular
note is regarded as a menace. It dissents from
the conclusions therein expressed, and says

turning the

killed.

on

their heart’s content. Geo. Q. Cannon preached
equally defiant sermon.-At the New England Baptist Convention last week Kev. E. N.
an

4*30 I*. HI. Ntrnmboat Express through to
New London without change. Connects at Rochester for Rover and 4-reat
Falls, at Epping for Manchester and
Concord at Nashua lor Lowell and
Boston, at Ayer .1 unction for Fitchburg and the West via Iloosac Tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad lor New’ York, at Patnniu with
“Boston & Philadelphia Express Line’* for
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North
River New Y'ork, at 6.00a.m.
5*30 P. HI. Mixetl Train for Rochester.
41*40 P. HI. Local for 4*orbnm.
Trains leave Rochester ar 7.00, *11.25 and £11.45 a.
m., arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m., *1.20 and
£5.10 p. m.
Leave Gorham 0.00 a. m., arriving at Portland 0.40
a. m.

t Mixed.
•Steamboat Express stops only at Springvalo, Alfred, Saco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and Westbrook, making close connection with through trains
Of Maine Central aud Grand Trunk Railroads.
d. M. LUST, Supt.
CUiatf

Maine Steamship Company
Semi-Weekly Line to Sew York.
Steamers Eleanora & Franconia
Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wharf
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at
P. M. and leave Pier 38 East River. New York
every MONDAY aud THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomo
nations tor passengers, making this a
very convenient and comfortable route tor travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage,
State
including
Room. $5.
Meals extra.
Good destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at

Portland,

For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38 E. K.. New York.
Tickets and 8tate Rooms can be obtained at 22
Exchange street.
declBtf
once.

For Halifax Direct.
Ibo

Steamship

Fnluiouth,

Capt. W. A. Colby, will leave
Railroad Wbart every SATURDAY at 5.30 P. M. for Halifax direct, making connections for all
parts oi Nova Scotia. Returning, leaving Halifax
on Tuesdays at 8.30.p. m,
For freight or passagean‘
J'
Ply }o- <■
COYUE. Jr., Agent,
mh2l<uf
Franklin Wharf.

Notice

ot Foreclosure.

"NTOTICE is hereby given, that

on

the 2.'d day of

May, A. D. 1875, Margaret M. .Iordan. Lester
Jordan, Lemuel Jordan, Mary 1). Jordan, anti
Aivin i». .Iordan, of
Raymond, in the county oi Cumberland and State ot Maine,
conveyed in mortgage
to
N

the “Norway Savings Rank’* oiNorway in the
county of Oxford in said State, a certain parcel of
land and the buildings therein, situated in said
Raymond. particularly described in said mortgage deed
find the deeds thereinrefered to, lor the
security of
the sum of liftetm hundred and sixty two dollars and
fifty cents, payable in six months from date, with lnterest,at the late of eight per cent annually in advance; which mortgage is duly recorded in Cumberland Registry of deeds Rook 405, Page 534: and that
»akl Savings Rank on the 10th day of April A. L>.
1877, assigned said mortgage, with the note thereby
secured, to the subscriber, and, whereas the cou
litions of said mortgage is broken, 1 the subscriber
is assignee
and owner thereof claim a foreclosure
d* the same, and give this notice for that uurnose
^
Dated this, the 25th day or April A. I). 1877.
WILLIAM ROLFE,
By his Attorney, A. B. Holden.
my9dlaw3w8

FOE, WETIIERELL

&

7 <\T

Ncw-pnper Adr.rti.iux Ajf.ns.,
Rcreivo advertise tnci-. r,<r all newspapers in the
United States a„ i Canada, at their
office,
«7 CUESTXUT ST.,

PUILAUELPUIA, PA.

^

